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Introduction 

Refractories are ceramic materials designed to operate in harsh conditions, 

including high temperatures, severe thermal shocks, corrosive environments 

and thermomechanical loadings. They are indispensable i.a. in cost-effective 

production of many popular materials, including metals, glasses and cements. 

It implies that each user of daily life products, being made of these materials, also 

indirectly consumes some refractories. Over the years, their design developed 

significantly, leading to improved safety, lower environmental impact, prolonged 

service life, higher quality of final products (fewer defects, stricter tolerances) and 

optimized production costs. 

The present study was performed with a rather wide scope thanks to friendly 

cooperation between European partners working on improvement of refractories. This 

crucial cooperation originates from FIRE network (abbreviation of “Federation 

for International Refractory Research and Education”) that promotes education 

of young researchers within a network consisting of academic and industrial partners. 

Relationships developed in framework of FIRE became a cornerstone for foundation 

of a European ITN-ETN ATHOR project (standing for ”Advanced THermomechanical 

multiscale mOdelling of Refractory linings”). This project gave unique chances 

to 15 PhD students to develop their skills in a network consisting of 7 academic and 

8 industrial partners. Such partnership was helpful in this particular study to access 

different research centres, including IRCER laboratory (University of Limoges 

in France), LaMé laboratory (Polytech Orléans in France) and Ceramics Research 

Centre (Tata Steel Europe in the Netherlands). 

ATHOR project was dedicated to iron & steel industry which correspond 

to the highest share of refractories consumption among all industries. More 

specifically, the core of this project was exclusively focussed on steel ladle, a vessel 

accounting for the highest consumption of refractories in the whole steelmaking 

process. The fifteen involved PhD students cooperated to improve prediction of the 

lining’s performance by numerical modelling (using finite element and discrete 

element methods). In this general context, the present PhD work aimed to provide 

accurate material parameters (as input parameters), as well as innovative 

characterization methods with target application in validation of numerical approaches. 

Despite this strong focus of the project on modelling, the present PhD thesis is mainly 
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focused on experimental results with two general objectives, which are briefly 

described in two following paragraphs. 

The first is to better understand in-use behaviour of alumina spinel 

refractories to enable future product improvements. In particular, the focus 

is on thermomechanical behaviour in relation to microstructural changes. Investigated 

alumina spinel materials have been selected for this study thanks to outstanding 

performance, high popularity and not well-known thermomechanical behaviour 

(in particular concerning alumina spinel bricks). They are often selected in steelmaking 

thanks to their carbon-free composition (no carbon pickup by steel) and low wear rate 

in several zones of steel ladle (possible increase of ladle capacity by reduction of lining 

thickness). 

The second general objective of this study concerns improvements 

of innovative devices, mainly related to accurate strain field monitoring at high 

temperature. In this context, investigations involving two different experimental setups 

have been performed. The first one, being dedicated to high-temperature mechanical 

tests, has been improved to monitor kinematic fields at higher temperature (than 

before) and with increased precision. With this aim, a particular investigation has 

been carried out to optimize speckle pattern preparation and numerical pre-treatments 

of recorded images. The second considered experimental setup is an advanced 

thermal shock bench (ATHORNA, standing for “Advanced measurement for in-situ 

thermo-mechanical monitoring of large sample under thermal gradient”). On one hand, 

it was used to attempt validation of numerical model and, on the other hand, to verify 

potential application in comparison of materials resistance to thermal shocks 

(performed on magnesia-based materials exhibiting significant differences in fracture 

behaviour). Considering the above-mentioned points, the structure of this PhD 

manuscript is organized as follows. 

The first chapter introduces the key aspects about steelmaking, application 

vessel (with key wearing mechanisms), materials design and exemplary behaviours. 

This chapter summarizes the current state-of-the-art being relevant for understanding 

different fields discussed in this PhD thesis. 

The second chapter firstly introduces ATHOR with contribution of the present 

study to this project. Then, the main microstructural characterization methods and 

rather conventional thermo-physical techniques are briefly presented. 
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The third chapter is focused on strain field and crack monitoring at high 

temperature. Its first half introduces particular experimental methods related to strain 

field measurements. Then, the second half presents the study on improvement 

of experimental setup for high-temperature mechanical tests coupled with optical 

measurements. A special attention has been paid to investigation of different speckle 

patterns and related numerical treatments aiming to optimize displacement and strain 

fields measurements at high temperature. 

The fourth chapter deals with investigations performed on alumina spinel 

refractories. The first section focuses on an industrial alumina spinel brick, 

in particular, on evolution of its microstructure with related thermomechanical 

properties. The second section is dedicated to model alumina spinel castables with 

a special focus on impact of different components (aggregates, reactive aluminas and 

cements) on evolution of castable microstructure and thermomechanical properties. 

The fifth chapter is devoted to improvement of the novel thermal shock monitoring 

device (ATHORNA) and is divided in two parts. The first section introduces recently 

developed capabilities of the device related to experimental measurements 

of displacement, strain, temperature and acoustic activity. The second part 

is dedicated to comparison of selected experimental results with numerical FEM 

calculations. Such approach allows to better understand temperature and strain fields 

during thermal shock tests. Additionally to this fifth chapter, other very interesting 

results, provided in Annex A, present a study aiming to verify potential application 

of ATHORNA device in comparing materials resistance to thermal shocks.
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Chapter 1. State of art concerning thermomechanical properties of refractories  

Many everyday products are made of steel, cement, glass, aluminium, copper 

or plastic, all of which require refractories to be produced. This often-overlooked group 

of materials is commonly used to line vessels operating at high temperatures. It is 

interesting to notice that the major part of refractories produced worldwide is directed 

to the iron and steel industry, at which the main consumption is attributed to steel ladle. 

Refractories applied to this vessel vary between zones as they are subjected to 

different wearing mechanisms. 

This chapter aims to introduce general knowledge about steelmaking, 

application vessel (with key wearing mechanisms) and alumina spinel materials 

investigated in other chapters. The first section presents an overview of steel 

production, as well as steel ladle lining and wearing mechanisms for different zones of 

ladle lining. The second one is mainly dedicated to alumina spinel refractories with an 

explanation of microstructural aspects related to these materials. The subsequent part 

concerns thermomechanical behaviour of refractories, being related to several wearing 

mechanisms, and helps to understand relevance of selected testing methods.  

1-1. Refractory materials in steel industry 

 Refractory materials consumption in the EU 

In order to well understand the context of this PhD study, it is essential to shed 

some light on a few global market features. Currently, the European Union is the 

second-largest producer of refractory materials with a global production share 

accounting for 13 %.1 This group of materials is used by five major industries but only 

one of them, the iron and steel industry, is responsible for the consumption of as much 

as 60 % of the global production of refractories.2 The European Union, 

is the second-largest steel producer,3 directly employing more than 360 000 people 

and producing 178 million tons per year (corresponding to ~11 % of the global 

production).4 From the consumption side it is interesting to notice, that annually each 

European citizen consumes on average 332 kg (in 2018) of steel in finished products.5 

That’s because steel is a versatile material present in many application areas, including 

construction, automotive & transport, energy, packaging and appliances. 

As mentioned above, the European Union is a global vice-leader in production 

of refractories and steel, which are very closely related. In the last decades, the drive 
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for better steel quality led to fostered development of refractories. For instance, 

30 years ago, the refractory consumption in steelmaking was about 30 kg per ton 

of steel, while currently, it is only 10 kg.6 Despite this unusual improvement, there are 

still areas to ameliorate. As already mentioned, this study focuses on steel ladle, 

accounting for the highest refractory consumption in steelmaking (~25 %).7 

 How is steel produced what is the role of steel ladle? 

As presented in Figure 1-1, there are two most popular primary steelmaking 

processes, one of them involves Blast Furnace (BF) and the other one Electric Arc 

Furnace (EAF). In 2016, in 28 European Union’s countries, the BF route accounted 

for 60.2 %, while the EAF route accounted for 39.2 %.8 In recent years, share of the 

latter one had an upward trend, as the EAF process leads to lower CO2 emissions.9 

 

Figure 1-1. Overview of steelmaking processes.10 

 Blast furnace steelmaking 

Iron ore (in form of pellets or sinters), coke and limestone are supplied to blast 

furnace, where iron ore transforms to molten iron by reaction with carbon monoxide. 

Calcium oxide, originating from limestone, reacts with acidic impurities (mainly silica), 

forming slag. In the next step, pig iron is transported from blast furnace to converter 

and during this process, lime is added to reduce sulphur content. In converter, steel 

is produced out of carbon-rich molten pig iron and scrap. At this stage, oxygen is blown 

through molten metal and ignites dissolved carbon, thereby reducing carbon content 

and generating heat. At this point, steel reaches ~1700 °C allowing removal 

of unwanted elements. Additionally, fluxes, such as burnt lime or dolomite are added 

to absorb impurities. Then, primarily refined steel is tapped to steel ladle, where 

the secondary refining process takes place. 
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 Electric arc furnace steelmaking 

In electric arc furnace steelmaking, scrap and directly reduced iron (some iron 

ore can be added) are melted, using heat generated by high power electric arcs. Heat 

is also generated by extensive exothermic oxidation reactions, thanks to oxygen 

blowing. Application of slag formers (mainly burnt lime and dolomite) and oxygen 

blowing, purify the melt from impurities (such as silicon, sulphur, aluminium, 

phosphorus, manganese and calcium). Addition of coke aims to reduce iron oxide 

(directly added as iron ore or originating from oxygen blowing) and to form foaming 

slag, by CO bubbling (improving arc’s stability and decreasing thermal losses). Content 

of impurities, having lower affinity to oxygen than iron, can only be controlled by 

careful selection of input raw materials. After processing in EAF, steel is further refined 

in a steel ladle. 

 From secondary refining to solidified steel 

Steel ladles have two major roles. Firstly, they are used to transfer liquid steel 

from converter (in blast furnace steelmaking) or electric arc furnace (in electric arc 

furnace steelmaking) to casting system. Secondly, liquid steel is being refined, through 

removal of unwanted phases or elements (oxides, lead, zinc, tin, sulphur etc.), 

reduction of carbon content, decrease of dissolved gases and alloying of steel.11 

Additionally, argon or nitrogen bubbles pass through liquid steel, allowing floatation 

of impurities, improving interactions between melt and slag, as well as equalizing 

temperature and composition within the ladle. 

How does a typical steel ladle process flow look like? Figure 1-2 presents 

an exemplary schema of the steel ladle process flow. In general, this process 

can be divided into seven stages. The first two of them take place, when the ladle 

is introduced to the production cycle either for the first time (just built), after wear 

of refractory lining or after a long downtime. The next five of them (operations three 

to seven) represent a typical operation cycle when the ladle does not need general 

maintenance nor preheating. An exemplary duration for the sequence, comprising 

the steps from three to seven, can be about three hours.12 
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Figure 1-2. Schema of steel ladle process flow (inspired by the publication of P. Samuelsson and 
B. Sohlberg13). 

The first stage involves construction of the ladle or replacement of worn lining 

areas with new refractories. In the second one, the ladle is preheated with a burner 

(e.g. up to ~1040 °C12 or ~1350 °C14). This operation is crucial, as it decreases 

temperature difference, between refractory lining and liquid steel (~1600-1700 °C), 

resulting in lower stresses generated within refractory lining during tapping (hot thermal 

shock). The third step (in blast furnace steelmaking) consists in tapping liquid steel 

from a converter to the ladle from a significant height (up to ~10 meters). In order 

to reduce excessive wear of refractories, ladle design includes a so-called impact pad, 

being an area with high erosion resistance, which is targeted during tapping. 

At the fourth stage, the ladle is transported to stage number five where secondary 
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steelmaking takes place. This stage requires more explanation, as it often consists 

of several operations. 

Secondary steelmaking has several objectives, such as homogenization 

(of bath’s temperature and chemical composition), removal of gases (oxygen, nitrogen, 

hydrogen) and non-metallic elements, adjustment in chemistry of liquid steel 

(e.g. by decarbonisation and additions of ferroalloys) and potential re-heating of steel’s 

temperature before casting.15 Homogenization is achieved by so-called rinsing, which 

stands for bath agitation by argon injection, occurring usually through a purging plug, 

located at the ladle’s bottom. Moreover, rinsing improves interactions between metal 

and slag, allows floatation of non-metallic inclusions and improves degassing of lower 

parts of steel bath. Removal of nitrogen and hydrogen can be performed by degassing 

in non-recirculating systems, such as VAD (vacuum arc degassing) or VOD (vacuum 

oxygen decarburization) or in recirculating systems, including RH (Ruhrstahl Heraeus), 

RH-OB (Ruhrstahl Heraeus - Oxygen Blowing) or RH-KTB (Ruhrstahl 

Heraeus-Kawasaki top blowing). Degassing in vacuum, also decreases the amount 

of carbon and oxygen dissolved in steel. A further decrease in carbon content 

can be supported by processes involving oxygen blowing. A further reduction 

in oxygen content is mainly achieved by addition of deoxidizing materials. 

Desulphurization and dephosphorization are performed by adjusting slag’s 

composition. Calcium can be added at high depth for inclusion morphology 

modification, in order to transform solid Al2O3 and SiO2 inclusions into liquid 

Ca-aluminate and Ca-silicate phases. Before casting, steel must have temperature 

required by casting process. Therefore, it may sometimes require re-heating by means 

of electric power or exothermic reactions (oxidation of Al, Si, C). 

After secondary steelmaking, steel is poured into a tundish and then flows into 

casting system. Hot ladle’s lining, during/after casting, undergoes cold thermal shock. 

Depending on required mechanical properties and dimensional tolerances, steel can 

be cold- or hot-rolled. At the seventh stage, the ladle is cleaned, sanded, inspected 

(e.g. using laser scanners) and teeming nozzles are exchanged. After that, it is ready 

for another production cycle. It is worth to notice that ladles are often covered 

at different stages to decrease heat losses. 
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 Design of steel ladles 

 Lining zones of steel ladles 

The drawing of a typical steel ladle with specified zones is presented in Figure 

1-3. Usually, ladle lining is composed of four layers: 

• Working lining - in direct contact with liquid steel or slag. Therefore, 

it is subjected to severe wear and requires regular replacements (typically 

every 15-250 heats16). Wearing mechanisms differ significantly between 

areas of the ladle lining. It is thus usually divided into four zones: slagline, 

barrel, bottom and impact pad. 

• Safety lining - located behind working lining to protect against breakouts, 

in case of failure of working lining. This safety lining does not need 

to be changed regularly. In agreement with local working lining, this safety 

lining is usually divided into three zones: slagline, barrel and bottom. 

• Insulation - placed between safety lining and steel shell. Its key role 

is to decrease thermal losses and thus save energy. 

• Steel shell - outer layer, casing for refractory linings that provides rigidity 

of a steel ladle during crane manipulation. 

 

 

Figure 1-3. A drawing presenting typical steel ladle lining zones.10 
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Ladles are also equipped with refractory systems for stirring (purging plug) 

and casting (well block). They could also be equipped with a cover to reduce heat 

losses. 

 Wearing of working lining 

Selection of refractory materials for different sections of working lining is based 

on many criteria, including resistance to predominant wearing mechanisms (including 

corrosion, erosion, thermal shock), inertness to steel, ability to conserve heat, potential 

harmful health effects, environmental impact and cost per ton of steel.12,17,18 Table 1-1 

presents requirements for each zone of a typical steel ladle lining and exemplary 

materials. These requirements comprise five aspects: thermal stability (stable 

chemistry and dimensions vs. temperature), thermo-mechanical stability (stable 

mechanical properties vs. temperature), erosion and corrosion resistances, as well 

as potential for stress relaxation (ability to reduce stress, which can arise from thermal 

gradient).18 The first two are related to ability to withstand thermal loads (e.g. tapping 

temperature, exothermic reactions or electric arc heating) and thermo-mechanical 

loads (e.g. ladle transport and tilting, long steel residence). The next two of them 

describe resistance to erosion (e.g. during stirring or tapping, crack infiltration 

by metal) and corrosion (e.g. by aggressive slag). The last one is related to potential 

for relaxation of stresses (arising due to e.g. hot thermal shock during tapping or cold 

thermal shock during/after casting). 

Depending on a given zone of working lining, refractories are exposed to different 

wearing factors and therefore, required material properties are not the same. 

As already mentioned in the previous section, steel ladle undergoes hot thermal shock 

during tapping and cold thermal shock during/after casting. The negative effect 

of thermal shocks can be reduced by preheating a cold ladle, covering it between heats 

and assuring efficient usage of hot ladles (to reduce idle times).12 All zones of working 

lining are exposed to above-mentioned thermal shocks. Additionally, the purging plug 

also undergoes cold thermal shock when cold gas passes through it. In Table 1-1 

resistance to thermal shocks is represented by “Potential for stress relaxation” and 

maximal importance is indicated for all zones/elements, being in contact with liquid 

steel. 

Slagline, being in direct and long contact with slag, is exposed to severe 

corrosion. This corrosion can be reduced by applying slag attack-resistant refractories 
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(such as magnesia-carbon), adding magnesia to slag (increasing magnesia saturation 

within slag), avoiding slag overheating (higher temperature involves higher corrosion 

kinetics), as well as controlling alumina content and slag basicity (both influencing slag 

viscosity).12 To minimize corrosion, refractory material in this area should also exhibit 

high thermal stability (stable chemistry vs. temperature). 

Barrel zone requires high potential for stress relaxation, not only due to thermal 

shocks, but also due to possible deformation of steel shell (during loading 

or manipulation), which could lead to high level of stresses within refractory lining. 

Corrosion resistance is also important, especially at the barrel’s lower part, 

due to contact with residual slag during (or after) casting until slag dumping.12 

Additionally, in some cases, specific tapping practises or intense stirring may lead 

to high erosion. Therefore, it could be necessary to use more erosion-resistant 

materials.18 Due to lower wear rate in this barrel zone, in comparison to other working 

lining zones, this area may be thinned to increase steel ladle capacity.12 

Ladle’s bottom is mainly subjected to erosion due to stirring and deskulling 

(during quick maintenance), as well as to corrosion due to presence of residual slag 

(remaining since the end of casting until slag dumping).12 Impact pad is a part of ladle 

bottom, being targeted during tapping. Due to intense erosion by strikes 

of high-momentum steel stream, material applied in this area requires high erosion 

resistance (high hot strength).12 In general, for ladle bottom, volumetric stability under 

high temperature and pressure is also highly required to avoid cracking and thus 

excessive wear.18 Impact pad can be thicker (to compensate higher wear) 

and/or can be made of higher quality refractories (to reduce wear). 

Having in mind, that the author’s principal objective, is to improve understanding 

of refractories’ behaviour with the highest wear, the main focus of this chapter 

is on working lining. The last column of Table 1-1, shows that majority of working lining 

zones can be made of alumina-based spinel-containing (Al2O3 + MgAl2O4) 

or spinel-forming (Al2O3 + MgO) materials. This is related to numerous advantages 

of these materials, which are introduced in the next sub-chapter. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Table 1-1. Refractory requirements for selected steel ladle regions. 
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1-2. Alumina-based refractories with in-situ or preformed spinel 

The first part of this section introduces historic development of refractories 

dedicated to steel ladle. Then, the following ones present the key points related 

to design of alumina spinel materials, being of interest in this PhD study. 

 Evolution of refractories applied in steel ladle’s lining since the 1950s 

At the beginning, let’s consider the evolution of refractories dedicated to steel 

ladle since the mid of XXth century. In the 1950s and the 1960s, dense siliceous fireclay 

was typically used in steel ladle lining.23 In the 1960s, secondary refining 

and continuous casting became increasingly popular and, as a consequence, 

refractories were exposed to more severe conditions which led to transition from 

high-silicate bricks to zircon bricks.24,25 Wider application of castables around 1970 

(aiming to extend lining life by castable reparations and to reduce refractory work) led 

to usage of zircon-based castables.23,24 

In the late 1970s, alumina castables (based on tabular alumina and corundum) 

were also commonly used in several steelmaking applications, including ladle lining. 

However, their low resistance to penetration by slag, containing FeO, MnO or CaO, 

induced structural spalling of refractory linings and led to relatively high wear. Several 

additions were then tested, in order to improve the slag penetration resistance and 

spinel was one of them. In the late 1980s, alumina-based spinel-containing castables 

(called briefly alumina spinel castables) were successfully developed, leading 

to a significant decrease in slag penetration depth.24,26,27 Since then, they became 

increasingly popular in working linings of steel ladles (below slag line) and as pre-cast 

shapes (impact pads, purging plugs, well-blocks).18 In the following years, 

alumina-based spinel-forming castables (called briefly alumina magnesia castables) 

were developed, as a group of materials, being cheaper (less expensive raw 

materials), as well as more resistant to corrosion and thermal shocks  (in comparison 

to alumina-based spinel-containing castables).18,24,28 

Nevertheless, castable lining requires significant initial investments (in mixers, 

mould and pumping system), as well as special drying and preheating procedure 

(to prevent steam spalling).29 Moreover, each change of lining geometry requires 

changing the mould. For these reasons, some plants still prefer to use refractory bricks, 
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e.g. alumina-based materials with spinel or magnesia additions. Thanks to excellent 

performance of these materials, they are widely used until now. 

The evolution of refractories cannot be complete without mentioning basic 

materials that were applied in ladles since the early 1960s. The first applied were pitch 

and tar bonded doloma, magnesia-doloma and magnesia bricks. Then, since 

the 1980s, resin bonded and MgO-graphite became increasingly popular. Their 

application resulted in an increased lifetime of refractory lining thanks to low wettability 

(improved corrosion resistance), high thermal conductivity (improved thermal shock 

resistance) and protective effect of in-situ reactions between MgO and C (formation 

of dense protective magnesia layer). Currently, MgO-C bricks are the most widely used 

type of materials in the steel industry and are even now almost always applied in slag 

lines of steel ladles (even if the other zones are based on alumina spinel refractories).30 

 Spinel – structural considerations 

From the crystallographic point of view, the general formula of spinel is AB2O4, 

where A stands for divalent (e.g. Mg, Mn, Fe, Ni, Zn) and B for trivalent (e.g. Al, Mn, 

Fe, Cr) metal ions.31 Spinel structure is built by a cubic dense packing of oxygen anions 

with half of the octahedral sites, being occupied by trivalent cations, and only every 

eight tetrahedral site, being occupied by divalent cations.32 Two types of spinel, 

MgAl2O4 and MgCr2O4 are well-known for their interesting combination of physical and 

chemical properties, including resistance to chemical attack and high refractoriness.33 

MgCr2O4 is progressively eliminated due to possible formation of carcinogenic 

hexavalent chromium Cr6+ in the form of CrO3.
34,35 Formation of the toxic compound 

was observed in chromite-containing refractories when exposed to high temperature, 

high pressure and chemical contact with alkali or alkaline-earth oxides.35 For example, 

such toxic compound has been found in chrome-bearing materials, being in contact 

with calcium aluminates. Long exposure to Cr6+ leads to harmful health effects, such 

as lungs cancer, as well as damage to nose, throat, eyes, skin, etc.35 For these 

reasons, magnesium-aluminate spinel, having similar set of properties and lower 

health risks, is usually preferred and is of interest in this study. 

Magnesium-aluminate spinel (MgAl2O4), abbreviated as spinel, has a high 

melting point of 2135°C (higher than alumina), low density and low thermal conductivity 

(lower than the reactants).36 Wagner’s mechanism describes solid-state spinel 

formation from alumina and magnesia reactants, occurring by counter-diffusion of Al3+ 
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and Mg2+ cations (see Figure 1-4).37 Diffusion of these ions occurs in opposite 

directions while maintaining electroneutrality (3 Mg2+ and 2 Al3+ ions). Due to density 

differences between reactants (Al2O3 - 3.97 g/cm3, MgO - 3.60 g/cm3) and product 

(MgAl2O4 - 3.55 g/cm3), spinel formation leads to a volumetric expansion of 8.67 % 

(theoretical value based on calculations of density differences).38 Even if spinel 

is usually described as MgAl2O4, corresponding to stoichiometric spinel, it is in fact 

a solid solution, with a composition that can vary with temperature, as can be observed 

in Figure 1-5. The stoichiometric spinel has a MgO/Al2O3 molar ratio of 1 and consists 

of 28.33 wt. % of MgO and 71.67 wt. % of Al2O3. Above 1000°C, the spinel 

is represented by an enlarging phase region, containing alumina- and magnesia-rich 

regions. High-temperature stability of non-stoichiometric phases allows producing 

(by rapid cooling) commercially available magnesia-rich (MR66 - with 66 wt. % 

of alumina) or alumina-rich spinels (AR78 and AR90 with 78 or 90 wt. % of alumina, 

respectively). The magnesia-rich MR66 is mainly used in spinel-containing bricks, 

while the alumina-rich spinels, AR78 and AR90, are usually used in castables.34  

 

 

Figure 1-4. Wagner’s mechanism for spinel formation (inspired by M.A.L. Braulio et al.36). 
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Figure 1-5. Phase equilibria diagram for MgO-Al2O3 system.39 

Based on the structure of stoichiometric spinel, explained before, 

non-stoichiometric spinels imply some modifications within the crystal structure. 

On one hand, in alumina-rich spinels, some tetrahedral sites are occupied by Al3+, 

which replaced Mg2+ ions and charge is compensated by cation vacancies 

on the octahedral sites.34 Due to lower ionic radius of Al3+ (0.050 nm), than Mg2+ (0.065 

nm), unit cell volume decreases with increasing alumina content. On the other hand, 

in magnesia-rich spinel, excessive MgO leads to a structure with a deficit of oxygen 

anions.34 The increase of MgO content induces a slight increase of the lattice constant. 

Therefore, determination of the unit cell parameter allows analysing the degree 

of non-stoichiometry of investigated spinel structure. Figure 1-6 presents the evolution 

of lattice constant vs. alumina content.39-41 A discrepancy between values reported 

by different authors can be observed. Despite this discrepancy, the authors agree, 

that increase in alumina content leads to a decrease of lattice constant. 
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Figure 1-6. Lattice constant vs. alumina content in spinel based on results from different articles40–42. 
This figure contains also experimental results which will be introduced in section 4.2. 

 Alumina-based spinel-containing and spinel-forming refractories 

Alumina-based spinel-containing and spinel-forming refractories have several 

advantages when applied to steel ladle lining. To begin with, these groups 

of refractories allow producing steel with low carbon content, as they do not contribute 

to carbon pickup43 from the lining, in contrast to carbon-containing refractories. 

In addition, lack of carbon content and low intrinsic thermal conductivities 

of constituents result in a relatively low thermal conductivity of alumina-based 

spinel-containing and spinel-forming refractories. This factor is essential in reduction 

of heat losses and leads to increased energy savings. Furthermore, their exploitation 

does not cause harmful health effects, as they do not contain well-known carcinogenic 

products (e.g. containing Cr6+). In fact, this refractory family offers several 

advantageous technical features that lead to an outstanding performance of refractory 

lining. 
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A key technical feature of alumina-based spinel-containing and spinel-forming 

refractories is the high adaptability of their composition, based on different 

raw materials that allow achieving diverse sets of properties. On one hand, 

it is possible to design a refractory (spinel-forming) with good corrosion 

and penetration resistance, which is compromised by lower thermal shock resistance, 

and lower mechanical properties (at high temperature), such as low erosion resistance 

or low hot strength.18 On the other hand, it is also possible to design a material 

(spinel-containing) with high thermal shock resistance, high mechanical properties 

(erosion resistance and hot strength), and slightly lower (but still significant) corrosion 

resistance. Moreover, thermal expansion can also be adjusted (to some extent). 

As already mentioned, there are several modifiable material parameters and few 

possibilities are discussed in the coming paragraphs. 

 Typical composition 

Alumina-based spinel-forming or spinel-containing refractories can be prepared 

as unshaped castables or shaped bricks (burnt or unburnt). The typical composition 

includes alumina, high alumina cement (in case of castables), as well as preformed 

spinel or magnesia (for in-situ spinel formation). The content of alumina should be high 

enough to achieve good erosion and slag penetration resistance and the optimal 

amount is estimated between 60-80 wt. %.26 The amount of high alumina cement 

in castables is usually a few weight percent (for example 2.5-518 or 6 wt. %),44,45 

but it may be even up to 25 wt. %. The higher the level of cement is, the more it can 

react with spinel, producing a significant amount of products melting at around 

1350 °C, which lower erosion resistance.26 Amount26,46 and size26,47 of spinel, present 

in alumina-based refractories, play a key role mainly in slag corrosion and penetration 

resistance. The best corrosion and penetration results are achieved when the total 

amount of spinel is about 20 wt. % and when the maximum particle size of spinel 

is lower than 0.5 mm.26,46 Fine-grained spinel is more uniformly distributed 

in the material, thus it better fills gaps in the matrix by turning FeO and MnO into solid 

solution.26 When the spinel content is too low, both resistances to corrosion 

and penetration decrease, but when it is too high, penetration increases significantly.46 

In spinel-forming refractories, the amount of magnesia should be between 0.5-4 wt. %, 

as higher content may lead to too high volume expansion, resulting in material damage 

by metal penetration and spalling. The magnesia particles should not exceed 3 mm, 
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nor be lower than 0.1 mm (especially in castables, as small particles are more prone 

to hydration).26  

 The key role of spinel in resistance to corrosion and penetration 

High resistance to slag’s corrosion and penetration of alumina-based 

spinel-containing or spinel-forming refractories is one of the main reasons why these 

materials are usually selected for steel ladle lining. Spinel plays a key role here. 

Its structure enables substitutional solid-solutioning, meaning that ions can 

be exchanged or incorporated into the spinel structure. This feature is advantageous 

for corrosion and penetration resistance of alumina-rich spinels against slag. 

The mechanism is believed to dissolve spinel in slag and then incorporate slag ions, 

such as Fe2+ and Mn2+ into the spinel structure. This is supposed to result 

in an increase in slag viscosity and thus decrease slag penetration.18,34 

Alumina-based spinel-forming refractories have better corrosion and penetration 

resistance than alumina-based spinel-containing materials.48 This can be explained 

by the presence of finer, in-situ formed spinel,49 as well as by densification 

of microstructure, due to expansive spinel formation under restraint (denser structure 

decreases slag penetration).24,29 

Stoichiometry of preformed spinel (in alumina-based spinel-containing 

refractories) also influences corrosion. It has been found, that AR90 has better slag 

penetration resistance, than AR78.50,51 It can be explained by reaction between AR90 

and CaO (from CMAS slag), resulting in CA6 production, which results in a local 

increase of viscosity (due to relatively higher SiO2 content in slag).50 Another reason 

is linked with crystal structure of AR90, which has more cation vacancies and thus, 

can incorporate more Fe2+ and Mn2+ (from a slag), forming a layer of complex spinel 

(that suppress penetration).51 Studies performed on castables with different types 

of preformed spinels indicate also that addition of  MgO-rich spinel leads to better 

corrosion resistance in comparison with alumina-rich spinels.52 The improved corrosion 

resistance of castable with MgO-rich spinel is also probably linked with higher 

magnesia content, which has lower solubility in silica slag, than alumina.53 

 Impact of composition on physical and mechanical properties 

Another important parameter after corrosion is the Permanent Linear Change 

(PLC). It highly depends, whether a refractory type is spinel-forming 
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or spinel-containing. In spinel-forming refractories, thermal expansion is higher, than 

in the spinel-containing ones, due to in-situ spinel formation, which was reported 

to occur at temperatures above ~1200 °C (while rapid expansion occurs above ~1400 

°C).24,54–56 Spinel generated at 1400 °C is nearly stoichiometric, but at higher 

temperatures it progressively becomes alumina-richer.56 The expansion can 

be adjusted to the required level by adjusting magnesia content.26 This expansion 

contributes to a positive PLC, which in unburned alumina-based spinel-forming 

refractories is limited to a given thickness (by temperature) from the hot face.24 

It means, that the expansion can occur locally and progressively. Moderate positive 

expansion can be advantageous for refractory linings made of bricks, as it contributes 

to joints closure, preventing steel and slag penetration. However, if the thermal 

expansion (linked with spinel formation) is too large, it can lead to a concentration 

of mechanical stresses and thermal spalling. Therefore, 0.5-1 wt. % of fumed silica 

is usually added to spinel-forming refractories, in order to counterbalance the thermal 

expansion by formation of a liquid phase. The addition of silica also improves 

workability of the castables during processing.18  

Although the silica addition could have a positive impact to limit expansion, 

the presence of liquid phase also has a great impact on mechanical properties: 

decrease of Refractoriness Under Load (RUL), a decrease of Hot Modulus of Rupture 

(HMOR). Spinel-containing castables without silica addition do not soften until 1650 °C 

(measurement limit) and exhibit high HMOR at 1500 °C (23 MPa).18  Whereas, 

spinel-forming castables with 0.5 wt. % of silica begin to soften already at ~1200 °C 

and exhibit low HMOR at 1500 °C (lower than 3 MPa).18 It has also been found, 

that the addition of fumed silica to a matrix of calcium aluminate leads to growth of pore 

size at temperatures higher than 1000 °C57 and formation of small CA6 crystals 

embedded in a glassy phase.58 The softening caused by formation of a liquid phase, 

allows to release thermal stresses and can thus be very advantageous when applied 

e.g. to the barrel part of steel ladle lining. That’s because this area is exposed 

i.a. to quite high deformation (during manipulation by crane), which could lead to stress 

concentration. Therefore, potential to stress relaxation and expansion associated with 

closure of joints can be advantageous. However, lower erosion resistance and 

decreased hot strength, being the effects of silica addition, may not be key factors, 

if the process does not require high local mechanical properties due to tapping 

or stirring practices. 
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Spinel-containing castables have better thermal shock resistance, in comparison 

to spinel-forming castables (compared both with and without microsilica addition). 

The advantage of spinel-containing castables is linked with thermal expansion 

mismatch between alumina and spinel, which leads to microcracks formation, acting 

as crack arresters.18 Magnesia, present in spinel-forming castables, has a high 

coefficient of thermal expansion, which leads to a decrease of thermal shock 

resistance.18 Another explanation indicates that superior thermal shock resistance 

of spinel-containing castables can be linked with a lower amount of glassy phase 

(leading to smaller pores, which are more densely distributed and act as crack 

arresters) than in spinel-forming castables (both with or without silica addition).59 

The addition of 0.75 wt. % of silica to spinel-forming castables decreased the thermal 

shock resistance even more. 

Refractories with preformed spinel are preferred, if high erosion resistance, high 

hot strength and/or high volumetric stability are required at high temperature. 

Therefore, they are often applied at the bottom of steel ladle working lining, 

for the impact pad and for the purging plug.18 In comparison to alumina castables 

(without spinel nor magnesia), the addition of preformed spinel has a significant 

influence on mechanical properties. It leads to higher mechanical strength, 

in comparison to alumina castables without spinel,60–62 which can be related to bond 

linkage between CA6, alumina-rich spinel and alumina.60,62 Moreover, the addition 

of magnesia-rich spinel leads to a slightly higher modulus of rupture, in comparison 

to alumina-rich spinels.52 

From the mechanical point of view, a better understanding of potential plastic 

behaviour at high temperatures is also very important. In this context, it has been 

found, that at high temperature (~1200°C), alumina-rich spinel exhibits plastic 

behaviour.63 It has been explained by enhanced mass transport, caused by increased 

concentration of cation vacancies.64 Enrichment of stoichiometric spinel in alumina 

(explained as “dissolution” of alumina grains in stoichiometric spinel) has also been 

described as potential driving force of structure loosening in alumina-based 

spinel-forming castables above 1400°C, where stoichiometric spinel 

is out of equilibrium.56 
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 Microstructure design and evolution during heat treatment 

 Particle size distribution 

Particle Size Distribution (PSD) is an important design step with the main goal 

of achieving maximum packing density. This packing results in minimized void space 

and thus increases refractory properties, such as density, strength, resistance 

to corrosion or abrasion.65 Two concepts of PSD exist: discrete or continuous. 

The first of them is the discrete particle size distribution, where all particles 

are added in several fractions (usually two or three fractions with narrow size ranges) 

with relatively high ratio between mean diameters of the subsequent fractions 

(e.g. 100). These fractions do not overlap, do not represent all particle sizes 

of a material’s PSD range. This discrete packing is often used to design refractory 

bricks. 

 The second concept is the continuous particle size distribution, where particles 

are also added in fractions, but in this case all subsequent fractions overlap and thus 

represent all particle sizes of a material’s PSD range. This packing is often applied 

to castables in order to ensure good flowability, thanks to the separation of aggregates 

by the matrix (arbitrarily defined for grains lower than 45 µm),66 which helps to reduce 

friction between coarse particles.65 

There are three well-known packing models: the Furnas,67,68 the Andreasen,69,70 

as well as the Dinger-Funk models.69,71,72 The last one is the most realistic 

and therefore is commonly used. In fact, the Dinger-Funk model is an improved version 

of the Andreasen model, which is dedicated to a continuous particle size distribution 

and was initially based on an empirical formulation. The Andreasen model is based 

on similarity condition, meaning that at any magnification, the variation of particle size 

and packing arrangements are similar. A. H. M. Andreasen developed a linear 

Equation 1-1, relating the Cumulative Percent Finer Than (CPFT) with the particle 

diameter D, the largest particle diameter DL and a distribution coefficient q. In fact, this 

first approach is not complete, as it does not take into account effects of lack of small 

particles (e.g. smaller than 1 nm). It allows to calculate the CPFT value, even if very 

fine particles are not present in reality.69,70 The Dinger-Funk PSD equation 

(see Equation 1-2), developed later, is also called the modified Andreasen equation, 

where the smallest particle diameter Ds is introduced. 
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Initially, Andreasen found that the distribution coefficient q is crucial in order 

to obtain optimal packing density and proposed values between 0.33 and 0.5. Later, 

according to Dinger and Funk, the optimum value of the q parameter has been 

determined as 0.37 thanks to their computational model. Figure 1-7 illustrates 

the difference between the two approaches when the same distribution coefficient 

of q=0.37 is used in the Andreasen and Dinger-Funk models. The Andreasen equation 

leads to higher content of fines, than the Dinger-Funk PSD equation. The difference 

is related to the smallest particle diameter Ds. 

 

Figure 1-7. Comparison of particle size distributions obtained by Andreasen and Dinger-Funk models, 
with q=0.37, DL=10000 um and DS=0.2 um. 

One should take into account, that these models operate on ideally spherical 

particles (not the real ones) and consider a perfectly fluid grain assembly (no friction 

between particles). As a consequence, in reality, achieving the densest packing 

is limited by the shape or surface roughness of particles, and by the actual rheology 

of the grain assembly. More recent works demonstrate that a good flowability 

can be achieved for systems with a slightly larger amount of fine particles, 

corresponding to q values between 0.2 and 0.3.73 As a consequence, castables with 
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higher q values (close to 0.3 for better packing) have a higher proportion of coarser 

particles, but in order to flow they need external energy (vibrating castables). 

Castables with lower q values (lower compactness) have a higher content of fines 

and are characterized by better flowability (q values lower than 0.25 indicate 

self-flowing behaviour - no need for external energy).70,74–76 

 Cement chemist notation 

Long chemical formulas are often simplified, based on cement chemist notation. 

The main oxides, being of interest in this work are represented by the following 

symbols: C - CaO; A - Al2O3; M - MgO and S - SiO2. 

The most commonly used compounds are the following: 

• CA - CaO · Al2O3 (calcium monoaluminate) 

• CA2 - CaO · 2 Al2O3 (calcium dialuminate) 

• CA6 - CaO · 6 Al2O3 (calcium hexaluminate) 

• MA - MgO · Al2O3 (spinel) 

• CAS2 - CaO · Al2O3 · 2 SiO2 (anorthite) 

• C2AS - 2 CaO · Al2O3 · SiO2 (gehlenite) 

 Introduction of two refractory cement types 

In the context of this study, two types of binders are worth to be considered: 

a standard Calcium Aluminate Cement (usually abbreviated as CAC) and a novel 

Calcium Magnesium Aluminate cement (usually abbreviated as CMA). The schematic 

representation of particles, as well as chemical and mineralogical compositions, 

are presented in Figure 1-8 and Table 1-2, respectively. Both types of cement contain 

about 70 wt.% of Al2O3 and traces of SiO2 (in form of gehlenite), but different contents 

of CaO and MgO. The CAC contains about 30 wt.% of CaO and traces of MgO, while 

the CMA contains about 10 wt. % of CaO and about 20 wt. % of MgO. Significant 

differences are observed on the microstructural level. The microstructure of the CAC 

is mainly built of CA and CA2 phases (with low amount of C12A7 and Aα)77 and the 

microstructure of the CMA cement mainly consists of MA matrix with inclusions of CA 

and CA2. The introduction of stoichiometric spinel into cement is beneficial from the 

corrosion point of view, as the areas usually occupied only by CAx phases, contain 

spinel, which can improve local corrosion and penetration resistance (influence of fine 

and well-dispersed spinel particles is described in one of the previous sub-chapters). 
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Figure 1-8. Schematic representation of CAC and CMA grains (medium grain diameter of 15 µm).78 

Table 1-2. CAC and CMA cements - chemical and mineralogical compositions.78 

Cement 
type 

Chemistry Mineralogy 

Al2O3 CaO MgO SiO2 CA CA2 MA C2AS 

CAC 68.7-70.5 28.5-30.5 <0.5 0.2-0.6 56-61 39-44 0 <1 

CMA 69-71 8-11 16-22 <1.0 18-22 8-12 68-72 <1 

 Hydration, dehydration and firing of the typical calcium aluminate cement 

The particles of calcium aluminate cement (CAC) are mainly built of CA and CA2 

phases. Hydration rates depend upon the C/A ratio and temperature. Relative 

hydration rates of C12A7, CA and CA2 are fast, moderate and slow, respectively. 

CA is the major phase in this cement and it develops the highest strength 

(from considered phases) in a short time dedicated to hydration of refractory castables, 

therefore it is the only phase, being considered here. When cement and water 

are mixed, the hydraulic minerals dissolve, forming a saturated solution of Ca2+ and 

Al(OH)4- ions.66 Then hydration products nucleate and crystal growth creates 

an interlocking network, leading to setting and increase of strength.79 In more detail, 

the CA phase hydrates by dissolution and nucleation (from that solution) of metastable 

hexagonal hydrates CAH10 (detected after 6-24 hours) and C2AH8 (detected after 24h). 

If the temperature rises above 21°C, the metastable hexagonal hydrates start 

to convert into stable and denser C3AH6 and AH3 compounds.80,81 Usually during 

experimental investigations, castables are dried at 110°C, in order to ensure complete 

conversion to C3AH6 and AH3 products.82 

All hydrated compounds of the CAC dehydrate up to ~550°C.81 The CAH10 

dehydrates through C2AH8 phase into stable cubic C3AH6, what leads to an increase 

of porosity and decrease of mechanical strength.73,81,83,84 The C3AH6 dehydrates in two 

steps: at ~300°C and ~500°C, losing at each step 4.5 and 1.5 molecules of water, 
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respectively.85 Gibbsite or AH3 gel dehydrate between 210°C and 300°C or convert 

to boehmite (AH), which dehydrates at 530-550°C.66 

During firing, all the hydrates decompose to CAx phases (C12A7, CA, CA2, CA6). 

Starting from 400 °C, C12A7 forms (from the dehydrated phases). At 900 °C, C12A7 

reacts with alumina, forming elongated CA, which then at 1000-1200 °C reacts with 

alumina to form coarse, globular CA2. Hexagonal platelets of CA6 phase are formed 

above 1300 °C from the reaction between CA2 and alumina.66 

 Additional complexity during microstructural evolution of the CMA cement 

(in comparison to CAC) 

Hydration mechanism of the CMA cement follows the same mechanism, 

as the CAC: at the beginning, the process is dominated by nucleation and crystal 

growth and then diffusion becomes the dominant process.86 However, the process 

is not exactly the same, as particles of the CMA cement are built of MA and CAx 

phases. There are not many publications on this topic yet, but it has already been 

stated, that distribution of MA phases among reactive phases is important, as MA can 

hinder contact between reactive phases and water, thus increasing setting time. When 

MA and CA  phases are distributed crossly the contact between water and CA phase 

is the highest, among tested distributions of the CMA cements, and leads 

to the shortest setting.87 

 The MA phases have a significant impact on microstructural evolution during 

firing. In order to well understand the current state-of-the-art on the firing of the CMA 

cement, one needs to introduce the CMA phases from the alumina-rich part 

of the CaO-Al2O3-MgO system. The first study on these phases was published 

in 1995.88,89 The key new phases in the part of the CaO-Al2O3-MgO ternary diagram 

(see Figure 1-9) are denoted as CMA-I (CM2A8 - CaMg2Al16O27) and CMA-II 

(CMA7 - Ca2Mg2Al28O46) and their compositions lie on the line connecting hibonite 

(CA6 - CaAl12O19) and spinel (MA - MgAl2O4). According to this study, the formation 

route for CMA-I and CMA-II phases could consist in the incorporation of MgO into CA6 

structure (being formed prior to formation of these CMA phases). Another study 

on related topic was published in 2000, where solid-state compatibilities and melting 

of the high-alumina region of the CaO-Al2O3-MgO system was investigated.90 

According to the publication, the CMA-I and CMA-II phases melt incongruently 

at ~1820 °C and ~1830 °C, respectively (see Equation 1-3 and Equation 1-4) and 
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formation of CA6 is preceded by decomposition of the CMA phases. The latter 

statement contrasts with the initial hypothesis (from 1995), as CA6 is not assumed here 

to be formed prior to formation of the CMA phases, but the CMA phases form firstly 

and then decompose i.a. to CA6. It should be noticed, that these two studies were 

conducted on powder mixtures, specifically designed to study the phase equilibria 

diagram. 

In 2012, an interesting investigation was published about the in-depth 

microstructural evolution of cement-bonded spinel refractory castables.91 The authors 

concluded that the reactions involving CMA phases take place in three steps. At first, 

above 1200 °C, CMA-I phase precipitates out of C2AS-like liquid (which contains Mg2+ 

ions from previously dissolved MA crystals). Then, between 1300 °C and 1500 °C, 

CMA-I decomposes in two steps (similar to Equation 1-3 and Equation 1-4), forming 

MA, CMA-II, CA6 and liquid(s). They also stated, that CMA-II is a transient phase and 

that location of the CA6 crystals is associated with the presence of MgO sources 

(from MA). Above-mentioned publications contributed to a better understanding 

of microstructure evolution in alumina spinel refractory castables, as the formation 

of CA6 phase was (or sometimes still is) solely associated with the reaction between 

CA2 and A. 

From the crystallographic point of view, there are similarities between 

the structures of CA6 and the CMA phases. All of them have anisotropic structures: 

CA6 has the magnetoplumbite structure, while CMA phases are built of stacked layers 

of magnetoplumbite and spinel. The difference between CMA-I and CMA-II is related 

to a different number of magnetoplumbite and spinel layers within their structures. 

CMA-I, having higher MgO content, has a higher number of spinel layers. 

 𝐶𝑀𝐴 − 𝐼 →  𝑀𝐴 +  𝐶𝑀𝐴 − 𝐼𝐼 +  𝑙𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑑 Equation 1-3 

 𝐶𝑀𝐴 − 𝐼𝐼 →  𝑀𝐴 +  𝐶𝐴6 +  𝑙𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑑 Equation 1-4 
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Figure 1-9. Part of the ternary diagram Al2O3-MgO-CaO, presenting isothermal section at 1650°C. Blue 
and green colours represent areas, where CMA I (CM2A8) and CMA II (CMA7) are stable. 
This diagram has been redrawn from the publication written by Sako et al.91  

 Comparison of two alumina aggregates: WFA & TA 

High alumina aggregates (Al2O3 > 99 %) are one of the main components 

of alumina spinel castables dedicated to steel ladle. Two aggregate types are the most 

popular: Tabular Alumina (TA) and White Fused Alumina (WFA). TA is produced 

by sintering of calcined alumina agglomerates where grain coarsening is promoted 

with a rather high-temperature process (typically 1700-1750 °C). This processing route 

for which a high speed of grain coarsening is targeted allows quite homogenous 

chemistry but leads to entrapment of porosity during sintering. WFA is produced 

by melting of calcined alumina above at a very high temperature (above 2072 °C). 

This processing route for which all components are firstly melted and then solidified 

with different cooling rates (depending on the position within fused blocks) allows 

production of more dense grains but leads to some inhomogeneity in chemistry. In fact, 

due to the difference in cooling rates between the inner and the outer part of the 

alumina block, different properties could be observed and segregation of β-alumina 

(NA11) could occur in the upper central part of the block.92 After cooling, high-quality 

parts of fused blocks could be selected to separate parts where impurities could 

accumulate. In the end, both TA and WFA products are crushed and screened to obtain 

the aggregates in the targeted size range.  
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Due to the intrinsic differences between production processes, TA aggregates 

are more homogenous than WFA ones both regarding the distribution of impurities, 

crystal size, as well as size and repartition of pores. Moreover, WFA aggregates exhibit 

higher density (ρ=3.66 g/cm3) and larger crystal size, than TA ones (ρ=3.60 g/cm3), 

which could potentially lead to better corrosion resistance of WFA.92 Additionally, 

shapes of those aggregates also differ, as a result of different fracture behaviour during 

crushing.92 WFA aggregates exhibit more angular shapes than TA (which are more 

round). The rounder shape of TA aggregates can thus lead to higher flowability, 

compared to WFA ones.92 Furthermore, some differences in the amount 

and distribution of pores can also be observed. TA has a significant amount of small, 

mostly closed pores (< 10 µm), while pores in WFA (if present, as porosity varies) 

are relatively large (e.g. 30-50 µm).92,93  

Considering TA and WFA aggregates in refractory applications, X. Liu et al.94 

found, that corundum bricks based on TA aggregates have much higher density, higher 

strength and lower apparent porosity, compared to bricks based on WFA. S. Möhmel 

et al.95 also observed, that TA-based alumina castables have higher strength, 

but contrary to the above-quoted article, the TA-based castables led to lower bulk 

density (than the ones based on WFA). This paper also demonstrates, that castables 

based on TA aggregates lead to a higher Creep in Compression (CiC) rate at 1600°C 

and lower Refractoriness under Load (RuL) with softening beginning at temperature 

~100 °C lower than for WFA. The lower performance of TA-based castables during 

RuL and CiC tests has been linked to higher availability of sodium originating from 

TA aggregates. Both WFA and TA contain sodium impurities, but sodium present 

in TA seems to be “not so much incorporated in the structure” and due to more porous 

TA structure and more homogenous sodium distribution, it could release sodium much 

easier at lower temperatures (compared to WFA). This sodium can react with other 

impurities forming a liquid phase which negatively impact castable performance during 

RuL and CiC tests. 

 Comparison of two very fine castable components: Fumed silica vs. reactive 

alumina 

Reactive alumina or silica fume are very fine particles (typically ranging between 

0.3-6 µm), which is an important constituent of castable matrix together with other 

fines. Matrix has a significant impact on numerous castable properties, including 
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flowability, density, porosity, strength or corrosion resistance. There are two major 

differences between silica and alumina fines. First of all, industrial silica fume, 

due to the production process (condensation and solidification of SiO vapour during 

the production of e.g. silicon) has a spherical shape, which has a positive impact 

on castable rheology, while reactive alumina has an angular shape (as a result 

of grinding of larger particles), what leads (potentially) to lower flowability of products 

containing reactive alumina. Secondly, the presence of even a low quantity of silica 

fume (e.g. 0.5 wt. %) decreases hot mechanical properties and thus is often avoided 

in some applications (as mentioned in 1.2.3.3 in the case of alumina-based 

spinel-forming castables). In those cases, reactive alumina is preferred.  

Considering the context of the current study where alumina castables with 

preformed spinel are investigated, reactive alumina is of main interest, as it does 

not decrease mechanical properties at high temperature (as silica does) and usually, 

for materials containing preformed spinel, material softening (which could compensate 

high expansion) is not required. Regarding Particle Size Distribution (PSD), fine 

alumina can be added as monomodal or multimodal. Desired particle packing is usually 

achieved by combining several modes of PSD.96 Level of impurities, such as soda 

or silica, are of great importance as they can also impact e.g. hot mechanical 

properties. For this reason, these impurities are strictly controlled and their content 

is decreased, if necessary. For instance, soda content in alumina can be reduced 

by modifying hydrate precipitation condition or by using a soda removal process.97  

1-3. Thermomechanical behaviour 

This section introduces the current state of the art about investigation 

of refractories thermomechanical behaviour. In fact, a good understanding of materials 

behaviour in use at high temperature requires diverse sophisticated mechanical 

characterizations and deep analysis in order to transpose results of these laboratory 

tests to real behaviour of materials in their applications. Usually, material performance 

is evaluated by investigation of several temperature-dependent behaviours, including: 

thermal behaviour (coefficient of thermal expansion - α, thermal conductivity - λ), 

elastic behaviour (static/dynamic Young’s modulus - E), damage 

(tensile/compressive/flexural strength - σ, stress-strain law, fracture energy - Gf), 

as well as plastic behaviour (creep parameters and/or refractoriness under load).   
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 Origin of thermal stresses 

In general, thermal stresses originate when thermally-induced material 

expansion/shrinkage is restricted. Origin of thermal stresses is usually considered 

on two levels: on microstructural and on brick/lining levels. 

On microstructural level, different mechanisms can be active. Usually, 

microstructures of refractories are complex, as they include several different phases, 

with different grain sizes and temperature-dependent properties, as well 

as a significant amount of porosity. On this level, thermal stresses can originate from 

restriction of thermal expansion/shrinkage between different constituents. These 

stresses are related to different (temperature-dependent) Coefficients of Thermal 

Expansions (so-called CTE mismatch). This feature is very important in a designing 

step, due to its impact on fracture behaviour, and thus it will be more detailed in the next 

section. 

On lining/brick level, two types of restriction are considered: a self-restriction 

(type A), being related with high-temperature gradients within the refractory, 

or a mechanical restriction (type B), linked with an external mechanical constraint, 

limiting expansion/shrinkage of the refractory.98 The following paragraphs detail more 

these two types of restriction. 

In the type A restriction (self-restriction),98 there is no external constraint. During 

a hot thermal shock, caused by a one face heating (so-called hot face) of an isothermal 

brick, a temperature gradient is induced, leading to an expansion and causing stress 

gradient within the brick. In this case, compressive stresses would develop close 

to the hot face (the expansion is restricted by the cooler part of the material) and tensile 

stresses would develop at a given distance from the hot face. The heat flow over time, 

leads to movement of the transition zone, located where compressive and tensile 

stresses alternate, towards the cold face. A failure mode of this one-side heated, 

self-restricted brick consists in formation of an internal crack, having perpendicular 

orientation to the hot face (see Figure 1-10a). In case if heating would occur from 

two neighbouring sides (corner), the typical failure occurs at 45° (perpendicular 

to the highest principal stress direction) to both faces, leading to spalling of the edge 

(see Figure 1-10b). During a cold thermal shock, the opposite stress state occurs 

(tensile stresses are developed at the external face and compressive stresses inside 

the brick). 
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a) b)  

Figure 1-10. Typical failures occurring in a self-restricted isothermal brick: a) heated from one side; 
b) heated from two neighbouring sides (where 1 - maximal principal stress; 2 - crack formation).98 

In the type B restriction98, a material cannot expand, due to the presence 

of an external constraint. During hot thermal shock, the isothermal brick is under 

compressive loads, which lead to irreversible compressive strains, possibly inducing 

creep or failure. A typical failure for this restriction type is thus compressive or shear 

failure. During cold thermal shock of a lining, the joints between bricks may open. 

Globally, this origin of thermal stresses has been explained very shortly here. More 

information on thermal stresses in refractory linings could be found in the cited 

publications.98–100 

In an industrial vessel, such as steel ladle, preheating is very important, 

as it closes joints between bricks, as well as it increases temperature of the lining 

and of the steel shell (allows lining to expand), leading to a reduction of temperature 

gradient during tapping (and thus decreases tensile stresses generated due to hot 

thermal shock).98 Shape of the bricks and appropriate preheating procedure 

are especially important in the type A restriction (joints closure). According to Brochen 

et al.101, hot thermal shocks, due to their sudden character are more severe, than cold 

shocks and thus lead to higher damage for most refractory linings. 

 Microstructure design related to mechanical behaviour 

Refractories should be able to deform, under thermomechanical loadings, without 

significant loss of strength. Two types of mechanical behaviour can help to fulfil this 

criterion.102 

Objective of the first one is to maximize strain required for crack initiation (σt/E). 

Once the strain is higher than the critical one, a failure process begins. Material 

behaviour can be described as brittle, with a crack propagating right after being formed, 

what could lead to a critical failure. Therefore, this type of behaviour is only useful 
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in applications where material deformations are lower than the critical strain value 

(in order to avoid crack initiation). In such case of brittle material, considering a typical 

microstructure based on matrix and aggregates, the matrix should be strong and thus 

crack propagates through aggregates. 

The aim of the second type of mechanical behaviour is to maintain a high residual 

strength after cracking (cracks are allowed to initiate during service, but their 

propagation should be very low). It can be achieved by designing a material (having 

non-linear behaviour) with reduced material strength, but exhibiting a high level 

of fracture energy. In this case of material with reduced brittleness, considering 

a typical microstructure based on matrix and aggregates, the matrix should promote 

the occurrence of microcracks, especially along aggregates boundaries. This type 

of behaviour is applied when cracking cannot be avoided (e.g. in a steel ladle) 

and it is considered as safer, than the first type, because it prevents sudden failure 

thanks to a significantly reduced brittleness. Stress-strain behaviour of different types 

of refractory materials are presented in Figure 1-11. 

 

 

Figure 1-11. Different types of refractory materials, regarding their stress-strain behaviour.103 

In order to better understand microstructure design that could promote 

microcracks within the matrix, let us consider a two-phase material with determined 

CTE values for matrix (αm) and inclusions (αi). An important parameter, is the CTE 

mismatch (Δα=αm-αi), being a simple difference between the CTE values of the two 

phases.103 The CTE mismatch influences stress state, which could 

emerge  the matrix/inclusion interface during cooling, what may lead to e.g. debonding 
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at the interface (if Δα<0) or formation of radial microcracks (if Δα>0). Figure 1-12 shows 

the influence of the CTE mismatch on state of interfacial stresses emerged during 

cooling and resulting microstructure.  

 

Figure 1-12. Influence of thermal expansion mismatch of a spherical inclusion within an infinite isotropic 
matrix on internal stresses induced during cooling and effect on microstructure.103 

 Elastic behaviour - exemplary results 

Elastic behaviour of refractories is usually investigated by measuring Young’s 

modulus E. This parameter is very often used for non-destructive quality control 

of refractories and it is a key parameter required to evaluate the stress state within 

a refractory lining (by FEM), induced by a thermal cycle. Additionally, measuring 

the evolution of Young’s modulus versus temperature could also be very valuable 

to understand microstructural evolution during thermal treatment (mimicking life cycle 

of materials). This elastic property can be determined using two types 

of measurements: a quasistatic one (often referred to as static), derived from the slope 

of a stress-strain curve during a mechanical test, or a dynamic one, based 

on a measurement of resonant-frequency or of the speed of ultrasonic waves.104,105 

Those two different approaches could sometimes lead to discrepancies between 

experimental results, most probably when measurements are not very accurately 

performed. In fact, some authors could have measure dynamic Young’s modulus Edyn 

even 4-8 times higher than the static one Est,106–110 since the behaviour of investigated 

materials was probably not purely elastic. This difference is more pronounced at high 

temperatures, as static measurements could significantly underestimate Est values due 

to creep. That is why H. Harmuth and R.C. Bradt suggest using only Edyn 
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at high temperatures, as according to them only the dynamic parameter represent 

meaningful values.102 The discrepancy between the two approaches can be reduced 

by targeting to measure static Young’s modulus (slope of stress-strain curve) 

at the very beginning of tensile or compression tests. Taking into account that 

the present PhD study is more focused on microstructural investigations, the following 

paragraph will introduce some exemplary results where Young’s modulus was used 

to investigate material evolution versus temperature. 

It is useful starting with the very typical influence of temperature on Edyn, 

for a material with a stable microstructure. The microstructure of dense alumina, tested 

in Figure 1-13a, is stable until 1400 °C. This can be observed on the Edyn=f(T) curve 

through a reversible linear dependence. A subsequent significant decrease of Edyn, 

observed above 1400 °C, could usually be attributed to viscous phenomena at grain 

boundaries, related to segregation of impurities or sintering additives. 

Figure 1-13b shows Young’s modulus evolution curves during the first heating 

cycle of two alumina-based castables. The first one is named castable C12.5 and has 

12.5 wt. % of cement, while the second one, being named as castable C12.5S1, is very 

similar to the first one, with the 1 wt. % addition of silica fume. During the first heating 

of the C12.5 castable, one can distinguish three major trends. Below 400 °C, 

one observes a decrease of Edyn, due to conversion of CAH10 (to C3AH6 and AH3) 

and subsequent dehydration of C3AH6 and AH3. Then, until sintering and phase 

changes (until 900 °C), the Edyn stays at relatively low and stable values. During 

sintering and phase changes (C12A7→CA→CA2→CA6), Young’s modulus increases 

significantly. Formation of CA, CA2 and CA6 phases occur from 900 °C, 1100 °C 

and 1450 °C, respectively (but different temperatures, also lower ones, can also 

be found in the literature).84,111,112 During cooling, in the case of C12.5, Young’s 

modulus increases with a constant rate, indicating a stable microstructure. 

By comparing the Edyn evolution of the two castables (with and without silica addition), 

one can observe a significant influence of silica fume on microstructure evolution 

at temperatures higher than 900 °C. The addition of silica leads to three major 

differences. Firstly, it leads to viscous sintering, which increases Edyn at lower 

temperatures during heating (starting from 950 °C). Secondly, at temperatures higher 

than 1350-1400 °C, a non-equilibrium liquid could develop, causing a significant 

decrease in Edyn. Lastly, a progressive solidification of the glassy phase is the probable 

cause of the steep increase of Edyn during cooling between 1200 °C and 1000 °C. 
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a b 

Figure 1-13. Young’s modulus evolution during thermal treatment (obtained by ultrasonic technique) 
for: a) a dense polycrystalline alumina sample, b) alumina-based castables C12.5 (12.5 wt. % 
of cement) and S12.5S1 (12.5 wt. % of cement and 1 wt. % of silica fume).84 

 (Pseudo-)Plastic behaviour - exemplary results 

In the past, the notion of plasticity was not often considered in literature 

in the context of refractories. It was probably due to the fact that ceramic materials 

are known to exhibit rather brittle behaviour in a large temperature range. However, 

refractories behaviour in some specific conditions can actually be plastic or resemble it. 

Those specific types of non-linear behaviour are addressed in this section 

with an illustration of some exemplary results. 

At low temperatures and for very low strain levels, the mechanical behaviour 

of refractories could generally be considered as linear elastic. However, as strain 

increases, refractories can exhibit non-linear stress-strain behaviour in tension 

(or compression), which could resemble a “plastic” behaviour. An example of such 

behaviour is presented in Figure 1-16a. Alumina refractory castable, tested at ambient 

temperature (but pre-treated at different temperatures), deforms non-linearly 

and Young’s modulus (measured at the beginning of unloading for each cycle) 

gradually decreases with each subsequent cycle (see Figure 1-16b). This reduction 

of Young’s modulus after each cycle, being related to the specific heterogeneous 

microstructure of refractories, can be explained by an extension of the microcracks 

network (diffused damage) during loading.113,114 Even if this decrease of stiffness 

is due to damage progression, this type of behaviour is sometimes qualified 

as pseudo-plastic, due to its resemblance to plasticity. 
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Figure 1-14. Results of tensile-cyclic tests (limited to positive strains) performed at ambient 
temperature on a low cement andalusite castable (pre-treated at different temperatures): 
a) stress-strain curves in tension, b) Young’s modulus measured at the beginning of each unloading 
cycle vs. maximum applied stress.114 

At high temperatures and for rather low strain levels, materials could behave 

viscoelastically or viscoplastically. These types of behaviour can be determined 

with the help of symmetric alternate loading tests (tension and compression). 

Exemplary results of such tests performed on zirconia-based refractories 

are presented in Figure 1-15. The three different types of material behaviour can 

be observed depending on temperature: linear-elastic (below 900 °C), viscoelastic 

(950 °C, 1100 °C) and viscoplastic (1300 °C). Viscoelastic behaviour is detected 

by the presence of a hysteresis loop and viscoplastic one by a significant level 

of permanent deformation, which, in this case, leads to failure. 

 

 

Figure 1-15. Stress-strain curves from symmetric alternate loading tests performed at different 
temperatures on zirconia-based material.110 

Performance of alternate loading tests on refractory materials require following 

time-consuming procedure for sample preparation and testing samples at different 

temperatures, as well as quite complex experimental setup, mainly due to the need 
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for very accurate and stable extensometers dedicated to high-temperature tests 

(up to 1500 °C). Therefore, plastic behaviour is much more often investigated 

by performing Refractoriness Under Load (RUL) or Creep In Compression (CIC) tests, 

which are easier to perform and allow to obtain information in a short time. The main 

information, which could be obtained by these methods include temperature at which 

material starts to deform significantly (for example T0.5 value for RUL) and secondary 

creep rates (휀̇) for given temperatures and pressures (for CIC).  

Exemplary RUL and CIC results, obtained on high-purity alumina refractories with 

WFA or TA aggregates, are presented in Figure 1-16. WFA-based refractory exhibits 

higher RUL (see Figure 1-16a) and lower creep rate (see Figure 1-16b). The higher 

load applied during shaping by uniaxial pressing of materials increases the RUL of both 

refractories and improves the creep resistance of TA-based refractory. 

 

  

a b 

Figure 1-16. Effects of load applied during shaping by uniaxial pressing on refractories with WFA or TA 
aggregates: a) Refractoriness Under Load; b) Creep In Compression.115 

 Fracture behaviour 

As already mentioned (in section 1.3.4), at low temperature and for significant 

strain levels, refractories could exhibit pseudo-plastic behaviour, which is linked 

to an extension of microcracks network. Resistance to damage is usually investigated 

by studying fracture behaviour. Currently, one of the most adequate techniques used 

for investigation of fracture behaviour is Wedge Splitting Test (WST), which specifically 

targets a stable crack propagation in mode I (opening). Even if more details about this 

experimental technique will be given in section 3.1.1, an exemplary result of WST 

is presented here in Figure 1-17. Pure magnesia refractory exhibits a small post-peak 
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behaviour, in comparison to other materials, which contain inclusions of hercynite. 

With such specific inclusions, a very large post-peak behaviour could be observed. 

This very important difference in fracture behaviour is related to CTE mismatch 

(explained in section 1.3.2), between magnesia matrix and hercynite inclusions, which 

promotes the formation of a microcracks network during material processing (cooling 

after sintering). The pre-existence of such small microcracks is extremely useful during 

loading, as it promotes diffused damage, allowing the material to withstand relatively 

high strain while maintaining a significant strength (characteristic for materials with 

large non-linear behaviour). Pure magnesia refractory does not contain such feature 

and therefore exhibits a rather brittle behaviour. 

 

 

Figure 1-17. Horizontal load-displacement curves obtained by WST for pure magnesia refractory 
and magnesia hercynite composites: MH5, MH15, MH25 with 5, 15 and 25 wt. % of hercynite inclusions, 
respectively.116 

As a first attempt to compare materials, one can determine the area below 

the curve, which mainly corresponds to the energy consumed to break the sample. 

When this total fracture energy is divided by the projected area of fracture, it becomes 

the specific fracture energy Gf. Coming back, to the materials from Figure 1-17, 

one can compare their specific fracture energies. The specific fracture energy 

is inversely proportional to brittleness (which will be introduced later) and higher value 

usually indicates better fracture resistance. The Gf’ (in this case only measured until 

load drops to 15 % of maximal load) is about 130 J/m2 for pure magnesia refractory, 

and about 213, 266 and 281 J/m2 for magnesia hercynite materials: MH5, MH15 

and MH25, respectively.116 For comparison, it is worth mentioning that the surface 
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energy of pure magnesia, which is equal to 1.2 J/m2,117 is in fact two orders 

of magnitude lower than the fracture energies of these investigated refractory 

materials. This huge difference is simply due to strong additional energy dissipation 

phenomena, promoted by the specific microstructure of refractories. Figure 1-18 

illustrates such phenomena (tortuous crack propagation and potential crack 

branching), which can be quite different between a pure magnesia refractory 

and magnesia hercynite composite. Such crack deflection and crack branching can 

be easily observed, especially for MH15 in Figure 1-18b, and leads to much higher 

fracture energy. 

  
a b 

Figure 1-18. Images of instantaneous crack propagation during wedge splitting test revealed 
by 2P-DIC for: a) a pure magnesia refractory, b) a magnesia hercynite composite with 15 wt. % 
of hercynite (MH15).116 

1-4. Conclusion 

Reading this introductory chapter, one understands that studies on refractory 

materials are complex due to several reasons. First of all, they are very 

heterogeneous and should be designed in relation to predominant wearing 

factors in each application. Secondly, in the case of investigated alumina spinel 

materials, their microstructure can be designed in different ways allowing to obtain 

a set of properties adapted to target application. Thirdly, thermomechanical 

properties are closely related to microstructure which can evolve during thermal 

treatment. Therefore, studying in-use microstructural evolution is crucial 

in understanding material behaviour what facilitates further improvements. Finally, 

a need to better understand materials behaviour in more realistic conditions promotes 

development of advanced testing approaches that integrate recent improvements 

in technology. Studies in the field of refractories require knowledge of different 

experimental methods which will be more detailed in the following chapters.
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Chapter 2. ATHOR project, investigated materials and characterization methods 

This chapter aims to introduce ATHOR project and rather classical 

experimental techniques (used in investigations presented in Chapter 4). 

2-1. ATHOR project 

 International context 

FIRE (Federation for International Refractory Research and Education) 

is a worldwide network coupling the world's leading academic institutions, as well 

as the key industrial partners (including raw minerals suppliers, materials producers 

and end-users) from the field of refractories. Network developed within this non-profit 

organization became a cornerstone for founding international and ambitious European 

project named ATHOR (Advanced THermomechanical multiscale mOdelling 

of Refractory linings). This project allows 15 PhD students to develop their skills within 

the network of 7 academic and 8 industrial partners from the refractory sector 

(see Figure 2-1). This cooperation is carried out in framework of prestigious Marie 

Skłodowska-Curie Actions (Grant H2020-MSCA-ITN-2017-764987), which supports 

innovative training of young researchers in both academic and industrial fields. 

 

Figure 2-1. ATHOR consortium including 7 academic and 8 industrial partners (updated map originating 
from the project proposal).10 
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 Scientific approach 

The scientific core of ATHOR project (presented in Figure 2-2), can be divided 

into four parts (referred to as Work Packages, abbreviated as WP). They cover 

improvement of measurement tools (WP1), characterization of refractories (WP2), 

multi-level modelling (WP3) and validation of numerical models (WP4). Each WP 

contains specified tasks, which are assigned to 15 early stage researchers involved 

in this project.  

 

Figure 2-2. Diagram presenting the scientific structure of ATHOR. 

 Contribution of the present thesis 

Scientific scope of this PhD study, presented in Figure 2-3, covers several tasks 

from three work packages (WP1, WP2 and WP4). They are related to improvement of 

two novel experimental methods and to thermomechanical characterization of several 

alumina spinel refractories. 

High-temperature Brazilian test and a special thermal shock bench are the two 

devices that had to be improved. Optical chain of the first experimental method has 

been adapted to high temperature conditions and precision of optical measurements 

has been increased (by optimizing a number of parameters). The second device, 

named ATHORNA (referring both to the association of “ATHOR” and “New Aquitaine”, 

as well as to “Advanced measurement for in-situ THermo-mechanical mOnitoRing 

of large sample uNder thermal grAdient”), was mainly developed with objective to 
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validate numerical FEM approaches dedicated to thermal shocks. For that purpose, 

key outputs from DIC strain fields were investigated in order to compare experimental 

results (from ATHORNA device) with numerical ones (from FEM). Additionally, a deep 

comparative study of thermal shock resistance was carried out on model 

magnesia-spinel materials (see Annex A). 

 

Figure 2-3. Key items considered within the present PhD with corresponding chapters. 

The work dedicated to characterization of materials is divided in two parts. 

The first one concerns industrial fired alumina spinel bricks currently used in steel 

ladles, while the second one concerns model alumina spinel castables. The general 

objectives of both parts are to characterize in-use behaviour of materials 

microstructure and thermomechanical properties, as well as to understand 

relationships between microstructural phenomena and thermomechanical properties. 

It should be noted that the industrial brick has a fixed composition and well-defined 

processing route, thus only characterization related to in-use behaviour (a posteriori 

thermal treatment) could be performed. The approach is different in case of model 

castables, which were initially designed to compare influence of compounds (cements, 

aggregates, reactive alumina) on high-temperature thermomechanical behaviour. The 
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studies concerning industrial alumina spinel bricks and model alumina spinel castables 

are presented in sections 4-1 and 4-2, respectively. 

2-2. Microstructural characterization methods 

 XRD with Rietveld refinement 

X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) technique provides access to both qualitative 

and quantitative information about the crystalline phases of materials. For this purpose, 

powder was obtained by dry grinding in a planetary ball mill rotating with a speed 

of 250 rpm for 20 minutes, which allowed to reduce its size, typically to about 8 μm. 

The grinding tools are made of tungsten carbide, thus traces of WC can sometimes 

be detected. Qualitative analysis was performed with the DIFFRAC.EVA software 

(from Bruker), using the database of the International Centre for Diffraction Data 

(ICDD - a previous abbreviation of the preceding organization name was JCPDS). 

In order to improve quantitative analysis, with measurement uncertainty below 

1%, experimental procedure has been managed to reach a high number of counts 

(about 100.000 for the highest peak).  Quantitative analysis was carried out with 

TOPAS software (from Bruker), using Rietveld refinement method.118 This method 

employs least-squares fitting of the experimental curves from the standard patterns 

of each compounds, identified during qualitative analysis. This fitting consists 

on modification of different parameters related to each compound and its proportion 

(as well as some parameters of the experimental setup) in order to adjust positions, 

shapes and intensities of analysed peaks. The order of the refining parameters 

is as follows: first the parameters related to peaks positions, then peak shape-related 

parameters and, at the end, peak intensity-related parameters.119 

Two types of XRD tests were performed using different setups (see Table 2-1). 

The ambient temperature and high-temperature tests were performed using 

D8 ADVANCE (at IRCER, Limoges) and X'Pert³ MRD (at Tata Steel CRC, Ijmuiden) 

systems, respectively. Both diffractometers use Bragg-Brentano geometry, as well 

as an anti-scatter knife edge and a narrow divergence slit.  
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Table 2-1. Types of XRD equipment used for ambient and high-temperature measurements. 

 XRD system 
Target 

material 

Sample 

holder 

material 

2Ɵ 

range 

[°] 

Step  

[°] 

Time per 

step [s] 

Total 

acquisition 

time [h] 

Ambient 

temp. test 

D8 ADVANCE 

(IRCER) 
Copper 

Acrylic glass 

(PMMA) 
5-75 0.01 0.48 ~1.0 

High-temp. 

test 

X'Pert³ MRD 

(Tata Steel) 
Cobalt* 

Platinum 

strip 
5-75 0.01 0.25 ~0.5 

*Cobalt target installed due to frequent testing of iron-containing samples 

 

High temperature XRD tests were performed in air using a platinum strip-heater 

type chamber (HTK 2000N). Such setup requires calibration, performed before each 

measurements, which takes into account the potential vertical shift of a sample. This 

calibration was performed based on the position of the most intense alumina peak. 

High-temperature XRD experiments were performed with a heating/cooling rate 

of 5 °C/min and with multiple 1h dwells, executed every 100 °C from 900 to 1500 °C 

(7 dwells). At each dwell, XRD program (with total acquisition time of ~30 min.) was 

automatically launched after 30 minutes of temperature stabilization. Due to the better 

precision of ambient temperature experimental setup, all materials tested at high 

temperature were also tested at ambient temperature before and after thermal 

treatments. 

 Microstructure observations (SEM & EDS) 

Microstructural observations were performed using several Scanning Electron 

Microscopes (SEM) with Energy-Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDS) detector. 

Signal from BackScattered Electrons (BSE) detector, depending on atomic number Z, 

was used when chemical contrast between different phases was targeted. In some 

cases, when chemical contrast was not required, Secondary Electrons (SE) detector 

was also used. 

Samples were impregnated under vacuum with epoxy IP-type resin (from Presi). 

After 30 minutes of impregnation, sample was put aside for 24 hours in order 

to complete polymerization of the resin. The next step consisted on manual surface 

preparation (grinding and polishing) using the following discs: MD-Piano 120, 

MD-Piano 220, MD-Piano 500, MD-Piano 1200, MD-Piano 2000 and MD-Piano 4000. 

Right before observations under SEM, polished surface was covered with a thin 
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conductive Au/Pt or C layer and then connected to the metallic sample, using paths 

made of silver paste. 

2-3. Thermo-physical characterization techniques 

 Thermal expansion measurement (dilatometry) 

Dilatometric measurements were performed on the horizontal dilatometer 

NETZSCH DIL 402C. The cuboidal-shaped samples were tested in air atmosphere, 

using the experimental conditions presented in Table 2-2. The applied heat treatment 

consisted of three steps: constant heating until 1500 °C, a dwell at the maximal 

temperature and constant cooling. Each test was preceded by an accurate 

measurement of the system dilatation itself thanks to a well-known alumina standard. 

This system dilatation was later subtracted from the raw experimental results 

to calculate only thermal expansion of the sample. 

Table 2-2. Experimental conditions for dilatometry measurement. 

Sample 

dimensions 

[mm3] 

Atmosphere 

Heating/cooling 

rate 

[°C/min] 

Dwell temp. 

[°C] 

Dwell duration 

[min] 

5x5x25 Air 3 or 5 1500 60 

 Refractoriness under load and creep in compression 

Refractoriness Under Load (RUL) allows determining deformation behaviour 

of refractories under constant load and increasing temperature (detailed in ISO 

1893:2007). Creep In Compression (CIC) is typically performed after RUL, maintaining 

the maximal temperature (detailed in ISO 3187:1989). In this study, each tested 

specimen was firstly tested on RUL (constant load of 0.2 MPa, heating rate of 5 °C/min, 

max. temperature 1600 °C) and then on CIC (constant load of 0.2 MP, temperature 

of 1600 °C, duration of about 5 hours). The specimen is a cylinder with dimensions 

of Ø50x50 mm3 and co-axial bore of Ø12.5x50 mm3. 

 Dynamic Young’s modulus measurement by ultrasounds 

Ultrasonic devices can be used to investigate elastic properties of refractory 

materials. In this study, a long bar configuration of the ultrasonic device, being suitable 

for high-temperature measurements, has been selected to investigate 

temperature-dependent evolution of Young’s modulus. This method, which has been 
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specifically developed in Limoges since many years (1970’s), is not as classical 

as standard characterisation methods and thus it is briefly described here. 

The experimental setup, used in this study, is presented in Figure 2-4. 

The method consists of generation of longitudinal ultrasonic waves by a transducer 

(composed of a magnetostrictive rod surrounded by a copper coil), which then 

propagates through an alumina waveguide (glued to the magnetostrictive rod) 

and the cuboidal sample (glued to alumina waveguide using a high-temperature 

resistant ceramic binder). Some ultrasonic waves are reflected at the interface 

between the waveguide and the sample and the other ones, are reflected from the end 

of the sample (multi-reflections are possible). The transducer is also used to detect 

reflected ultrasonic waves which are then presented on an ultrasonic echogram. 

The key variable, being measured from the echogram, is the time of flight of ultrasonic 

wave within the sample . This variable together with sample density ρ and sample 

length L allow to determine Young’s modulus EUS, according to Equation 2-1. 

Measurement of Young’s modulus evolution during thermal treatment is possible 

thanks to the coupling between the ultrasonic device and the furnace, operating 

up to 1750 °C. 

 

Figure 2-4. Schema of the ultrasonic device used for measurement of elastic properties at high 
temperature.100 

 

The typical experimental conditions, similar to the ones used for this study, 

are presented in Table 2-3. 

 EUS = ρ. (
2L

τ
)

2

 
Equation 2-1 
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Table 2-3. Typical experimental conditions used for measurement of Young’s modulus evolution with 
temperature, using the ultrasonic device. 

Typical 

sample 

dimensions 

[mm3] 

Waveguide 

diameter 

[mm] 

Transducer 

frequency 

[kHz] 

Atmosphere 

Heating/cooling 

rate 

[°C/min] 

Dwell 

temp. 

[°C] 

Dwell 

duration 

[min] 

12x12x120 10 30 or 90 Air 3 or 5 1500 60 

 Dynamic Young’s modulus measurement by resonance 

Resonant Frequency and Damping Analysis (RFDA) is a non-destructive method 

often used to investigate elastic properties of refractories, which has been 

commercialized since the 2000s. This method is based on the Impulse Excitation 

Technique (IET) which involves excitation of the sample to induce resonant vibrations. 

These vibrations are then recorded by a microphone to determine both resonant 

frequencies and their damping values. The sample is excited by a light impact (e.g. 

using a small hammer) near an anti-node of vibration. Depending on the impact area, 

the position of supports and the sample shape, different vibration modes can be excited 

(flexural, torsional, longitudinal).  

 

Figure 2-5. Schematic representation of the IET principle.120 

Measurements during this study were performed at Tata Steel CRC in IJmuiden 

on the RFDA HTVP1600 device (from IMCE) with induction of flexural vibrations 

in tested samples (see Figure 2-5). The cuboidal sample is positioned on two parallel 

supports and struck from the bottom, generating flexural vibrations which are then 

recorded by a microphone from the top-side of a tested specimen. Young’s modulus 

ERFDA is determined using Equation 2-2,104 where variables represent sample 
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properties, such as mass m, length L, width b, thickness t, as well as correction 

parameter A (being a function of L, t and , where  is Poisson’s ratio) and flexural 

frequency ff. 

 

Experimental results of Young’s modulus evolution with temperature, obtained 

by RFDA, are very similar to the ones obtained by the ultrasonic device and has 

already been presented in the previous section. Typical experimental conditions used 

during this study are presented in Table 2-4.  

Table 2-4. Typical experimental conditions used for measurement of Young’s modulus evolution 
with temperature by RFDA. 

Typical sample 

dimensions 

[mm3] 

Atmosphere 

Heating/cooling 

rate 

[°C/min] 

Dwell 

temp. 

[°C] 

Dwell 

duration 

[min] 

20x25x120 Air 5 1500 300 

 Uniaxial tensile test 

A uniaxial tensile or compression device, equipped with highly precise 

extensometers, is used in this study to investigate the stress-strain behaviour 

of alumina spinel bricks up to 1200 °C. Tensile testing of refractories requires following 

a strict sample preparation protocol, ensuring precise alignment of the sample with 

the loading axis. Additionally, since strain to rupture of refractories is very low (typically 

lower than 0.15%), highly precise extensometers are strongly required. All these 

challenges have been addressed in the PhD thesis of M. Kakroudi and resulted 

in establishment of a successful experimental procedure.121 This device and 

experimental procedure are briefly described here. 

Figure 2-6 shows a schematic representation of the device. It is based 

on an INSTRON 8862 testing machine with a rigid frame (100 kN), well-aligned 

hydraulic grips and a load cell (capacity of 5 kN). Tests at high temperature 

are possible thanks to the combination of the testing machine and an induction furnace 

(with a molybdenum bi-silicide susceptor, Tmax = 1600 °C). Precise strain 

measurements at high temperature are managed by two capacitive extensometers 

with SiC rods, being located on the opposite sample sides. Both the furnace 

and the extensometers are covered by sealed water-cooled casing, which improves 

 𝐸𝑅𝐹𝐷𝐴 = 0.94565 (
𝑚𝑓𝑓

2

𝑏
) (

𝐿3

𝑡3
) 𝐴 Equation 2-2 
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the precision of strain measurements and enables testing under a controlled 

atmosphere (air, argon). 

 

Figure 2-6. Schema of uniaxial tensile/compression test.100 

Sample preparation consists in machining (sawing and core drilling) 

of a refractory rod (Ø20x170 mm3), gluing it (with MgO-based ceramic adhesive) 

on both sides to metallic bushings (used for clamping) and precise cylindrical grinding 

of the two metallic bushings, as well as the central part of the sample. The central 

sample part is machined to the dimensions Ø16x35 mm2 in order to concentrate 

stresses in the area where extensometers (with a gauge length of 25 mm) 

are positioned. 

 
Figure 2-7. Schema of the control during the incremental tensile test (schema inspired by the PhD thesis 
of Fanny Gouraud).110 

 

Presented testing machine was used to perform incremental cyclic tensile test 

and symmetrical alternating tensile-compression test. The first type of test consists 

in cyclic tensile sample loading (loading rate of 0.01 kN/s) up to approx. 100 N 

(corresponding to 0.5 MPa), with load control before switching to displacement control 

(displacement rate of 0.001 mm/s) until reaching the displacement of 0.002 mm + (n-1) 
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* 0.001 mm, where n corresponds to cycle number. The subsequent unloading is also 

load-controlled at each cycle. This type of loading allows observing potential non-linear 

behaviour, which would be difficult to observe while using only load control. A schema 

of this loading procedure is presented in Figure 2-8. Exemplary results of incremental 

tensile tests have already been presented in section 1.3.4. 

Additionally, tests of symmetrical alternated tensile-compression loading 

(see Figure 2-8) were applied at different temperatures: 20, 800, 900, 1000, 1100 and 

1200 °C. At each temperature, a dwell of 45 minutes (for stabilization of thermal 

conditions) preceded loading applied in three sinusoidal cycles with a frequency 

of 0.00625 Hz and an amplitude of 30 N (corresponding to 0.15 MPa). Exemplary 

results of tensile-compression tests have already been presented in section 1.3.4. 

 

Figure 2-8. Applied loading cycle for symmetrical alternating tensile-compression loading test. 

2-4. Conclusion 

This chapter provided description of rather classical characterization 

techniques which were used in this study. Taking advantage of recent developments 

in more advanced measurement tools (in particular strain field at high temperature), 

other less classical experimental techniques, which were not only used but also 

improved in frames of this study, are presented later. A particular attention has been 

paid to adapt digital image correlation method to high temperature environment 

(Chapter 3) and to improve the thermal shock bench, named ATHORNA (Chapter 5).  
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Chapter 3. Strain field and crack monitoring at high temperature 

This chapter is focused on selected loading devices (see section 3-1) and optical 

methods for strain field monitoring (see section 3-2), as well as on the development 

of an experimental protocol for precise high-temperature DIC measurement 

(see sections 3-3 and 3-4). The main focus of this chapter is on the latter point which 

is related to an investigation of different high-temperature resistant speckle 

patterns and image pre-treatments to find the optimized experimental procedure 

for high-temperature strain field monitoring. This problem was investigated 

due to the persistent need for highly precise strain measurements required 

in characterization refractory materials, which originates from their low strain to crack 

initiation and to final rupture. 

It is worth to mention that some experiences regarding crack monitoring with DIC 

methods have already been acquired at the IRCER laboratory (located in Limoges, 

France) during the PhD studies of Younes Belrhiti and Imad Khlifi.99,122 However, until 

the beginning of this present work, these measurements were performed in IRCER 

lab only at ambient temperature and therefore, one of the goals for this PhD study 

was to perform mechanical tests with strain field monitoring by optical methods at 

high-temperature. This part of the work has been performed using the Brazilian test 

but the developed methodology and suggested improvements are useful also in other 

high-temperature tests coupled with the DIC method. 

3-1. Considered loading devices 

 Wedge splitting test 

Wedge Splitting Test (WST) has already been briefly introduced in the part 

dedicated to fracture behaviour (section 1.3.5). The main objective of the present 

section is to describe the experimental setups that have been used and to introduce 

fracture-related parameters. As already mentioned, wedge splitting test is currently one 

of the most interesting techniques for an investigation of fracture behaviour in mode I 

(opening). This test aims to target a stable crack propagation enabling comparison of 

pre-peak and post-peak behaviour and determination of several fracture-related 

parameters, such as nominal notch tensile strength, specific fracture energy 

or brittleness number. 
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Figure 3-1 presents a simplified schema of the experimental setup which consists 

of a specially machined sample (often a cube with a groove and a notch - see Figure 

3-2), loading parts (wedge, rolls, transmission pieces, linear support), and image 

acquisition setup (camera with dedicated lighting). The testing machine applies a 

vertical load through the wedge, rolls and the load transmission pieces to the sample 

(which is loaded horizontally, in mode I - opening). During the test, the camera acquires 

images of the front sample surface, which are then analysed using digital image 

correlation techniques.122 

 

Figure 3-1. Schema of the experimental setup used for wedge splitting test with image acquisition.122 

 

Figure 3-2. Typical sample dimensions for wedge splitting test. 
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Many experimental parameters are related to the load-displacement curve. This 

curve is plotted using the horizontal load applied to the specimen (recalculated 

from vertical load applied by the machine) and the horizontal displacement H between 

right and left parts of the sample (determined by DIC). Among several parameters, 

which can be determined from WST, the most important ones in the context of this 

study, are nominal notch tensile strength σNT, specific fracture energy  Gf
′ 

and brittleness number B. The first one characterizes material strength and 

is determined using Equation 3-1, where b and h are specimen dimensions 

(b - thickness, h - distance between starter notch and the bottom of the sample), FH max 

is the maximal horizontal load and y is the vertical distance between the point 

of application of horizontal force and the middle of h (h is the distance between the 

starter notch and the bottom of the specimen). The second parameter corresponds 

to the mean work per unit of projected fracture area required for crack propagation. 

Specific fracture energy is calculated from Equation 3-2, where A is fracture surface, 

FH is horizontal load, and δ15% FH max
 is horizontal displacement corresponding to drop 

of FH until 15% of FH max. The third one is a ratio of elastically stored strain energy 

at crack initiation to the fracture surface energy necessary for total failure.102 

Brittleness number can be calculated from Equation 3-3, where E is Young’s modulus. 

 𝜎𝑁𝑇 =  
𝐹𝐻 𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑏. ℎ
+

6𝐹𝐻 𝑚𝑎𝑥. 𝑦

𝑏. ℎ2
 Equation 3-1 

 𝐺𝑓′ =
1

𝐴
∫ 𝐹𝐻

𝛿15% 𝐹𝐻 𝑚𝑎𝑥

0

. 𝑑𝛿 Equation 3-2 

 𝐵 =
𝜎𝑁𝑇

2 ∙ ℎ

𝐺𝑓
′ ∙ 𝐸

 Equation 3-3 

Brittleness number is especially interesting to characterize the resistance 

of materials to thermal shocks. Materials that exhibit a low value of brittleness number 

(less brittle) are much more adapted to thermal shocks (higher value of R’’’’ parameter 

defined by Hasselman).123 

 Brazilian test at high temperature 

Brazilian fracture test (or indirect tensile test) is usually used to determine 

the tensile strength of rocks. Nevertheless, it has been shown over the years that this 

technique can also be useful in the determination of other material parameters, such 

as Poisson’s ratio or Young’s modulus.124 Despite its numerous advantages (easy 
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to machine sample shape, simple loading setup, access to tensile material behaviour), 

this technique is not very common on refractories. Thus, most of the literature on this 

topic concerns other materials. The principle of testing consists in compressive loading 

of a cylindrical sample from two opposite sides until failure (see Figure 3-3). This type 

of loading induces a biaxial stress state within the sample, including quite uniform 

horizontal tensile stresses along the vertical diameter and compressive stresses 

reaching the highest values close to the contact zones. This setup aims to promote 

fracture in tension in the central sample part. However, depending on selected loading 

jaws (especially on the internal diameter), the compressive stresses close to the 

loading zones can sometimes lead to failure. Therefore, in order to reduce these 

contact stresses, many configurations of experimental setup have been proposed in 

literature.  

Taking into account the recommendations from literature,125,126 and considering 

heterogenous microstructures of refractory materials (with a typical grain size 

of a few mm), sample dimensions were selected as Ø50x12.5 mm3 and Ø50x25 mm3. 

Even if at IRCER-Limoges some expertise on Brazilian test at room temperature were 

acquired, a secondment of 3 months at LaMé-Orleans has been useful to adapt the 

Brazilian test to high-temperature conditions. The experimental setup, used during this 

study, is located at the LaMé laboratory in Orleans. It consists of an INSTRON 4507 

testing machine (with a 5 kN load cell), temperature-resistant loading jaws, a dedicated 

furnace and an image acquisition setup that can be used to monitor strain field by DIC. 

The loading tools (see Figure 3-3) consist of two alumina jaws, with an internal 

diameter of 65 mm (to reduce the concentration of compressive stresses in contact 

zones and assure correct stress distribution within the disk’s centre) and an alumina 

rod (transferring load from the upper grip to the upper jaw). A furnace allows 

mechanical testing up to 1250 °C and acquisition of images through a build-in window. 

The image acquisition setup (described in section 3.3.3) is used to acquire images 

during high-temperature tests in order to analyse displacement and strain fields 

by the means of DIC. In order to allow direct measurements, the sample surface has 

to be covered with a special speckle pattern. The main objective of the several tests 

performed in Orleans (during 3-months of secondment) was to develop a reliable 

high-temperature speckle pattern which will be explained in section 3.3.1. 
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Figure 3-3. Schema of the high-temperature Brazilian test setup. 

Most of parameters determined from Brazilian test are related to the stress-strain 

curve reflecting tensile behaviour. For this curve, tensile stress is calculated from 

Equation 3-4 (𝑃, 𝑡ℎ and 𝐷 are applied load, sample thickness and sample diameter, 

respectively) and strain can be measured as horizontal deformation near central point 

of the sample.124,127  

 𝜎𝑡 =
2 ∙ 𝑃

𝜋 ∙ 𝑡ℎ ∙ 𝐷
 

 

Equation 3-4 

 A brief introduction to a novel thermal shock bench (ATHORNA device) 

ATHORNA device (referring both to the association of “ATHOR” and “New 

Aquitaine”, as well as to “Advanced measurement for in-situ THermo-mechanical 

mOnitoRing of large sample uNder thermal grAdient”) is a novel thermal shock bench 

which was developed to obtain pertinent experimental measurements that can be used 

to validate numerical FEM approaches dedicated to thermal shocks. For detailed 

description of this device see Chapter 5. 

This device allows to heat a disk-shaped refractory sample (typical dimensions 

of Ø100x10 mm3) from the upper face using CO2 laser pulses. During the test, the 

heating source was even able to melt magnesia-based refractory material at the impact 

area (above 2850 °C), but the bottom surface, which is monitored using an infrared 

camera, is usually much colder (during the tests performed until now), typically 

reaching temperatures up to ~600 °C. The bottom surface, being monitored 
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by stereovision system (for determination of displacement and strain fields using DIC 

method), requires special surface preparation with temperature-resistant speckle 

pattern. There are commercial black and white paints which can be used to elaborate 

speckle patterns resistant to 600 or 700 °C. However, future improvement of this device 

may require resistance of speckle pattern to higher temperatures for which 

any commercial solutions are not available. Therefore, the development 

of high-temperature resistant speckle patterns (described in section 3-3 and 3-4) 

is also useful in the context of ATHORNA device. 

3-2. Optical methods 

High-temperature measurements of 2D or 3D kinematic fields are relatively new 

in the field of refractory materials and have been under dynamic development for about 

a decade. This type of measurement operates on a higher number of measurement 

points, allowing better understanding of material behaviour in comparison to classical 

techniques (e.g. extensometers). Moreover, high-temperature tests seem to be more 

relevant than ambient temperature ones for predicting materials performance 

in applications (which for refractories usually exceed 1000 °C). High-temperature 

measurements of kinematic fields are naturally more complex, as some additional 

aspects need to be considered. However, the current state-of-the-art allows to 

overcome these challenges. Section 3.2.1 contains a brief overview of different optical 

measurement methods, while sections 3.2.2-3.2.5 introduce general principles of the 

used methods.  

Note: In all applied digital optical methods, one assumes that captured grey 

levels follow strain of tested samples. 

 Full-field measurement methods with a focus on DIC 

High-temperature mechanical tests can be combined with several strain 

measurement methods, which can be divided into the ones requiring contact (classical 

strain gauges, extensometers) or the contactless ones (interferometric methods, 

marker tracking or digital image correlation). All contact-requiring methods are limited 

to some predefined measuring points that do not allow full-field measurements. 

Therefore, investigation of strain fields is performed by contactless methods, such 

as moiré interferometry, speckle interferometry, marker tracking or digital image 

correlation (DIC). These full-field measurement methods are shortly presented here. 
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Interferometric methods have the same principle - they are based 

on the superimposition of two laser beams coming from the same laser but having 

different optical paths. Delay between these laser beams is linked to the assessed 

kinematic values. A combination of two laser beams forms the interference fringes 

which are then analysed to measure kinematic values. In the case of in-plane 

measurement, using Moiré interferometry, a deformable grating is prepared (before 

testing) on a flat sample surface. Then, the reference grating is formed by 

superimposition of two coherent beams, being oriented under α angle to the camera 

axis and located on the opposite sides of the camera.128 

In the case of in-plane measurement, using Electronic Speckle Pattern 

Interferometry (ESPI), the two coherent beams (coming from the same laser beam, 

having the same incident angle with the camera axis and opposite locations in regard 

to the axis) interact with natural roughness of sample surface. At the beginning 

of the test a reference image is acquired. Once the sample is deformed, another image 

is acquired which is then subtracted from the reference one, generating a fringe 

pattern. Interferometric methods are very accurate (resolution in some cases can reach 

even tenths of a nanometre),129 what could be interesting regarding low strain level in 

case of refractories. However, they are very sensitive to changes in test environment 

(such as vibration, acoustic noise, air turbulence, humidity and temperature) and thus 

require stable experimental conditions, as well as complex and well-positioned optical 

system (composed of camera, laser, mirrors and beam splitter). This complexity limits 

application of these methods mainly to laboratory environment.130 The mark 

tracking131,132 and the DIC133,134 methods are diametrically different than the 

interferometric ones. 

The main advantage of mark tracking and DIC over interferometric methods 

is simplicity of experimental setups. Optical chains are, in these methods, usually 

composed of only one or two cameras (depending on type of measurement: 2D or 3D). 

Therefore, no laser, mirrors nor beam splitters are needed. In some cases, additional 

lighting may be required, but even then, there is no strict requirement concerning 

position nor orientation of the lighting sources.  

Mark tracking method requires deposition of markers on a sample surface. Their 

size and coordinates are determined at the beginning of calculations, based on 

a reference image. In the next step, a dedicated algorithm searches the same markers 

in deformed images and identifies their new positions within a zone of interest.131 When 
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large deformations are detected, the research zone is automatically shifted by the 

displacement from the previous step. In the case of DIC methods, preparation of a 

typical sample surface is slightly different, as it requires random speckle pattern 

(natural sample contrast or specific coating; with speckles adapted to pixel size 

of acquired images). A virtual grid of subsets (being groups of adjacent pixels) 

is defined at the first image and then positions are calculated for each analysed step. 

The algorithm consists in comparing two digital images, which represent a reference 

and a deformed state of a sample. Both techniques assume that strains measured on 

the sample surface follow strains of a tested material.133,134 Both mark tracking and DIC 

exhibit similar precision,131–134 which is often sufficient for many applications, even 

though it is significantly lower than interferometric techniques.135 

Comparing mark tracking with DIC, one can notice that the first method 

is not as flexible in post-treatment as the second one. It is due to the fact that once the 

markers are deposited on a sample surface, they cannot be modified after the test. 

However, the markers are less sensitive to illumination variations.131,132 In contrary 

to the mark tracking, the random speckle pattern in the case of the DIC method allows 

significant flexibility of post-treatment analysis, mainly concerning a convenient 

selection of interesting areas on the investigated surface. The DIC method, due 

to its ease of use and flexibility, is of interest in this study. 

Many types of DIC method have been developed over the past decades, some 

of which will be briefly described here. In general, DIC methods could cover both local 

and global approaches. In the local ones, position of each subset is calculated 

independently of other subsets, while in the case of the global approaches, continuous 

displacements are determined by connecting all the measuring points with a mesh 

and by calculating displacements for all nodes at the same time (compatibility with 

FEM).136 There are also other variations of DIC, such as Integrated-DIC (I-DIC).137  

The main objective of I-DIC is to inversely identify material parameters (instead 

of determining displacement or strain field as in the classical DIC method). It consists 

in the comparison of two types of images: theoretically deformed ones (real reference 

image in initial state with an imposed strain field corresponding to FEM simulated 

deformation) with experimental images in deformed state (see Figure 3-4). Using 

an updating numerical technique, this approach allows thus to find the best material 

parameters in FEM modelling that perfectly fit the experimental strain field. 
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Figure 3-4. Schema of I-DIC algorithm.137 

When local discontinuities should be taken into account, other variations of DIC 

could be of interest, such as Two-Parts DIC (2P-DIC).138 This technique has been 

developed to improve crack resolution and to precisely monitor crack features during 

fracture tests. 2P-DIC operates on many subsets (such as local DIC techniques), which 

have a specific feature, enabling subset to split in two parts (see Figure 3-5a) if a local 

discontinuity (e.g. crack) occurs. Contrary to classical DIC, this approach does not 

assume material continuity within each subset, in order to account for the occurrence 

of a potential local crack. Such specific approach results in an improved precision for 

the localisation of these displacement discontinuities (see Figure 3-5b, c). 

 

  
a b c 

Figure 3-5. a) Schema demonstrating the ability of 2P-DIC subset to split in two parts, b) Exemplary 
strain field calculated by classical DIC, c) Exemplary crack opening calculated by 2P-DIC.138 

 Mark tracking for displacement and strain field monitoring 

Mark tracking method is used in this study to investigate stability of the thermal 

shock bench (applied in Chapter 5) and, if necessary, it can also be used 
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as a reference (boundary conditions) in order to correct a global displacement of the 

sample on a given considered mechanical device. This method has already been 

briefly introduced in section 3.2.1. An exemplary surface preparation for this technique 

is presented on a ring from Figure 3-6 (dedicated to ATHORNA). It is usually made 

of black and white paints using potentially a stencil in order to obtain a regular 

distribution of markers. The basic principles of the method and its sensitivity 

to experimental parameters are presented in more details in the article of Bretagne 

et al.131 

 

Figure 3-6. Exemplary picture from ATHORNA device using a silica ring with markers (for mark tracking) 
and a disk-shaped sample with speckle pattern (for DIC). 

At the beginning of analysis, each marker used for investigation should 

be surrounded by a subset of pixels, thus determining an initial area taken into account 

during calculations (see Figure 3-7a). In order to determine which pixels belong 

to the marker in a given subset, there is a need to set a value of the intensity level 𝐼𝑠, 

as presented in Figure 3-7b. In the following step, the coordinates of all investigated 

markers 𝐶 are calculated for each state (each image), according to Equation 3-5 

(where 𝐼𝑖 - intensity of the i-indexed pixel which has 𝑥𝑖, 𝑦𝑖 coordinates). Then, during 

calculations, this intensity threshold is automatically adjusted, following changes 

of the mean subset intensity, and each subset is displaced, taking into account 

the previous steps. 
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 𝐶 = (
𝐶𝑥

𝐶𝑦
) = (

∑ 𝑥𝑖(𝐼𝑖 − 𝐼𝑠)𝑖

∑ (𝐼𝑖 − 𝐼𝑠)𝑖

∑ 𝑦
𝑖
(𝐼𝑖 − 𝐼𝑠)𝑖

∑ (𝐼𝑖 − 𝐼𝑠)𝑖

) Equation 3-5 

 

 

 
a b 

Figure 3-7. Principle of mark tracking method: a) Exemplary subsets and associated coordinates (𝐶𝑥, 𝐶𝑦) 

for each subset, b) 3D representation of greyscale intensity levels throughout a subset, Is representing 
the threshold which separates the marker (lower grey levels) from the bright background (higher grey 
levels). 

 Classical DIC for displacement and strain field monitoring 

Classical digital image correlation method133,134,139 has been used in this study 

for two purposes: to monitor strain fields (applied in this chapter and in Chapter 5) 

and to measure (in some cases) a local relative displacements between 

a set of predefined subsets (applied in this chapter as well as in Chapter 4 and Chapter 

5). This method has already been briefly introduced in section 3.2.1. An exemplary 

surface preparation with speckle pattern is presented on the disk-shaped sample from 

Figure 3-6. The uncertainty of the method depends on speckle pattern properties, such 

as speckle size, speckle edge sharpness and contrast.139–142 

At the beginning of analysis, a zone of interest has to be defined together with 

dimensions of subsets (typically squared: m×m pix.2) and spacing between their 

centres. Based on these parameters, a regular grid of subsets is generated and is later 

used during calculations. Then, analysis is performed by comparison of pairs of digital 

images (one in a reference state and one in a deformed state) in order to locally match 

subsets from the reference image to the deformed one. 

A local transformation of material between two images can be described 

by at least two rigid displacement parameters (u,v), but depending on the studied 
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problem, four local gradients (
𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝑥
,

𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝑦
,

𝜕𝑣

𝜕𝑥
,

𝜕𝑣

𝜕𝑦
) can also be added. Therefore, for each 

subset D, the unknown set of parameters can be represented by a vector  

�⃗� = (𝑢, 𝑣,
𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝑥
,

𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝑦
,

𝜕𝑣

𝜕𝑥
,

𝜕𝑣

𝜕𝑦
), which is determined by minimization of correlation 

coefficient C, according to Equation 3-6. In this equation, 𝑓 and 𝑔 represent the grey 

levels of pixels in the reference and in the deformed state, while D
f   and D

g  are their 

averages on the subset D and on its transformation ∅(D). 

 
𝐶 = 1 −

∑ (𝑓(�⃗�) − 𝑓𝐷
̅̅ ̅) ∙ (𝑔(∅(�⃗�)𝑋∈𝐷 ) − 𝑔𝐷̅̅̅̅ )

√∑ (𝑓(�⃗�) − 𝑓𝐷
̅̅ ̅)2

𝑋∈𝐷 ∙ √∑ (𝑔(∅(�⃗�) − 𝑔𝐷̅̅̅̅ )2
𝑋∈𝐷

 
Equation 3-6 

The solution for �⃗� is searched by first gradient minimization thanks to an iterative 

Newton scheme. Measurement of displacement in subpixel scale is obtained 

by a bilinear subpixel interpolation of grey levels of the deformed image. Associated 

with this interpolation, it should be noted here that an improvement of the accuracy can 

be achieved by application of a spatial smoothing, using e.g. averaging filter. Searching 

for a very high level of accuracy in the case of ceramics materials it is also possible 

to apply a temporal smoothing. 

The displacement field is then used to calculate strain field by finite differences 

scheme: εXX, εYY, εXY (local strains) from displacements of the centres of the four 

neighbouring subsets.134 Gauge length L0 is thus equal to the distance between two 

of them. This approach is more detailed in case of 3D measurement (see section 

3.2.5). 

 2P-DIC for crack monitoring 

The 2P-DIC method has been used in this study to monitor crack with a high 

resolution, to measure local crack opening (applied in Chapter 5) and to calculate 

a total instantaneous crack length (applied in the present chapter and in Chapter 5). 

This method has already been briefly introduced at the end of section 3.2.1, but much 

more technical aspects will be detailed in this section. 

2P-DIC is based on the classical DIC process. In the same way, at the beginning 

of analysis, a zone of interest has to be defined together with dimensions of subsets 

and spacing between their centres. In the case of 2P-DIC, subsets are voluntarily 

chosen with a rectangular shape (height m being smaller than width n) and are 
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regularly-displaced with steps of px and py (where px=n/2 and py=m/2). Its main feature 

consists in allowing the subset D to split in two parts, as presented in Figure 3-8. 
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Figure 3-8. Principle of the 2P-DIC, decomposition of a subset, considering a crack occurring at a given 

position XC and a given orientation  

Splitting can occur within the initial subset D at a given position XC with a given 

orientation  and thus, two parts can be formed D1 (x < XC) and D2 (x > XC).116,138 

In such case, the correlation coefficient is divided in two components, as presented 

in Equation 3-7. In this equation qi⃗⃗⃗⃗ = (ui, vi,
∂ui

∂x
,

∂ui

∂y
,

∂vi

∂x
,

∂vi

∂y
) is the vector of material 

transformation parameters in a given part Di (i=1,2). The vector Q⃗⃗⃗ represents the two 

vectors q1⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗ and q2⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗ combined. 

 𝐶𝑋𝐶(Q⃗⃗⃗⃗) = ∑ 𝑐2(𝑞1
⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗ )

𝐷1

+ ∑ 𝑐2(𝑞2
⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗ )

𝐷2

 Equation 3-7 

The best set of XC, , and Q⃗⃗⃗  parameters is searched by matching with a use 

of a dedicated minimization algorithm,116,138 rather similar to classical DIC. 

The correlation coefficient CXC (XC, , and Q⃗⃗⃗) is minimized by classically varying 

Q⃗⃗⃗ as well as by varying XC (with a step of one pixel from -n/4 to n/4) and  (with a step 

of 5° from -60° to 60°). In order to represent the quasi-brittle behaviour of a studied 

material, only four components of rigid-body displacements are calculated 

in Q⃗⃗⃗ (the parameters of local gradients are neglected). In the case of Wedge Splitting 

and Brazilian tests, the rectangular shape of subset was chosen to achieve a relatively 

high vertical spatial definition of crack path for cracks occurring close to vertical 

direction. The above steps are performed for all the subsets defined on the analysed 

image.  
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Crack detection is possible thanks to calculation of a pseudo strain within each 

subset, as presented in Equation 3-8. Once the pseudo strains are calculated, a strain 

threshold εThres has to be set in order to separate pertinent values (strain values higher 

than strain threshold value) from noise. This strain threshold should normally be set 

to the value of the strain corresponding to crack initiation. Due to the fact that the strain 

measurement uncertainty by 2P-DIC is usually higher than the strain at crack initiation, 

the value of εThres is often related to strain measurement uncertainty. 

 휀 =
√(𝑋𝐶2−𝑋𝐶1 + 𝑢1−𝑢2)2 + (𝑣2−𝑣1)2

|𝑋𝐶2−𝑋𝐶1|
− 1 Equation 3-8 

In accordance with Figure 3-8 and 2P-DIC parameters, the total instantaneous 

crack length can be measured as the sum of all relevant lengths of each segment (local 

pseudo strain above εThres, considering the local angle of the crack path as well 

as half-length of segment because of the step py=m/2). 

 Stereovision for 3D displacement and strain field monitoring 

Stereovision combined with mark tracking or DIC methods has been used in this 

study to calculate both in-plane and out-of-plane displacements of a sample surface 

(applied in Chapter 5). The two cameras are positioned on either sides of the surface 

normal to the specimen surface and they are synchronized to record pairs of images 

at the same moments. 

Prior to each measurement, there is a need for calibration of the experimental 

setup by combining stereovision and mark tracking method. Equation 3-9 presents 

a set of equations allowing to pass from 2D to 3D coordinates (by triangulation), where 

�̿�1, �̿�2 are the transformation matrices (comprising magnifications and positions of two 

cameras), �̿�1, �̿�2  are the angular positions and 𝐶𝐶1
⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗⃗, 𝐶𝐶2

⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗⃗ are the coordination 

vectors.143–145 The components of transformation and rotation matrices are identified 

during the calibration process, involving two cameras and a reference object. Pictures 

of a sample, having a grid of marks with known positions X⃗⃗⃗, are acquired from both 

cameras and then used in the calibration process.  

 {
 R̿1 X⃗⃗⃗ =  G̿1 𝐶𝐶1

⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗⃗

R̿2 X⃗⃗⃗ =  G̿2 𝐶𝐶2
⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗⃗

 Equation 3-9 
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Once the calibration is performed (positions and orientations of both cameras are 

defined), the triangulation process is applied to obtain the 3D coordinates of analysed 

markers or subsets X⃗⃗⃗ = (X, Y, Z) in the 3D coordinate system. Then, relative 

displacement is calculated for each measurement point 

U⃗⃗⃗(Ux(X, Y, Z), Uy(X, Y, Z), Uz(X, Y, Z)) from differences in their positions between two 

mechanical states (reference and deformed). It is important to notice that 

the Z component is determined only on a sample surface (i.e. Z(X,Y)). 

Then, the deformations of the sample surface can be calculated by finite 

differences based on displacements of four neighbouring markers. In this aim, 

the vectors in an initial state 𝑑X1
⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗, 𝑑X2

⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗ and in a deformed one (see Figure 3-9) 𝑑x1⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ , 𝑑x2⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  

are calculated. These vectors are used just after to determine a local gradient tensor 

F̿ (see Equation 3-10) by finite differences scheme, solving the system 𝑑xi⃗⃗⃗ ⃗ = F̿𝑑Xi
⃗⃗⃗⃗  with 

i=1,2.131,146 In fact, since the measurements are only performed on the sample surface, 

no data can be obtained about the gradient tensor F̿ in direction Z (FXZ, FYZ, FZZ). 

Thus, only the other components are determined:  

 F̿ = [
FXX FXY ∗
FYX FYY ∗
FZX FZY ∗

] Equation 3-10 

*undetermined 

In any case, the known components of F̿ are sufficient to deduce the XY plane 

components of the Green-Lagrange tensor 휀𝑋𝑋, 휀𝑌𝑌, 휀𝑋𝑌 through Equation 3-11. 

It is worth to notice that the gauge length (L0) is determined as the distance between 

two neighbouring subsets. 

 휀̿ =
1

2
(�̿�𝑇�̿� − 𝐼)̿ 

Equation 3-11 

 

Figure 3-9. Principle of strain calculation in deformed state with dots representing the centres 
of the subsets and the pair of vectors 𝑑x1⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ , 𝑑x2⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  used for calculation of the local gradient tensor. 
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3-3. Adaptation of the protocol for high-temperature DIC measurements 

This section is an introductory part of more detailed study presented in section 3-

4. It is known that high-temperature optical measurements are more complex than 

ambient-temperature ones, as one has to cope with three additional challenges: high-

temperature resistance of speckle pattern, heat haze and black body radiation (see 

section 3.3.1). Section 3.3.2 introduces high-temperature resistant speckle patterns 

that have been selected for investigation in frames of this work, while section 3.3.3 

introduces used experimental setup. This device is coupled with optical acquisition 

system that required several improvements in order to minimize image distortion 

caused by heat haze and black body radiation at high temperatures. 

 Adaptation of optical methods to high-temperature measurements 

Application of the optical measurements at high temperatures (typically in a range 

of 1000-1500 °C) pose three additional challenges when compared to ambient 

temperature measurements. These challenges are heat haze (variation of refraction 

index between camera and sample due to hot air), black body radiation 

(thermally-induced sample radiation) and chemical stability (no reaction with sample, 

no change in colour and shape) of speckle pattern at high temperatures. This section 

summarizes the latest research, where these topics have been successfully 

addressed. 

Heat haze varies refraction index of the air between camera and sample 

(due to irregular flow of hot air) and is an origin of an artefact leading to loss 

of accuracy. Effect of this distortion can be reduced by: 

• Stabilizing air refraction index close to the sample, through a suitable furnace 

design with an internal air deflector, which assures constant air flow in front 

of the hot sample; 

• Stabilizing air refraction index close to the window by a local cooling of this 

window; 

• Stabilizing air refraction index between the window and the camera by using 

an external fan to blow out hot air;147 

• Application of a long picture integration time (averaging noise) with neutral 

density filter (uniformly reducing the brightness, in fact, increased by longer 

integration time).148 
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The effects of the black body radiation (thermally-induced radiation) from 

the sample can be reduced by: 

• Applying a light filter, which cuts as much as possible these thermally-induced 

radiation (close to infrared - higher than 700 nm). That means, using a bandpass 

filter, being transparent to the lowest possible wavelengths which in the visible 

spectrum correspond to blue light (e.g. blue bandpass filter - transparent 

in the range of 440-460 nm); 

• Being as much as possible independent from internal illumination coming from 

the furnace itself. Thus, an additional illumination with wavelengths 

corresponding to the ones transmitted by bandpass filter could be very useful. 

High-temperature resistance of speckle pattern (speckle stability) is also very 

important, especially for mechanical tests with a long duration, such as creep tests:  

• Usage of natural contrast of investigated sample could obviously be the most 

valuable speckle pattern (when possible). Nevertheless, this natural distribution 

of contrast is, in most cases, not well-adapted to the targeted spatial 

resolution;149 

• When natural contrast cannot be used, different solutions can be applied. 

An artificial speckle pattern can be obtained by deposition of high-temperature 

resistant material (see Table 3-1).150 

Table 3-1. Summary of a bibliographical review about experimental conditions (light filtering, 
high-temperature resistant speckle pattern) specifically developed for high-temperature DIC 
experiments. 

Specimen 
Testing 

temperature 
Reduction of black 

body radiation 
High temperature resistant speckle pattern Year Ref 

Stainless 
steel 

1200°C 
Blue bandpass 

filter 
Black cobalt oxide blended with commercial 

high-temperature inorganic adhesive 
2010 151 

Carbon 
fibre 

2600°C 
Blue bandpass 

filter 
Plasma sprayed tungsten coating 2014 150 

Zirconium 
silicate 

1350°C 
Blue bandpass 

filter 
Silicon carbide powder 2015 148 

Stainless 
steel 

1150°C 
Blue bandpass 

filter 
White yttria–based and black silica-based 

ceramic paints 
2016 152 

Stainless 
steel 

900°C 
Blue bandpass 

filter 
White yttria–based and black 
silica-based ceramic paints 

2017 153 

 

The information coming from the state-of-the-art will be considered later in this 

PhD study to select the best possible option for thermomechanical characterization 

of refractory materials, using DIC at high temperature. 
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 Speckle patterns preparation for high-temperature measurements 

All selected types of speckle patterns, used for comparative purposes, are based 

on fired alumina-based spinel-containing refractory. It is assumed that this material 

is relatively stable at 1200 °C (temperature applied in this study) regarding its typical 

firing temperature of about 1680 °C.160 Taking into account the literature review 

presented in section 3.3.1, several types of speckle patterns have been defined and 

prepared according to the block diagram presented in Figure 3-10.  

 

Figure 3-10. Speckle pattern preparation procedure in a form of block diagram.154 

In the following sections, each speckle pattern is later identified by a reference, 

as presented in Table 3-2. Each reference comprises three information, concerning 

types of used adhesive and powder, as well as a grain size range of a powder 

(separated by sieving). Two types of adhesives (providing adhesion for ceramic 

particles) were used: the commercial Resbond 903HP white alumina cement 

(symbol: C), having a maximal application temperature of 1790 °C and a specific 

binder (symbol: B), being the transparent liquid component of this cement. Two types 

of ceramic powder have been selected: Silicon Carbide (symbol: SiC) and Brown 

Fused Alumina (symbol: BFA). The selection of powder was mainly related to a good 

contrast with rather white sample or white adhesive, as well as their thermodynamic 

stability under testing conditions. The grain sizes were separated by sieving and their 

size was adjusted to be of about 3 pixels (regarded as the smallest recommended pixel 

size) and higher (to study an influence of speckle size). 

Table 3-2. References of samples with their characteristics.154 

Reference Adhesive coating Powder type Grain diameter [μm] 
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B_SiC_50-100 Specific binder SiC 50-100 

C_SiC_50-100 Alumina cement SiC 50-100 

C_SiC_150-200 Alumina cement SiC 150-200 

C_SiC_250-315 Alumina cement SiC 250-315 

C_BFA_250-315 Alumina cement BFA 250-315 

 High-temperature optical acquisition and loading setups 

The high-temperature Brazilian test setup (see Figure 3-11a), located 

at the LaMé laboratory in Orleans, has been used to characterize different speckle 

patterns at high temperature. Before this study, the Brazilian testing device was already 

equipped with a high-resolution image acquisition setup but back then the tests were 

limited to lower temperatures (below 900 °C).137 That was mainly due to intense black 

body radiation, which at high temperatures (and with the previously applied protocol) 

significantly reduced the contrast of speckle pattern hindering DIC analysis. Therefore, 

the initial objective of the present study was to improve the optical acquisition system, 

allowing more precise image acquisition at higher temperatures. The following two 

paragraphs introduce the high-temperature mechanical testing device and the image 

acquisition setup adapted to high temperatures. 

The high-temperature mechanical testing setup consists of the INSTRON 4507 

testing machine, a load cell (with a capacity of 5 kN), loading parts (alumina rods 

and jaws) and a dedicated furnace with a window (max. temp. of 1250 °C). Figure 

3-11b presents the Brazilian test setup (already introduced in section 3.1.2) with a 

cylindrical sample located between two alumina jaws. Two types of mechanical tests 

were performed: the so-called stability test and the well-known Brazilian test. In the 

case of the first one, a sample was tested at a given temperature under a low constant 

load of 50 N (just to keep the different parts of the setup together), while in the case 

of the Brazilian test, a sample undergone a compressive displacement with a constant 

rate of 0.05 mm/min. The relative vertical displacement ∆U was measured on a sample 

surface (to avoid contact effects) and was based on a displacement of two zones 

(128x32 pixels), which were located close to the jaws (see Figure 3-11b). This 

displacement is used to plot the load-displacement curve presented in section 3-4. 
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a b c 

Figure 3-11. High-temperature Brazilian test: a) a picture of the experimental setup, 
b) a schema of the experimental setup for image acquisition, c) a schema of Brazilian test setup.154 

The image acquisition setup, has been significantly improved during this study 

(in cooperation with Lucas Breder-Teixeira - another ESR from ATHOR project) 

and can be observed in Figure 3-11a and Figure 3-11c. It consists of a high-resolution 

camera (PROSILICA GX 6600 - 6576x4384 pixels), an optical lens (AF Micro-Nikkor 

200 mm f/4D IF-ED), a blue bandpass filter (MIDOPT BP470), which reduces black 

body radiation thanks to transparency in a blue light wavelength range of 425-495 nm, 

and a furnace with built-in glass ceramic window. Additionally, two LED lamps 

(LINKSTAR LED VD-416D-K2 with light temperature of 5500 K) provide a powerful 

external light (and thus ameliorate contrast) and two fans are also used: one for cooling 

the camera and one for blowing out the hot air in proximity to the furnace window 

(reduction of heat haze). The resolution of acquired images is approximately 

0.014 mm/pix and stability at given temperatures are investigated in the next section. 

3-4. Analysis and optimization of the adapted protocol 

 Comparison of basic speckle pattern features 

The basic speckle pattern features which are discussed in this section are grey 

level histogram, grey level gradient (related to contrast) and speckle size. Figure 3-12 

presents pictures of investigated speckle patterns acquired at 1200 °C. For all 

samples, magnified images are presented in the upper-right corners and greyscale 

histograms in the bottom right corners. According to these images and histograms, 

one can observe that all speckle patterns exhibit significant contrasts between 

the backgrounds and the speckles. It is worth to notice that experimental conditions 

Alumina 
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Alumina 

jaw

Alumina 
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Alumina 
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Alumina 

jaw

Measurement of 

imposed relative 
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have been adjusted to acquire bright, but not saturated, images (targeted greyscale 

below 255). Nevertheless, some pixels are saturated due to the intense light reflections 

from SiC and BFA ceramic particles. 

As introduced in section 3.3.1, there are differences in types and sizes of ceramic 

particles used for preparation of speckle patterns. Particles with a given size range 

were firstly separated by sieving, and then the average size has been estimated 

by measuring the Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM) of autocorrelation curve. 

Autocorrelation curves for all speckle patterns are presented in Figure 3-13. 

 

Figure 3-12. Pictures of the entire samples (resolution of 0.014 mm/pixel) and selected areas with 15x 
magnification (upper right) as well as greyscale histograms (bottom right).154 

Table 3-3 presents summarized results, comprising standard deviations of grey 

level histograms σGL, square root of the average of squared grey level gradients √∇𝑔2̅̅ ̅̅ ̅  

(related to contrast) and speckle sizes (both determined by sieving 

and by autocorrelation). 
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Figure 3-13. Normalized autocorrelation curves for different speckle patterns measured at 1200°C.154 

Table 3-3. Selected speckle pattern features at 1200°C determined on entire images (full resolution, 
without numerical filters).154 

 

Std. dev. 
of grey 
levels  

σGL 

Average 
grey level 
gradient 

√𝛁𝒈𝟐̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  

Speckle size 

By sieving By autocorrelation 

 [grey levels] 
[grey level * 

pixel-1] 
[mm] [pixel] [pixel] 

B_SiC_50-100 13.0 4 50-100 3.50-7.00 10 

C_SiC_50-100 24.1 5.6 50-100 3.50-7.00 13 

C_SiC_150-200 24.5 4.3 150-200 10.50-14.00 20 

C_SiC_250-315 25.5 4 250-315 17.50-22.05 28 

C_BFA_250-315 21.9 4.24 250-315 17.50-22.05 24 

One can observe that the σGL and √∇𝑔2̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ are significantly lower for B_SiC_50-100 

sample due to the lack of white layer of cement. Moreover, one can also notice that 

the speckle size determined by autocorrelation (as FWHM) is higher than by sieving. 

It is most likely due to nonregular shape of particles and the presence of particle 

agglomerations. 

Considering only the information presented until now, one can state that 

C_SiC_50-100, leading to the highest √∇𝑔2̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ and having relatively low speckle size, could 

be the best choice. However, B_SiC_50-100 prepared with the same powder 

but without the layer of cement could be an interesting alternative. Its value of √∇𝑔2̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ 

is reasonable and the absence of cement layer could be highly beneficial as sample 
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microstructure is uncovered and there is no ambiguity whether observed deformation 

reflects deformation of a tested sample. Comparing different types of particles 

(C_SiC_250-315 and C_BFA_250-315), one can state that there are very small 

differences between them at this stage. 

It is worth pointing out that √∇𝑔2̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ at ambient temperature is about 13 grey 

levels * pixel-1, while all values are around 5 grey levels * pixel-1 at 1200 °C. 

The increase of brightness (leading to lower √∇𝑔2̅̅ ̅̅ ̅) is related to black body radiation. 

Even though additional lighting and blue bandpass filter were applied, the black body 

radiation has only been limited and it still results in a decrease of √∇𝑔2̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ 

and in an increase of displacement uncertainty (according to Equation 3-12). 

 Effects of high temperature based on preliminary tests 

 Uncertainty assessment 

Uncertainty has been assessed in this study to compare samples with different 

speckle patterns in order to determine the one which allows to obtain the highest 

precision. It should be noted that this study was performed in 2D. Taking into account 

that the same minimisation algorithm and interpolation are implemented in classical 

DIC and 2P-DIC methods, the relations between surface preparation and final 

experimental precision should be rather similar. Therefore, the comparative study, 

aiming to determine the speckle pattern allowing to obtain the highest precision 

(among tested), is performed using DIC method. 

The displacement uncertainty is known to be dependent on speckle pattern 

features.133,134,155–157 That is why the main parameters, used in this study 

for comparative purposes are displacement uncertainties along X direction 

(determined by DIC), as well as speckle pattern features, such as grey level gradients, 

grey level histograms and average speckle size. 

Standard deviation of displacement uncertainty along X axis 𝜎𝑈𝑋
 can 

be expressed by Equation 3-12, where m is subset size in the direction 

of the displacement, ∇𝑔 is local grey level gradient and σn is standard deviation of noise 

in the image.116 
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𝜎𝑈𝑋

∝
𝜎𝑛

[𝑚  .  √∇𝑔2̅̅ ̅̅ ̅]

 
Equation 3-12 

∝ - proportionality sign 

Grey level gradients are determined by firstly deriving the image in horizonal 

direction and then by calculating √∇𝑔2̅̅ ̅̅ ̅.116 Grey level histograms are compared using 

the standard deviations of all grey levels. Average speckle size is calculated as Full 

Width at Half Maximum (FWHM) of autocorrelation curve.133 This last parameter 

is known to be used for a good approximation of average speckle size.155,158 

This optical study tests will be performed at ambient (~20 °C) and at high 

temperature (~1200 °C) under a relatively low compressive load of 50 N (just to keep 

the Brazilian test setup together). These experimentally stable conditions are meant 

to limit sample deformation, which for comparative purposes will be assumed zero. 

Standard deviation of deformations along X axis 𝜎
𝑋𝑋

 and along y axis 𝜎
𝑌𝑌

 will 

be evaluated on sample surface for a given time. Strain results are insensitive to rigid 

body movement, which occur during the measurement and therefore are preferred 

to be compared in comparison to displacement. Moreover, for small deformations, 

the expression from Equation 3-13 is true, where L0 is the distance between centres 

of two subsets. 

 𝜎
𝑋𝑋

=
 𝜎𝑈𝑋

𝐿0
 Equation 3-13 

 Uncertainties at ambient and high temperatures 

This section is dedicated to comparison of displacements and deformations 

evolving with time (at stable thermomechanical conditions) at 20 °C and at 1200 °C. 

For this purpose, all the results presented below concern the B_SiC_50-100 sample, 

which is considered representative because similar tendencies are observed for other 

samples. 
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a 

 
b 

Figure 3-14. Displacement results performed on B_SiC_50-100 sample with subset size of 128x128 
pixels and spacing of 64x64 pixels. Evolution of horizontal UX and vertical UY displacements vs. time 
for all subsets (on the left) and vector plot at the end of test (on the right), showing 2-dimensional 
displacements at: a) 20°C, b) 1200°C.154 

Evolutions of horizontal UX and vertical UY displacements vs. time during stability 

test performed at 20 °C and 1200 °C are presented in Figure 3-14. Displacements 

at 20 °C are very stable around zero with very little variations during the whole test. 

However, at 1200 °C global displacements deviate from the initial position and larger 

spread of variations can be observed. This difference is related to more harsh 

experimental conditions at high temperature, including black body radiation (altering 

σGL and √∇𝑔2̅̅ ̅̅ ̅) and heat haze. Visual representation of the displacements at the end 

of stability tests is presented on the right sides of Figure 3-14a and b. Directions 

of displacements are rather uniform but the range is 10 times lower at 20 °C 

in comparison to 1200 °C (0.25 pix. ~ 3.5 µm at 20°C, 2.5 pix. ~ 35 µm at 1200 °C). 

Vector scale x1000 
𝑋
→ 

𝑌
→ 

Vector scale x200 
𝑋
→ 

𝑌
→ 
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The cause of this displacement at 1200 °C is probably related to differences 

in temperature and thus in expansion of tripod legs (camera support), what is probably 

linked to different exposure of the legs to the heat flux from the furnace. This most 

probably introduces the global movement of the camera during long dwells. 

 
 a 

 
b 

Figure 3-15. Deformation results performed on B_SiC_50-100 sample with subset size of 128x128 pixels 
and spacing of 64x64 pixels. Evolution of horizontal εXX and vertical εYY deformations vs. time calculated 
for all subsets at: a) 20°C, b) 1200°C.154 

Evolutions of horizontal εXX and vertical εYY deformations vs. time during stability 

test performed at 20 °C and at 1200 °C are presented in Figure 3-15. Values 

of deformations measured at 20 °C are very small, as a consequence of smaller 

displacements, while, at 1200 °C large strains can be observed, as a consequence 

of larger displacements. Moreover, during the test performed at 1200 °C, one can 

observe an increase of deformation fluctuations after 20 minutes (being higher than 

a typical duration of mechanical test). It is also worth to notice that the rigid body 

movement detected at 1200 °C (see Figure 3-14a) does not influence deformation. 

Therefore, deformation values seem to be more reliable than displacement ones and 

thus will be used for comparative purposes. These deformation values will 
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be investigated for all speckle patterns only until 20 min to decrease the probability 

of increased deformation fluctuations. Considering that both horizontal εXX and vertical 

εYY deformations show similar tendencies, in further study, only horizontal strain εXX 

will be used. 

 Impact of different parameters on measurement uncertainty 

 Low pass filtering 

Numerical low pass filter (Gaussian blur with a size of 3x3 pixels) is applied 

to reduce noise (measurement uncertainty). Standard deviation of the noise present 

on images was about 2 grey levels for all images (determined on a uniform surface). 

Application of this filter leads to a decrease of σn, but a side effect, it also reduces 

√∇𝑔2̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ by a factor of 1.2 (in average for all patterns). Application of such filter significantly 

decreases measurement uncertainty (of about 50% on average), as it can be observed 

in an example of standard deviation of horizontal deformations 𝜎
𝑋𝑋

 in Figure 3-16. 

 

Figure 3-16. Standard deviation of horizontal deformations 𝜎
𝑋𝑋

 during 60 minutes of stability test for all 

samples at 1200°C. Subset size of 128x128 pixels, spacing of 64x64 pixels, with/without add application 
of low pass filter.154 

 Size of subsets and particles 

Figure 3-17 presents 𝜎
𝑋𝑋

 for different speckle sizes (from 16x16 to 128x128) 

for all tested speckle patterns. For all patterns, one can observe that the increase 

of subset size leads to a decrease of 𝜎
𝑋𝑋

 (well-known relation). Comparing samples 

prepared with the same type but different sizes of SiC grains, one can observe that 

an increase of speckle size leads to less accurate strain measurements (higher 𝜎
𝑋𝑋

).  
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This observation is in line with the recommended speckle size, which should 

be relatively small, leading to high spatial resolution, but not too small to prevent 

aliasing.133,139 For this aspect, the best performance is achieved for C_SiC_50-100, 

while the worst one for C_SiC_250-315. 

 

Figure 3-17. Standard deviations of deformation in horizontal direction 𝜎
𝑋𝑋

 for 60 pictures acquired: 

at 1200°C during one hour of measurement (calculations performed using low pass filtering). Influence 
of subset size for the same spacing of 64x64 pixels.154 

 Image resolution 

2P-DIC analysis can be very time-consuming. Especially when it is performed 

on full-resolution images (6576 x 4384 pixels), the calculations can take a week (2000 

images tested on a workstation with 32 cores of 2.77 GHz). Therefore, knowing 

the relatively large speckle size of 10 pixels (for B_SiC_50-100), it appeared interesting 

to consider the usage of smaller images (with reduced resolution of 3288 x 2192 pixels 

by averaging 4 pixels to 1). The speckle size after the image reduction would be about 

5 pixels (in diameter), which is still reasonable from the aliasing point of view. However, 

this is not the only point to verify before proceeding to calculations with smaller images. 

It is crucial to consider whether the standard deviations of deformation in horizontal 

direction 𝜎
𝑋𝑋

 would not be much affected by this decrease in image resolution. This 

point is presented in the following paragraphs. 

In the beginning, it should be noticed that the subset sizes m and spacings 

between subsets L0 were reduced accordingly to the reduction of the image size 

(to ensure comparability between reduced- and full-resolution images). Figure 3-18 

presents the influence of the image resolution and/or the low pass filtering (introduced 

in section 3.4.3) on 𝜎
𝑋𝑋

. 
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Figure 3-18. Influence of image resolution on standard deviation of horizontal deformation. Parameters 
of DIC calculation: subset 128x128 pixels and spacing of 64x64 pixels for initial images and subset 
64x64 pixels and spacing of 32x32 pixels for reduced images.154 

Firstly, one can observe that the reduction of image size results in a slight 

increase or decrease of 𝜎
𝑋𝑋

 (depending on the sample) when compared 

to the full-resolution images. In general, one could say that the two types of images 

lead to rather similar 𝜎
𝑋𝑋

 values. An explanation of this observation can be provided 

based on Equation 3-12 and Equation 3-13. The decrease of image resolution leads 

to changes in L0 and 𝜎𝑈𝑋
 (see Equation 3-13). The L0 decreases by a factor 

of 2 (in pixels), while the changes of 𝜎𝑈𝑋
 are related to σn, m and √∇𝑔2̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ (see Equation 

3-12). The values of nominator σn and denominator [𝑚  .  √∇𝑔2̅̅ ̅̅ ̅] for each case 

are presented in Table 3-4. It can be observed that the reduction of image resolution 

leads to a 2.2-fold decrease in σn and to a 1.4-fold decrease in [𝑚  .  √∇𝑔2̅̅ ̅̅ ̅] (in average). 

Therefore, 𝜎𝑈𝑋
 value theoretically decreases 1.65 times (in average), what is rather 

close to the change of L0 (which decreases 2 times). This approach connecting 

experimental measurements and theoretical considerations may indicate rather low 

impact of image reduction change on strain accuracy 𝜎
𝑋𝑋

. One can conclude that this 

approach allowed to confirm more or less the experimental results from Figure 3-18. 

Secondly, one can observe that application of low pass filter on images with 

reduced size does not lead to any improvement of measurement uncertainty 

(see Figure 3-18). This observation can be explained by more rapid decrease 

of [𝑚  .  √∇𝑔2̅̅ ̅̅ ̅] when compared to σn (see Table 3-4). 
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Thirdly, one can state that the ideal solution would be to combine full-resolution 

images and low pass filtering, as it allows to reduce the uncertainty 𝜎
𝑋𝑋

 by about 

2 times (see Figure 3-18). However, this solution is even more time consuming than 

the initially assumed calculation time performed on high-resolution images, 

as we apply low pass filtering on each image. Therefore, taking into account the 

importance of calculation time, it seems that the level of uncertainty achieved on 

reduced images is rather sufficient for cracks monitoring in refractories during 

mechanical tests. So, the images with the resolution reduced to 0.028 mm/pixel and 

without any numerical filtering are used for the 2P-DIC calculations (for precise crack 

detection). Consequently, the calculation time is then typically divided by a factor of 10. 

Table 3-4. Effect of image resizing or/and applying low pass filter on the two major terms of equation 4 

(numerator: noise σn - denominator: term [𝑚  .  √∇𝑔2̅̅ ̅̅ ̅]).154 

 
Full image 

without filter 
d=128 
pixels 
(ref.) 

Full image with 
low pass filter 
d=128 pixels 

Resized image 
without filter 
d=64 pixels 

Resized image 
with low pass 

filter 
d=64 pixels 

noise (σn) 

Average for all 
speckles 

2.0 1.0 (ref. / 2.0) 0.9 (ref. / 2.2) 0.7 (ref. / 2.9) 

term [𝑚  .  √∇𝑔2̅̅ ̅̅ ̅] 

B_SiC_50-100 422 358 (ref. / 1.2) 307 (ref. / 1.4) 243 (ref. / 1.7) 
C_SiC_50-100 589 513 (ref. / 1.1) 378 (ref. / 1.6) 307 (ref. / 1.9) 
C_SiC_150-200 525 435 (ref. / 1.2) 416 (ref. / 1.3) 333 (ref. / 1.6) 
C_SiC_250-315 448 384 (ref. / 1.2) 352 (ref. / 1.3) 282 (ref. / 1.6) 
C_BFA_250-315 448 371 (ref. / 1.2) 339 (ref. / 1.3) 262 (ref. / 1.7) 

 2P-DIC strain threshold 

Rectangular subsets (instead of square ones) are typically used for the 2P-DIC 

technique. These subsets are positioned perpendicularly to the expected crack what 

together with its shape allows better detection of cracks, which are searched between 

-60° and 60°.138,149 In the case of Brazilian test (presented in the following sections), 

the cracks will most likely be vertical, so the subsets are positioned horizontally. Local 

pseudo strain value, being determined for each subset, is classified as a crack when 

it exceeds a threshold value εThres. This threshold value was calculated for each tested 

sample based on the strain fields determined during the stability test where strain 
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is assumed to be zero (duration of 60 minutes, very low constant preload of 50 N, 

temperature of 1200 °C). This approach is similar to the one presented in previous 

sections by using a classical DIC with a difference in shape and spacing between 

subsets (subset size of 64x16 pixels with a spacing of 32x8 pixels). An exemplary result 

used for determination of pseudo strain threshold for C-SiC_50-100 is presented 

in Figure 3-19. Based on this graph, the pseudo strain threshold is determined 

as the maximal strain value, which allows to significantly reduce the noise (avoid 

detection of non-real cracks). It is worth noticing that the vertical axis on this graph 

is on a semi-logarithmic scale and that the total number of subsets exceeds 700 

thousands. Therefore, an εThres of 0.0035, where less than 10 occurrences above this 

threshold are detected, is the chosen value. 

 

Figure 3-19. Histogram of εxx for C-SiC_50-100 case during the 60 minutes of stability test (with a very 
small preload of 50 N for which one can assume that no local cracks can take place).154 

This approach was applied to all samples and allowed to determine εThres values 

for which less than 10 occurrences of non-existent cracks were detected. These εThres 

values are presented in Figure 3-20. It can be observed that the smallest strain 

threshold values are obtained for C_SiC_50-100, C_SiC_150-200 and B_SiC_50-100. 
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Figure 3-20. Predetermined value of pseudo strain threshold εThres (with less than 10 subsets with a crack 
detected inside) for each considered speckle patterns.154 

 Example of sample monitoring at high temperature 

 Load-displacement curves during Brazilian test at 1200 °C 

Once all the parameters are defined, it is possible to perform the mechanical test 

with image acquisition on samples having different speckle patterns. The exemplary 

load-displacement curves acquired during Brazilian test at 1200 °C are presented 

in Figure 3-21. The imposed displacement ∆𝐔 has been measured directly 

on the sample by DIC (see section 3.4.4.2) between the two areas placed at the top 

and at the bottom of sample close to the jaws (see Figure 3-3). It is worth noticing that 

it is rather common to obtain significant differences between tested refractory samples, 

especially at high temperatures. Nevertheless, the shapes of these curves are similar, 

as all of them start with relatively linear dependence and then continue with non-linear 

dependence due to damage or plastic behaviour. This plateau corresponds 

to localisation of damage in the central sample part which leads to macrocracking 

and then to failure. The increase of load observed at above ∆U=0.2 mm typically 

corresponds to the loading of two halves of the disk (even if they are not completely 

separated) and is not interesting from the point of view of the current analysis. 
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Figure 3-21. Load-displacement curves during Brazilian test at 1200°C for the different considered 
samples (displacement ∆𝐔 measured directly on the sample by DIC between two area placed at the top 
and at the bottom of sample close to the jaws).154 

2P-DIC analysis was used to determine evolutions of crack length during 

Brazilian tests which are presented for different speckle patterns in Figure 3-22. These 

curves were generated with optimized εThres values from Figure 3-20 (see Figure 

3-22a), as well as with a uniform εThres value of 0.005 (see Figure 3-22b). The crack 

length evolution curves with optimized εThres exhibit rather low level of noise, what was 

intended by selecting an appropriate threshold but does not allow to detect 

the beginning of crack at the same displacement. In contrast, when a uniform εThres 

of 0.005 is applied, crack initiation displacement is similar (see Figure 3-22b). 

Moreover, the curves generated with a uniform εThres show significant differences 

in noise levels. The highest noise is present for C_SiC_250_315, as the difference 

between the optimal εThres value for this speckle pattern (being equal to 0.02) and the 

applied pseudo strain threshold is the highest. Therefore, one can state that speckle 

pattern with high optimal threshold value is not able to detect cracks with small 

openings leading to underestimation of crack length. The speckle patterns having 

similar optimal εThres values (see Figure 3-20) lead to approximately similar 

performance, as crack initiation appears at similar displacement (variations depend on 

variability between different samples). 
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a 

 
b 

Figure 3-22. Crack length-displacement curves during Brazilian test: influence of different speckle grain 
size (a) with εThres adapted at each speckle pattern (b) with a uniform value of εThres=0.005.154 

In order to quantify the dispersion in crack length (visible in Figure 3-22b), 

standard deviation of the difference between real values and local linear tendencies 

have been calculated for two displacement ranges: at the beginning (∆U between 

0 and 0.04 mm) and at the end of the test (∆U from 0.2 to 0.4 mm). Table 3-5 reports 

all these values. It can be observed that the standard deviation is higher when 

measured at the end of the test what can be related to slight degradation of speckle 

pattern (removal of cement/grains when a high local strain or crack appears). A similar 

trend is also present at ambient temperature: at the beginning, the dispersions are very 

low ~0 pix. and close to the end, they reach 35 pix. (~1 mm). The largest dispersions, 

during the tests performed at 1200 °C, are observed for C_SiC_250-315 (big grain size 
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can result in insufficient contrast within some subsets), while the lowest dispersions 

are observed for B_SiC_50-100 and C_SiC_50-100 speckle patterns. 

Table 3-5. Dispersion in crack length measurement at the beginning of the test (∆U from 0 to 0.04 mm) 
and at the end of the test (∆U from 0.2 to 0.4 mm).154 

 
Dispersion in crack length in pixel (and in mm) 

Beginning of the test 
(∆U from 0 to 0.04 mm) 

End of the test 
(∆U from 0.2 to 0.4 mm) 

B_SiC_50-100 10.5 (0.3 mm) 94 (2.6 mm) 

C_SiC_50-100 21.8 (0.6 mm) 120 (3.36 mm) 

C_SiC_150-200 65.6 (1.8 mm) 278 (7.8 mm) 

C_SiC_250-315 143 (4 mm) 367 (10.3 mm) 

BFA_SiC_250-315 45 (1.3 mm) 130 (3.7 mm) 

 

The crack paths detected by the 2P-DIC (with optimized εThres) are presented 

in Figure 3-23. Images are presented for all speckle patterns at four loading states: 

• A - at initiation of the main crack; 

• B - at inflection point of main crack growing; 

• C - when the load reaches a plateau; 

• D - when the load starts to increase due to loading of two halves of a disc. 

It can be observed that patterns with a small εThres better imitate sample behaviour 

as cracks with smaller opening can be visible.  
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Figure 3-23. Pictures of highlighted cracks path determined by 2P-DIC numerical treatment at four key 
loading states during Brazilian test at 1200°C with an optimal value of εThres adapted to each speckle 
pattern.154 
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 Measurement error by deviation from imposed displacement 

The imposed displacement ∆𝑈 in this study was measured by DIC, between two 

areas placed at the top and bottom of the sample in proximity to jaws. This is not 

a common practice in mechanical testing of refractories, as in most cases, 

the crosshead displacement of the machine is used. Figure 3-24 presents similar 

results as Figure 3-22b but in this case with crosshead displacement on the horizontal 

axis (instead of measurement by DIC). 

Much larger shifts can be observed between the different curves in Figure 3-24. 

They are related to differences in mechanical behaviour in contact between 

the cylindrical sample surface and the jaws. These discrepancies are probably related 

to non-reproducible delays in loading at the beginning of mechanical tests. Therefore, 

measurement of the relative displacement seems to be more appropriate for analysis 

of mechanical behaviour, as it reduces measurement error (due to slight differences 

in contact between sample and loading jaws), which can lead to significant 

discrepancies.159 

 

Figure 3-24. Crack length-displacement curves during Brazilian test with a uniform value of εThres=0.005 
and imposed crosshead displacement.154 

 Fracture behaviour at 20 °C and at 1200 °C 

The objective of this study was to determine an optimized speckle pattern 

for high-temperature mechanical testing of refractories. As demonstrated, speckle 

patterns with fine grains, such as B_SiC_50_100 or C_SiC_50_100 perform the best 

in the current testing conditions. It is worth pointing out that the lack of cement allows  
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Figure 3-25. Brazilian test at 20°C and 1200°C: a) Load-displacement curves, 
b) Crack length-displacement curves, c) Pictures of cracks at four loading states.154 

to see microstructure and assures that behaviour of sample surface is observed. 

Therefore, one concludes that B_SiC_50_100 speckle pattern is the most adapted 

among tested specimens. Figure 3-25 presents exemplary results of the tests 

performed at 20 and 1200 °C. They were obtained with an optimized εThres values 

of 0.003 and 0.005 at 20 and 1200 °C, respectively. The fracture behaviour of tested 
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material at these two testing temperatures is diametrically different. A sudden increase 

of crack length (see Figure 3-25b) and rupture at a low displacement of 0.015 mm 

(see Figure 3-25a) is observed at 20 °C (points A, B, C are close to each other), while 

at 1200 °C crack length increases progressively and rupture occurs at a rather high 

displacement of 0.1 mm (points E, F, G are far from each other). These observations 

indicate a brittle fracture at 20 °C and a non-brittle one at 1200 °C. At ambient 

temperature, more elastic energy is stored and the material does not dissipate energy 

until the occurrence of the main crack. However, at high temperature, less elastic 

energy is stored, as the material starts to dissipate energy much earlier (initially 

by microcracking), what leads to a progressive failure with many cracks present within 

the central sample part. 

3-5. Conclusions 

The first two sections of this chapter were focused on selected loading devices 

and optical methods which could be used for high-temperature testing of fracture 

behaviour of refractories. Due to the challenges related to high-temperature conditions 

(such as black body radiation, heat haze and high-temperature resistance of speckle 

pattern) and lack of experience within our team with such tests at high temperature 

(1200 °C), there was a need to improve the experimental device which has been 

introduced in section 3.1.2. 

The main focus of this chapter was on the study described in sections 3-3 and 3-

4, which allowed determining optimized speckle patterns (with different ceramics 

grains) and experimental parameters for analyses of high-temperature images using 

DIC and 2P-DIC methods. Analyses of grey levels distributions, gradients and speckle 

sizes allowed understanding the performance of these speckle patterns in tested 

conditions. According to strain uncertainty results, two speckle patterns had 

remarkably good performance B_SiC_50-100 and C_SiC_50-100. However, thanks 

to the advantages related to the lack of cement, B_SiC_50-100 is preferred for 

further investigations. Studies on image pre-processing (images filtering, images 

size reduction) before DIC analysis allowed finding a compromise between good 

measurement accuracy and relatively short duration of processing. This experimental 

procedure is adapted for the detection of early cracks and measurement of their length 

(by 2P-DIC method) in refractories tested at high temperatures. An exemplary test 

performed on alumina spinel refractory at 20 and 1200 °C has been presented using 
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B_SiC_50-100 speckle pattern. It allowed proving the performance of the optimized 

speckle pattern within a large temperature range. The experimental protocol 

developed in this study can be used in other types of mechanical tests performed 

at high temperatures (1200 °C and probably higher) on refractories, including wedge 

splitting or thermal shock bench ATHORNA. 
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Chapter 4. Thermomechanical behaviour of alumina spinel refractories 

This chapter aims to improve understanding about in-use behaviour 

of alumina spinel refractories by focussing on relations between thermomechanical 

properties and microstructure. Investigated materials are an industrial alumina spinel 

brick (see section 4-1) and model alumina spinel castables (see section 4-2). 

The industrial material was investigated both to improve understanding of its in-use 

behaviour, as well as to provide the data being necessary for FEM/DEM modelling 

(used by other PhD students). The model materials were designed to compare impact 

of several key components, such as cement, reactive alumina and aggregates. 

4-1. Case of industrial alumina spinel bricks 

Investigated industrial alumina spinel bricks are known for their outstanding 

performance e.g. in the barrel part of steel ladle lining. It is well-known that 

alumina-based spinel-containing refractories can be designed to achieve rather high 

corrosion resistance, which could already significantly contribute to their performance. 

At the same time, thermomechanical behaviour of this material is not well explained 

in the literature and this knowledge is obviously of interest e.g. regarding material 

potential for stress relaxation (explained in section 1.1.3). Therefore, an objective 

in this section is to better understand thermomechanical behaviour of industrial 

alumina spinel bricks in relation to microstructure. 

Note: Additionally, acquired data has been used as an input in numerical 

modelling performed by other PhD students from ATHOR. 

 Presentation of investigated fired alumina spinel brick 

The alumina spinel bricks, investigated in this study are rather similar 

to the industrial ones which are used in steel ladles studied within ATHOR. In fact, 

to deliver similar bricks to all research activities performed within ATHOR, a specific 

batch of material has been processed by an industrial partner. 

The processing route involved a uniaxial pressing of the raw materials and a firing 

stage (typically at about 1680 °C).160 The final microstructure is composed of alumina 

grains (up to 3 mm) and alumina spinel matrix (see Figure 4-1). The material’s density 

and apparent porosity are about 3.1 g/cm3 and 19.7 % (measured by the Archimedes’ 

principle), respectively. Phases detected at ambient temperature by Rietveld 

refinement of X-ray diffractograms are alumina (77.62 wt. %, JCPDS 
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No. 01-071-1123), alumina-rich spinel (22.02 wt. %, JCPDS No. 01-073-1959) and 

diaoyudaoite (0.36 wt. %, JCPDS No. 01-079-2288). EDS analysis (not presented 

here) allowed to detect traces of sodium inside alumina grain (originating from 

the Bayer process) and a very small amount of silicon in the matrix (voluntary added 

in form of aluminium silicate). 

 

Figure 4-1. SEM image of the alumina spinel brick.161 

Please notice: All results presented in this section with the thermal treatment 

performed up to 1500 °C followed the same thermal cycle with a heating/cooling rate 

of 3 °C/min and 1 h dwell. 

 Thermal expansion during thermal treatment 

Thermal expansion has been investigated by dilatometry measurement 

up to 1500 °C, as presented in Figure 4-2. Even though the material processing 

probably includes a firing stage above testing temperature (typically at around 

1680 °C),160 a permanent linear change of 0.08 % (heat treatment with 1 h dwell 

at 1500 °C), which mainly occurred above 1300 °C (a visible increase of linear 

expansion rate) could still be observed. Since pressing direction could have induced 

slight differences from one direction to another, the measurement has been managed 

in the pressing and perpendicular to the pressing directions. Nevertheless, both curves 

are very similar. 
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Figure 4-2. Dilatometry curve for alumina spinel brick measured from different directions.161 

Evolution of Coefficient of Thermal Expansion (CTE) with temperature, 

determined as a derivation of linear expansion, is plotted in Figure 4-3. One can 

observe that the thermal expansion coefficient is much smaller in the low-temperature 

range (below 500 °C) and starts to increase above 1300 °C. This increase in CTE 

is related to microstructural changes and will be discussed in the following sections 

of this chapter. 

 

Figure 4-3. Evolution of thermal expansion coefficient for alumina spinel brick. Fitting between 50 
and 1300 °C. 

Subsequently, a classical equation for thermal expansion related to temperature 

(see Equation 4-1) has been used to fit the experimental data, where 𝛼 is a thermal 

expansion coefficient at a given temperature, and 𝑎0, 𝑎1 and 𝑎2 (≤ 0) are constants. 
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Considering only the valid derivative data between 50 and 1300 °C (in Figure 4-3), this 

fitting allowed to determine the 𝑎0, 𝑎1 and 𝑎2 constants, which equal to 7.6·10-6, 

1.7·10-9 and -2.5·10-1, respectively. 

 𝛼(𝑇) = 𝑎0 + 𝑎1T + 𝑎2T−2
 Equation 4-1 

Figure 4-4 presents the evolution of thermal expansion coefficients of alumina 

spinel brick (fitted from experimental data), as well as values for constitutive mineral 

phases from literature.162,163 Due to different crystallographic structures (cubic 

for spinel and rhombohedral for alumina) thermal expansion is the same 

for all crystallographic axes for spinel but different thermal expansions are observed 

in axes a and c for alumina. Therefore, from the value of spinel and the values 

of alumina (average, as well as in directions a and c), one can observe that the thermal 

expansion coefficient of alumina spinel brick (black curve) in the upper part of the curve 

(above 750 °C) is perfectly in between the values of the two major constitutive phases. 

In the low-temperature range (especially below 500 °C), the thermal expansion 

coefficient of alumina spinel brick becomes significantly smaller. This point will 

be discussed in more detail in section 4.1.4. 

 

Figure 4-4. Evolution of thermal expansion coefficient for alumina spinel brick, as well as for crystals 
of alumina and spinel.162,163 

 Young’s modulus evolution during thermal treatment 

Figure 4-5 shows evolutions of Young’s modulus and acoustic activity during the 

first thermal cycle. In order to facilitate the interpretation of these results, one should 

keep in mind that a stable material (with no microstructural changes, including 
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no phase transformations) normally exhibits a linear decrease of Young’s modulus 

vs. temperature during heating which is completely reversible during cooling. In such 

case, no acoustic emissions should be detected (Figure 1-13a). 

 

Figure 4-5. Young’s modulus (red) and cumulated acoustic activity (green) evolutions during thermal 

treatment for alumina spinel brick. 

Obviously, alumina spinel brick exhibits a complex evolution of Young’s 

modulus, associated in some conditions with acoustic emissions. The results will 

thus be explained considering these significant deviations from the stable material. 

From this point of view, five different stages have been identified in Figure 4-5: 

two during heating (No. 1 and 2), one at dwell (No. 3) and two during cooling 

(No. 4 and 5). These different key stages of Young’s modulus variations are 

summarized in Table 4-1 and will be explained in the following sections. 

Table 4-1. Key stages of Young’s modulus and acoustic emissions variations. 

Stage 
Temperature range 

[°C] 
Young’s modulus 

evolution 
Acoustic emissions 

1 Up to 1100 E↑↑ 
AE↑ 

(800-1100 °C) 

2 1100-1500 E↓↓ - 

3 1500 (dwell) E ↑↑ - 

4 1500-700 E↑↑↑ - 

5 Below 700 E↓↓ AE↑↑↑ 
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 Microcracking in low-temperature range due to CTE mismatch 

Evolutions of Young’s modulus (see Figure 4-5), as well as acoustic activity 

(see Figure 4-5) and even CTE (see Figure 4-3) at low-temperature range (below 

1100 °C) allow observing behaviour related to microcracking. In fact, during heating 

the microstructure of material expands, leading to the closure of microcracks, related 

to an increase of physical rather than chemical contacts within the microstructure. 

This microcracks closure is visible during heating by an increase of the CTE (below 

500 °C), and then by an increase of Young’s modulus (especially between 800 and 

1100 °C). Moreover, during cooling (below 650 °C), one can observe relatively high 

acoustic activity (detection of microcracking), a decrease of Young’s modulus 

(as a result of microstructure weakening), as well as a decrease of CTE. Taking into 

account the above-mentioned, alumina spinel brick obviously contains microcracks 

in the as-received state. 

The origin of these microcracks can be related to CTE mismatch between 

different constitutive phases (alumina and spinel) or/and due to anisotropy 

of aggregates (alumina being rhombohedral). Considering the first potential reason, 

being related to the average CTE mismatch between alumina and spinel phases, 

one may state that there are some differences between the CTE of both phases 

(see Figure 4-5). Taking into account that the investigated material consists 

of an alumina spinel matrix and large white fused alumina aggregates, one can 

assume that, in a low-temperature range (below 700 °C), the CTE of the matrix is lower 

than the CTE of the alumina aggregates. This CTE mismatch could result in debonding 

of the aggregates at the end of the cooling stage. 

The second potential reason for microcracking is related to thermal expansion 

anisotropy of large aggregates of white fused alumina, which are constituted of rather 

large single crystals (up to a few mm). Such a large size of single crystals can generate 

microcracks by thermal expansion anisotropy.164 Even though the occurrence 

of microcracks is detectable by acoustic emission and ultrasonic devices, the degree 

of microcracking remains relatively low (low number of acoustic activity and low 

decrease in Young’s modulus). Therefore, it is difficult to indicate the predominant 

mechanism for this particular case. Nevertheless, another study presented later 

in section 4.2.5 (comparison between two castables with sintered or fused alumina 

aggregates), indicates a high probability of the second option. 
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 Brittle-ductile transition at about 1100 °C 

In order to better understand what changes between the first and the second 

stage on Young’s modulus evolution curve (see Figure 4-5), one decided to study 

mechanical behaviour at these two stages. For this reason, two types of tests were 

performed: a Brazilian creep test (to detect potential viscous behaviour) 

and a symmetric alternating loading test (to determine types of mechanical behaviours 

at given temperatures). Additionally, this part of the work also aims to provide 

stress-strain law in tension at different temperatures for the purpose related to FEM 

(or DEM) modelling. Thus, two tensile tests have been managed up to rupture, one 

at room temperature and one at 1200 °C. 

 Brazilian creep test 

Brazilian creep tests were performed on the device introduced in section 3.1.2. 

However, in this case, no optical device was used because only vertical deformation 

vs. time was required and this data was easily accessible using the vertical 

displacement measured directly by the testing machine. It is worth noticing that this 

initial result is purely qualitative and is solely used to check whether there 

is a significant difference in mechanical behaviour between the two stages (see Figure 

4-5).  

 

Figure 4-6. Results of the Brazilian creep test performed at 955 °C and 1200 °C. 

This test was performed at the end of the 1st stage (at 955 °C) and at the 

beginning of the 2nd stage (at 1200 °C). Each one was preceded by heating with 

a constant rate of 5 °C/min. and by about 40 min. dwell. These Brazilian creep results, 
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as an evolution of vertical strain (calculated as the vertical displacement 

of the crosshead divided by the disc diameter) vs. time under the load of 2000 N 

(corresponding to the central tensile stress of σt ~ 2 MPa), are presented in Figure 4-6. 

One can observe a significant difference in creep behaviours determined at these two 

temperatures. 

These very first qualitative results inspired further investigations, aiming to detect 

types of mechanical behaviour in uniaxial loading at different temperatures 

and to determine a more precise temperature at which the behaviour changes. 

This information has been obtained by the symmetric alternating loading test, 

as presented in the following section. 

 Symmetric alternating loading test 

Figure 4-7 presents the results of the symmetric alternating loading test, carried 

out at several temperatures: 25 °C, 800 °C, 900 °C, 1000 °C, 1100 °C, 1200°C. 

It is worth noticing that a 40 min. dwell preceded each mechanical test in order 

to equilibrate temperature conditions. The results shown in Figure 4-7, allows detecting 

the elastic behaviour until 1000 °C which is represented by a linear and reversible 

stress-strain dependence with no hysteresis loop. Starting from 1100 °C, a small 

hysteresis loop can be noticed which translates with each cycle towards negative strain 

values (the loop and translations are more pronounced at 1200 °C). The presence 

of the hysteresis loop indicates the viscoelastic behaviour and the translation of this 

loop indicates plasticity. The conclusion can thus be made as follows: a decrease 

of Young’s modulus at the second stage is related to the increase of viscoelastoplastic 

behaviour. The plasticity in alumina-rich spinels has also been reported by other 

authors and is explained by an enhanced mass transport due to the presence of cation 

vacancies.64 The work of C. Baudin et al. at 1200 °C indicates that plastic behaviour 

related to defect rearrangement will lead to grain boundary sliding and microcracks 

formation at low loading rates.63 

In conclusion, the decrease of Young’s modulus during heating on the 2nd stage 

of the E(T) curve (see Figure 4-5) can be explained as an increase of viscous 

behaviour of alumina rich spinel. In the same way, this phenomenon could also explain 

the increase of Young’s modulus during cooling on the 4th stage.



 

 

Figure 4-7. Stress-strain curves for symmetric alternate loading tests (tension and compression) performed at different temperatures on alumina spinel brick. 
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 Tensile loading tests 

Incremental tensile loading tests were performed at 20 and 1200 °C 

and are presented in Figure 4-8. The test performed at 20 °C (see Figure 4-8a and b) 

shows a non-linear behaviour, where the sample fracture is firstly preceded by few 

elastic cycles with rather low damage (low strain increase) and then secondly 

undergoes several loading cycles where strain increase indicates progressive damage 

(high strain increase). In refractories, such nonlinear behaviour before reaching 

maximum stress at room temperature usually comes from initial microcracking 

resulting from material processing which promotes further diffused damage during 

loading. This significant increase of strain before reaching the maximum stress 

indicates that the material is able to behave non-linearly, by accumulating some 

damage and maintaining a significant level of strength. Despite this slight nonlinearity, 

damage starts to localise at a low strain level of 1.8·10-4, then the sample reaches 

the maximal tensile strength of 1.57 MPa (at the strain of 2.6·10-4) after which the final 

rupture occurs. After this maximum, the post-peak behaviour is rather limited 

and the fracture takes place in a very short time which does not allow to record many 

points on this part of the curve (after the strain of about 4·10-4). 

Concerning the test performed at 1200 °C, one should notice that in order to save 

time, this test was carried out after symmetric alternate loading tests, where the sample 

was subjected to several loading cycles with very low stress (0.15 MPa - see Figure 

4-7). Due to the character of the preceding tests, this tensile test result is considered 

not much affected by this loading history. From Figure 4-8b and c, one can notice 

an extensive nonlinear behaviour leading to high sample deformation. In this 

temperature range, exhibited strain during loading cycles could be attributed to both 

damage and plastic deformation within the microstructure. Taking into account 

the permanent strain after each cycle, plasticity becomes most-probably dominant 

mechanism at 1200 °C. The three first cycles lead to the observation of the maximum 

value of sustained stress of 0.96 MPa after which a large post-peak behaviour 

is observed. During this post-peak part of the curve, it is worth noticing that 

the increase of strain did not lead to a dramatic decrease of stress level, but rather 

to a slow decrease of it over the long deformation (strain of about 30·10-4 during 

the 10th cycle). This behaviour (strain to rupture about 8 times higher than at ambient 

temperature) is very advantageous for high-temperature applications, as the applied 
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materials can slightly deform (e.g. during handling by crane) while maintaining their 

strength. 

 
a 

  
b c 

Figure 4-8. Tensile test results performed at: a) 20 °C, b) 1200 °C (this test was performed after 

symmetric alternating loading test presented in Figure 4-7). 

 Change of spinel content and stoichiometry at high temperature 

This section is dedicated to description of microstructural changes caused by the 

thermal treatment with 1h dwell at 1500 °C. The X-ray diffractograms (acquired at 

ambient temperature) were acquired before and after the thermal treatment 

and are presented in Figure 4-9. It can be observed that the same types of phases 

are present in two cases. 
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Figure 4-9. X-ray diagrams of alumina spinel refractory before and after thermal treatment. 

The quantified results obtained by Rietveld refinement of these diffractograms 

(presented in Table 4-2) allowed detecting some interesting differences. First of all, 

one can observe that this thermal treatment led to an increase of spinel content 

and to a decrease of alumina content of about 5 wt. %. Moreover, the spinel’s lattice 

parameter, related to spinel’s stoichiometry, decreases by about 0.009 Å, which 

corresponds to the alumina enrichment of spinel of about 1-2 wt. % (assuming a linear 

dependence between alumina content and lattice constant, indicated by the black 

curve from Figure 1-6). Even though material processing includes a firing stage 

(typically at temperature higher than 1500 °C), the present result demonstrates that 

some microstructural changes could occur at lower temperatures. As indicated by the 

alumina-magnesia phase diagram (see Figure 1-5), spinel stoichiometry is strongly 

dependent on temperature in the range of 1000-2000 °C. Thus, probably due to a low 

cooling rate in the industrial sintering cycle, spinel contains between 76-77 wt. % 

of alumina (slightly alumina-rich spinel) in the as-received state, which means that 

it is in equilibrium at a temperature between 1300-1400 °C. When kept in laboratory 

furnace at 1500 °C for 1h, and cooled down (with a rate of 3 °C/min.) an enrichment 

in alumina of this spinel could be observed up to 77-78 wt. %.  
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Table 4-2. Quantitative comparison of phase contents before and after thermal treatment. 

Crystalline phase 

Before thermal 
treatment 

After thermal 
treatment 

Difference 

[Weight %] 

Corundum (Al2O3) 77.4 72.3 -5.1 

Spinel (MgAl2O4) 22.0 27.3 5.3 

Diaoyudaoite (NaAl11O17) 0.4 0.4 0.0 

Tungsten carbide (WC) 0.3 0.1 -0.2 

Spinel’s lattice parameter [Å] 8.056 8.047 -0.009 

 

The potential explanation of observed microstructural changes is as follows. 

The material treated at 1500 °C is not in equilibrium what leads to an interaction 

between alumina and spinel phases (temperature-dependent equilibrium for spinel 

stoichiometry), which consists in counterdiffusion of Al3+ and Mg2+ cations between 

alumina and spinel phases (see Figure 4-10). This results in an increase of spinel 

content, with simultaneous alumina enrichment of spinel. 

 

Figure 4-10. Wagner’s mechanism adapted to the tested case. 

The expansive increase of spinel content above 1300 °C (detected increase 

of linear expansion rate - see Figure 4-3) is related to the differences between 

the densities of alumina (3.99 g/cm3) and spinel (3.58 g/cm3). 

 Conclusions 

This part of the study provided better understanding of thermomechanical 

behaviour of industrial alumina spinel bricks that have been proven successful 

in application conditions. Additionally, the present study provided accurate input data 

for FE modelling performed by several PhD students from ATHOR project. Even 

if these materials are already used for a couple of years at an industrial partner, the 

present work allowed to highlight interesting changes that (to our best knowledge) were 

not available in the literature. The most interesting features include microcracking 
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(during cooling after sintering), brittle-ductile transition (around 1100 °C), evolution 

of spinel content and stoichiometry during thermal treatment. 

Microcracking, detected below 650 °C (during cooling), has been attributed 

to thermal expansion anisotropy of white fused alumina aggregates. Brittle-ductile 

transition has been detected around 1100 °C thanks to symmetric alternating test 

at very low stress and strain levels. The evolution of spinel content and 

stoichiometry has been discovered using XRD, dilatometry and Young’s modulus 

evolution curves. Observations above 1300 °C indicate that the interaction between 

alumina and spinel occurred, leading to an increase of spinel content (with 

simultaneous decrease of alumina content) of about 5 wt.%. Moreover, spinel’s 

stoichiometry change indicated that thermal treatment increased alumina content 

within spinel by about 1-2 wt. %.  

One could state that microcracks formation (during cooling after sintering) could 

have beneficial effect on thermal shock resistance during preheating and the first filling 

of the ladle. An increase of volume thanks to irreversible thermal expansion, observed 

above 1300 °C, most likely have a positive impact on closure of joints between bricks. 

Temperature-dependent stoichiometry of spinel could have potentially positive impact 

on cracks healing, as counter-diffusion between these two phases is driven by this 

temperature-dependent change of equilibrium.  
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4-2. Case of model alumina spinel castables  

The study presented in this section is focused on investigation of several model 

alumina spinel castables in order to determine potential influence of different types 

of compounds on thermomechanical behaviour of these castables. Investigated 

compounds include two types of cements, three types of reactive aluminas and two 

types of aggregates. In some cases, impact of compounds on thermomechanical 

properties is not yet well-understood by scientific community. Therefore, there 

is a need to improve knowledge on this topic by providing explanation, which could 

be relevant regarding potential performance of the castables under given 

thermomechanical conditions. 

 Presentation of investigated model alumina spinel castables 

Even if alumina spinel bricks were used for a couple of years at an industrial 

partner, alumina spinel castables constitute another option for wear lining of steel 

ladles.49 Thus, model alumina spinel castables have been specially designed 

for ATHOR project in order to manage some investigations on these alternative 

refractory materials for steel ladle. The recipes of these model castables have been 

based on minerals coming from Imerys (cement and alumina aggregate), Almatis 

(spinel) and Alteo (fine alumina). Detailed compositions of these model castables 

are summarized in Table 4-3. The objectives of these investigations were to compare 

influence of different types of cements (see compositions 1 & 2), aggregates 

(see compositions 3 & 6) and reactive aluminas (see compositions 3, 4 & 5) 

on thermomechanical behaviour. 

Comparison of the commonly used classical CAC and the novel CMA cement 

is worth studying, as the CMA is a relatively novel formulation with enormous potential 

for improved corrosion resistance thanks to its fine spinel content. However, until now 

(according to the author’s best knowledge) there are just a few studies 

on microstructural and thermomechanical characterization of castables based on this 

CMA cement. 

There is also an interest in the comparison between TA or WFA aggregates, 

as due to their specific properties (described in section 1.2.4.6), they may lead 

to significantly different thermomechanical behaviour. 
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Table 4-3. Compositions of model alumina spinel castables. 

Raw materials Grain size/Type 

Model number / Reference / Composition [wt. %] 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

1
2

S
6

C
M

A
-T

-A
 

1
2

S
6

C
A

C
-T

-A
 

6
S

1
2

C
M

A
-T

-A
 

6
S

1
2

C
M

A
-T

-B
 

6
S

1
2

C
M

A
-T

-C
 

6
S

1
2

C
M

A
-W

-A
 

Aggregate: 
Tabular Alumina 

(TA) 

6-3 mm 23 23 23 23 23 - 

3-1 mm 10 10 10 10 10 - 

1-0.5 mm 19 19 19 19 19 - 

0.5-0.0 mm 24 24 24 24 24 - 

Aggregate: 
White Fused Alumina 

(WFA) 

6-3 mm - - - - - 23 

3-1 mm - - - - - 10 

1-0.5 mm - - - - - 19 

0.5-0.0 mm - - - - - 24 

Calcined Alumina d50=5µm 2 2 2 2 2 2 

Type of Bimodal 
Reactive Alumina 

A 3 3 3 - - 3 

B - - - 3 - - 

C - - - - 3 - 

AR78 Spinel 
< 45 µm 5 5 - - - - 

< 20 µm 7 7 6 6 6 6 

Type of Cement 
CMA 6 - 12 12 12 12 

CAC - 6 - - - - 

Dispersing Additive - 1 1 1 1 1 1 

 Contents of selected components [wt. %] 

Total CaO - 0.6 1.8 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 

Spinel as AR78 Added as AR78 12 12 6 6 6 6 

Spinel from CMA From CMA 4.2 0 8.4 8.4 8.4 8.4 

Total spinel Total amount 16.2 12 14.4 14.4 14.4 14.4 

Water 
Batch I 3.10 3.30 3.46 3.49 3.90 3.90 

Batch II 3.57 3.43 3.26 3.29 3.48 5.57 

The impact of reactive aluminas are also worth understanding, as being fine 

and well distributed within the microstructure, they can play a crucial role especially 

when tested at high temperatures. Table 4-4 details characteristics of the three types 

of bimodal reactive aluminas that have been considered here. Particular attention has 

been paid to different particle size distribution (see types A and B), as well 

as to different content of impurities (see types A and C), such as silica and soda (which 

could both negatively impact mechanical properties at high temperature). It can 

be observed, that when the quantity of soda is reduced, the amount of silica increases. 

This is very typical, because the soda-purification process consists in high-temperature 

thermal treatment of alumina hydroxide with quartz (leaving some traces after this 

process).165 
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Table 4-4. Characteristics of the three bimodal reactive aluminas used in model castables. 

Type Soda level Silica level 
Fines 

proportion 
D10 

[µm] 
D50 

[µm] 
D90 

[µm] 

A 
500 ppm 

(low) 
700 ppm 

(high) 
Medium 0.4 2.5 4.8 

B 
500 ppm 

(low) 
700 ppm 

(high) 
High 0.2 1.4 4.5 

C 
2300 ppm 

(high) 
130 ppm 

(low) 
Medium 0.4 2.5 4.8 

 

A notation used during the investigation of model castables is presented in Figure 

4-11. It contains information on the content of the preformed spinel, the type 

and content of cement, as well as the types of alumina aggregate and reactive alumina. 

 

Figure 4-11. The notation used to identify castable formulations. 

All these model castables have been processed (mixing, casting, curing, drying) 

at Saint-Gobain Research Provence in a dedicated room with a controlled temperature 

of 23 °C and humidity of 50 % H2O. For each composition, all raw materials were mixed 

in a VMI mixer in the following sequence: mixing of dry components for 1 min., water 

addition, mixing with water for 5 min. Subsequently, materials were cast into PVC 

moulds (23x11.5x6 cm3). After 24 hours, castables were demoulded and left 

for another 24h (total curing of 48h) in the climatic room. In the end, the castables were 

dried at 110 °C to ensure conversion of hydrates to C3AH6 and AH3 products. 

 Thermomechanical behaviour of the reference material 

The present section is dedicated to a detailed description of the reference 

material. This approach will facilitate reading the next sections of this chapter 

by focusing only on the key differences exhibited by the other materials. 

The selected reference material is 12S6CMA-T-A. Figure 4-12 shows Young’s 

modulus evolution during the first three heating cycles. As it can be observed, the major 

microstructural changes, related to Young’s modulus evolution, occur during the first 

heating cycle. Then, during the two subsequent cycles, the microstructure seems 

to be relatively stable. Therefore, one would mainly focus on Young’s modulus 
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evolution during the first heating cycle. Considering the trend of Young’s modulus 

evolution, the curve can be divided into 6 regions. Table 4-5 presents the most 

probable microstructural changes and predominant causes explaining the evolution 

of Young’s modulus for each stage. 

 

Figure 4-12. Young’s modulus evolution curve for 12S6CMA-T-A (obtained by RFDA). 

At the first stage, Young’s modulus is relatively stable. At the second one, 

it decreases significantly. In this context, it is interesting to compare the evolution 

of Young’s modulus and dilatometry measurements of a similar type of castable and 

its matrix from the PhD study of Jean-Michel Auvray (see Figure 4-13).166 

One can observe that the drop of Young’s modulus (see Figure 4-13a) correlates with 

significant shrinkage of the matrix (see Figure 4-13b). However, the castable does not 

shrink much (see Figure 4-13b). In this temperature range, dehydration induces 

contraction of the matrix thus forming microcracks at the interface between matrix 

and aggregates.166 

   
a b 

Figure 4-13. Thermomechanical behaviour of alumina spinel castable R14T66S12 and its matrix: 
a) Young’s modulus evolution with temperature, b) dilatometry.166 
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At the third stage, Young’s modulus is relatively stable. The fourth and fifth stages 

exhibit a general upward trend. On microstructural level in this temperature range, one 

expects densification caused by sintering of the matrix above 1200 °C (see Figure 

4-13b), formation of CA2, CA6, as well as potential modifications of spinel 

stoichiometry. Densification and formation of these phases strengthen microstructure 

(especially CA6) most likely leading to an increase of Young’s modulus. At the sixth 

step (during cooling), Young’s modulus continuously increases without any major 

change of trend, which indicates a relatively stable microstructure. It is worth 

pointing-out, that the inclined E(T) dependency (observed during cooling of the first 

cycle, as well as during the second and third cycle) is typical for materials having stable 

microstructure, such as alumina. 

Table 4-5. Microstructural changes and causes of Young’s modulus variations attributed to each stage. 

Stage 
Temperature 

range [°C] 

Young’s 
modulus 
evolution 

Microstructural changes 
Predominant cause of Young’s 

modulus change 

1 30-200 (E stable) - - 

2 200-350 (E↓↓↓) Dehydration reactions 

Contraction of matrix leads 
to formation of microcracks 

at the interface between matrix 
and aggregates 

3 350-1100 (E stable) Recrystallization of CA - 

4 1100-1500 (E↑↑↑) Formation of CA2 and CA6,* 
as well as change of spinel 

stoichiometry 

Densification/sintering 
and formation of phases which 

strengthen microstructure 5 1500 (dwell) (E↑↑↑) 

6 1500-30 (E↑) Stable microstructure 
Typical tendency resulting from 

atomic vibrations 
(temperature-related) 

 Comparison of castables with CMA or CAC cement 

Since the spinel has been introduced to castables both directly in preformed form 

and indirectly as a constituent phase of CMA cement, it is interesting to perform XRD 

measurements with Rietveld refinement in order to detect potential changes 

and temperature-induced microstructural evolutions. This technique has been used 

to characterize castables at ambient temperature (before and after thermal treatment), 

as well as at high temperature (during thermal treatment). 

Ambient-temperature XRD tests were performed on castables in two states: after 

drying at 110 °C (before thermal treatment) or after firing at 1500 °C (after thermal 

treatment with heating/cooling rate of 5 °C/min and 1h dwell at maximal temperature). 
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Table 4-6 reports lattice constants of spinels, present in model castables, in the two 

states (dried - before thermal treatment; fired - after thermal treatment). Since the “2nd 

spinel” was absent only in the X-ray diffractograms of castable 12S6CAC-T-A (which 

was the only one that did not contain CMA cement), one can assume that this “2nd 

spinel” corresponds to the one indirectly added with the CMA cement 

and the “1st spinel” corresponds to the one directly added in the preformed form 

to the formulation of castables. Once the spinel types are identified, one can estimate 

their stoichiometry (alumina content) based on values of lattice constants (see 

section 1.2.2). Just after drying at 110 °C, the spinel added in preformed form 

and the one included in the CMA cement, have a lattice constant in the range 

of 8.053-8.056 Å and 8.086-8.087 Å, respectively. Based on an additional 

measurement of the industrial AR78 spinel powder (alumina-rich spinel with 78 wt. % 

of alumina), having a lattice constant of 8.054 Å (see Figure 1-6), and values coming 

from literature40–42, the preformed spinel (1st spinel) can be classified as alumina-rich 

with 78 wt. % of alumina. The 2nd type of spinel, from the CMA cement, seems 

to be close to stoichiometric form. However, it is difficult to state its stoichiometry solely 

based on lattice constant, since literature results present quite similar lattice 

parameters both for stoichiometric and for magnesia-rich compositions 

(see section 1.2.2). 

Another interesting observation is related to the change of lattice constant during 

firing. Figure 4-14 presents the evolution of selected spinel peaks of these two types 

of spinel during thermal treatment between 900 and 1500 °C (measured 

by high-temperature XRD). One can observe, both from this figure (peaks merge) 

and from Table 4-6 that after firing only one type of magnesium aluminate spinel can 

be detected what makes it difficult to distinguish spinel peaks depending on their origin. 

The spinel, originating from the CMA cement, becomes alumina-richer increasing from 

72 wt. % to 75-77 wt. % (depending on assumed relation between lattice constant and 

spinel stoichiometry) and the stoichiometry of directly added spinel decreases from 

78 wt. % to 77 wt. %. According to Figure 4-14, these changes of stoichiometry mainly 

occur above 1100 °C and from 1300 °C a single spinel peak can be observed. 
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Table 4-6. Lattice constants of the 1st (preformed form) and the 2nd (constitutive phase of CMA cement) 
types of spinel after drying (at 110 °C) or after firing (at 1500 °C). 

 12S6CMA-T-A 12S6CAC-T-A 6S12CMA-T-A 6S12CMA-T-B 6S12CMA-T-C 6S12CMA-W-A 
Dried Fired Dried Fired Dried Fired Dried Fired Dried Fired Dried Fired 

Lattice constant  

of the 1
st
 spinel [Å] 8.053 

8.052 
8.054 

8.061 
8.056 

8.059 
8.056 

8.061 
8.056 

8.060 
8.056 

8.060 
Lattice constant  

of the 2
nd

 spinel [Å] 8.086  - 8.087 8.087 8.087 8.086 

 

 

 

Figure 4-14. High-temperature X-ray diffraction diagram in the 2Ɵ angle range of 42.4-44.1 ° aiming 
to compare an alumina peak from two spinel peaks for 12S6CMA-W-A castable. 

Comparing the Refractoriness Under Load (RUL) curves from Figure 4-16a, one 

can observe that these two model castables, containing different types of cement, 

exhibit rather similar behaviour up to 1400 °C (similar T0 values in Table 4-7). 

The contraction occurring from about 1250 °C can be attributed to sintering 
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of the matrix (leading to shrinkage of the matrix - see Figure 4-13b) and/or formation 

of a liquid phase (probably related to sodium impurities).95,166 However, the expansive 

peak from 1450 °C is more pronounced in the case of the CAC-containing material, 

in comparison to the CMA-containing one. This difference is most likely linked 

to the expansive formation of CA6, which is more pronounced in CAC-containing 

castables due to three times higher CaO content. Creep In Compression (CIC) curves, 

presented in Figure 4-15b, show slightly better resistance to creep at 1600 °C 

in the case of the sample containing CAC (see the creep rate estimated between 3rd 

and 4th hour of dwell from Table 4-7). Better performance of CAC-containing cement 

is probably also related to the higher content of CA6 phase (due to three times higher 

CaO content), which exhibits relatively good high temperature properties. 

  

a b 

Figure 4-16. Comparison of high temperature mechanical behaviour between castables containing CMA 
or CAC: a) RUL, b) CIC at 1600 °C. 

Table 4-7. Selected RUL and CIC parameters for model castables containing CMA or CAC. 

Castable type 
Temperature at maximal 

expansion T0 [°C] 

Creep rate between 3rd and 4th hour 

of dwell at 1600 °C [%/h] 

12S6CMA-T-A 1279 0.0366 

12S6CAC-T-A 1274 0.0264 

Figure 4-17 shows the Young’s modulus evolution curves during three first 

thermal treatments of the castables containing CMA or CAC cements. The highest 

differences in Young’s modulus evolution can be observed during the first heating 

cycle. The initial value of Young’s modulus, present at the first stage, is higher 
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for the CAC-containing castable, due to much higher content of calcium aluminate 

phases, which are able to react with water and form hydraulic bonds. In contrast, spinel 

present in CMA, due to resistance to water dissolution, may limit the improvement 

of material strength during curing, thus leading to lower initial stiffness. At the second 

stage, a higher drop of Young’s modulus occurs for CMA cement. It may be linked 

to a higher shrinkage of the CMA-containing matrix, which could be reasonable 

due to the presence of very fine spinel grains within CMA particles. However, in order 

to be sure, complementary measurements should have been performed (not managed 

due to the lack of time), such as dilatometry of the fines only. 

 

Figure 4-17. Young’s modulus evolution with temperature for castables with different types of cement:  
a) CMA, b) CAC. Applied thermal treatment includes three thermal cycles with a heating/cooling rate 
of 5 °C/min and 1h dwell at max. temp. of 1500 °C. 
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At stage 3, Young’s modulus is relatively stable. Then, during the 4th and 5th 

stages, an upward trend occurs. This increase is more pronounced in the case of the 

CMA-containing castable. The higher increase of Young’s modulus in this material 

is most likely due to chemical interaction of fine spinel from the CMA cement with 

surrounding microstructure - both with alumina (leading to alumina enrichment 

of spinel) and with CAx phases (potentially resulting in the formation of CA6 through 

the intermediate CMA phases). During cooling (6th stage) microstructure seems 

to be stable and, at ambient temperature, reaches in both cases rather similar values 

of Young’s modulus. 

Figure 4-18 shows the microstructure of two castables, containing CMA or CAC 

cement, after three thermal treatments (heating/cooling rate of 5 °C/min, 1h dwell 

at max. temp. of 1500 °C). Presented parts of microstructure allow observing 

the impact of cement type on evolution of microstructure. It seems that 

the CMA particle (see Figure 4-18a) after three heating cycles is better integrated with 

the microstructure than the CAC particle (see Figure 4-18b), which in this particular 

case is surrounded by a porosity. This porosity could be related to the water dissolution 

process: just after casting - water dissolves the cement particle gradually and the 

recrystallization of hydrates could take place in another area. In contrary, CMA 

particles could maintain initial volume thanks to the presence of MA skeleton, which 

does not dissolve (see the schema of cement particles from Figure 1-8). 

  
a b 

Figure 4-18. SEM image showing microstructures of two castables after three thermal treatments 
(up to 1500 °C with 1h dwell at each time) which contain different cement particles: a) 12S6CMA-T-A 
castable (with CMA cement), b) 12S6CAC-T-A castable (with CAC cement). 
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 Comparison of castables containing different reactive alumina 

Reactive alumina, being a part of castable matrix, has a significant impact 

on numerous castable properties, including hot mechanical properties. This section 

is dedicated to a comparison of the three types of investigated reactive aluminas 

whose characteristics are presented in Table 4-4. The main differences between them 

are related to different contents of impurities (soda and silica), as well as to different 

contents of fines. Both type A and type B reactive aluminas have reduced soda content 

(related to a slight increase of silica content which is used in the soda purification 

process). Type A has a regular content of fines, while type B has a relatively high 

content of fines. Type C reactive alumina has a regular content of fines and relatively 

high level of soda, as it did not undergo the purification process. 

  

a b 

Figure 4-19. Experimental results for castables containing different types of reactive alumina:  
a) RUL, b) CIC. 

RUL curves of the castables containing different types of reactive alumina unveil 

significant differences at high temperatures (see Figure 4-19a). First of all, the castable 

with A-type reactive alumina does not exhibit contraction above 1300 °C, contrary 

to the castables containing B- or C-types of reactive alumina, and it has thus a higher 

T0 value (see Table 4-8). The behaviour of castable containing B-type reactive alumina, 

is intermediate between the two others. In the same way, creep in compression 

(see Figure 4-19b) for castable with A-type reactive alumina is significantly lower than 

the one containing C-type. Again, the behaviour of castable containing B-type reactive 

alumina is intermediate between the two others. This classification could also 
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be observed through the creep rates estimated between 3rd and 4th hour of dwell 

and presented in Table 4-8. This superior performance during CIC tests of castables 

with type A or B reactive aluminas is most likely related to the reduction of soda content, 

which is not the case for C-type. In addition, the lower refractoriness and higher creep 

of castables containing B- (in comparison to A-) type is related to a higher content 

of fines. 

Table 4-8. Selected RUL and CIC parameters for castables containing different types of reactive 
alumina. 

Castable type 
Temperature at maximal 

expansion T0 [°C] 

Creep rate between 3rd and 4th 

hour of dwell at 1600 °C [%/h] 

6S12CMA-T-A 1435 0.0262 

6S12CMA-T-B 1288 0.0273 

6S12CMA-T-C 1289 0.0305 

Even if these results could appear quite logical (with the presence of soda 

and the grain size of the investigated reactive alumina), it would have been preferable 

to check the experimental reproducibility. In fact, RUL and CIC curves presented here 

were obtained using different devices and therefore, one cannot exclude the impact 

of experimental setup on these results. 

In a similar way to the other castables, Young’s modulus evolutions have been 

monitored during three thermal cycles up to 1500 °C and the results show rather similar 

behaviour for the three castables with different types of reactive aluminas (see Figure 

4-20). The visible of Young’s modulus is most likely related to a slightly higher water 

content added to this castable (see water addition to Batch I indicated in Table 4-3). 

The higher is water content, the higher is material porosity and the lower 

is the material’s stiffness. 
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Figure 4-20. Young’s modulus evolution with temperature for castables with different types of reactive 
alumina. 
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 Comparison of castables containing TA and WFA aggregates 

Tabular Alumina (TA) and White Fused Alumina (WFA) aggregates have been 

introduced in section 1.2.4.6 and the key differences between them have already been 

indicated. The type of alumina aggregates added to alumina spinel castables could 

have significant impact on many castable properties. In order to identify these potential 

impacts, TA-containing and WFA-containing castables will be compared in this section. 

RUL curves of the castables, containing TA or WFA aggregates, are presented 

in Figure 4-21. One could observe that softening of material containing TA starts 

at 1300 °C, in comparison to 1400 °C for WFA-containing one. This difference may 

be linked to availability of impurities, mainly soda which can react with other impurities 

(from the matrix), forming a liquid phase, negatively impacting castable performance 

during RUL and CIC tests.95 Availability of soda impurities from TA aggregates may 

be greater, as impurities are more uniformly distributed, the particles have lower 

density and its microstructure contains many small pores. These aspects may facilitate 

the release of soda from TA aggregates. In contrary, WFA aggregates are denser and 

the concentration of both soda and pores vary significantly from very low to relatively 

high values depending on the considered area of each aggregate. Thus, in the case 

of WFA, it means that the release of soda can be globally more difficult and as soda 

is available locally.95 

  

a b 

Figure 4-21. Experimental results for castables containing TA or WFA aggregates: a) RUL, b) CIC. 
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In the same trend, CIC curves from Figure 4-21b unveil better creep resistance 

of the castable based on WFA aggregates. This difference is especially visible when 

the creep rates (estimated between 3rd and 4th hour of creep) are compared (see Table 

4-9). In addition to chemistry aspects previously explained, better creep resistance 

of WFA-containing castable can also be related to more angular shape of these 

aggregates, which promote interlocking under compression. 

Table 4-9. Selected RUL and CIC parameters for castables containing different alumina aggregates 
(TA or WFA). 

Castable type 
Temperature at maximal 

expansion T0 [°C] 

Creep rate between 3rd and 4th hour 

of dwell at 1600 °C [%/h] 

6S12CMA-T-A 1435 0.0262 

6S12CMA-W-A 1437 0.0099 

 

Figure 4-22 shows Young’s modulus evolution curves during three subsequent 

thermal treatments of the castables containing TA or WFA aggregates. The initial 

difference between values of Young’s modulus of these two materials is most likely 

related to the water content (see Batch I from Table 4-3), which unfortunately impacted 

material porosity and stiffness. Stages 2 and 3 look rather similar for both castables. 

However, at stage 4, one can distinguish two stages (4a and 4b) in WFA-containing 

castables, which will be explained in the following paragraph, and only one stage (4) 

in TA-containing one. Then, at the 5th and at the beginning of the 6th stage (until about 

650 °C), Young’s modulus evolution curves look rather similar. An interesting change 

can be observed while cooling below 650 °C (at 6th stage). At this temperature, a trend 

inversion is observed in the case of WFA-containing castable and Young’s modulus 

decreases until cooling down to ambient temperature. 
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a 

 
b 

Figure 4-22. Young’s modulus evolution with temperature for castables with different types 
of aggregates: a) 6S12CMA-T-A (with TA aggregates), b) 6S12CMA-W-A (with WFA aggregates). 
The applied thermal treatment includes three thermal cycles with a heating/cooling rate of 5 °C/min 
and 1h dwell at max. temp. of 1500 °C. 

In the 4th stage for which the WFA-containing castable exhibits two sub-stages, 

a characteristic sharp increase of Young’s modulus can be observed between 1250 

and 1300 °C (stage 4a). In this temperature range, formation of hibonite (CA6) 

is usually reported for similar types of materials.111 The SEM observations 

of the castables after three thermal cycles demonstrate a typical presence of hibonite 

on the borders of the alumina aggregates (see Figure 4-23). These observations 

highlight a significant difference between the two castables: with tabular (see Figure 

4-23a) or white fused alumina (see Figure 4-23b) aggregates. One may observe that 

in the case of WFA aggregate the thickness of CA6 layer formed at the border is larger 
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and more uniform than in the case of TA ones. If the sharp increase of Young’s 

modulus (end of stage 4a) and thickness of CA6 layer are related to each other, 

one may suppose that this difference can be due to the size of crystallites within 

alumina aggregates, which are larger in the case of WFA. The larger size of crystallites 

could potentially improve the kinetics of reaction occurring at this temperature range, 

such as CA6 formation, thus leading to an intense increase in Young’s modulus. 

This improved kinetics may result in formation of a thicker CA6 layer in the case 

of WFA-containing castable, in comparison to TA-containing one. 

  
a B 

Figure 4-23. SEM images showing microstructures of the two castables after three thermal treatments 
(up to 1500 °C with 1h dwell at each time) which contain different aggregates: a) 6S12CMA-T-A castable 
(with tabular alumina), b) 6S12CMA-W-A castable (with white fused alumina).  

Considering the trend of Young’s modulus evolution observed in WFA-containing 

material, the 6th stage should be divided into two parts: 6a (classical increase between 

1500 and 650 °C) and 6b (non-classical decrease between 650 and 30 °C). 

This decrease of Young’s modulus during cooling (in this case below 650 °C) is usually 

related to formation of microcracks. This interpretation is confirmed by the acoustic 

emission from Figure 4-24. On one hand, WFA-containing castable exhibits significant 

acoustic emissions (between 1500 and 3200 cumulated hits) during cooling 

and on the other hand, TA-containing castable exhibits a very low level of acoustic 

emissions (less than 400 cumulated hits). In fact, in the case of WFA-containing 

castable, the acoustic emissions (which is a very sensitive technique) starts at 1000 

°C, even if Young’s modulus decrease, appears just below 650 °C. These results 

demonstrate that WFA aggregates introduced to alumina spinel castable promote 

microcracks formation, contrary to TA. 

How could this behaviour be explained? Firstly, one can consider microcracking 

in dense alumina ceramics. Case et al.164 investigated the impact of grain size 
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on thermomechanical behaviour of dense polycrystalline alumina and he determined 

the value of the critical grain size for microcracking in polycrystalline alumina. It is worth 

noticing that a critical crystal size can be typically defined for dense brittle ceramics 

above which the specimens with larger crystals microcrack while the ones with smaller 

crystals (below the critical crystal size) do not.164 Coming back to the castables 

containing TA or WFA aggregates, it seems reasonable to attribute different 

microcracking behaviour to the differences in crystal sizes of these aggregates. 

It is known that WFA grains have much bigger crystals than TA, which can lead 

to the amplified effect of thermal expansion anisotropy, resulting in higher internal 

stresses and/or in microcracking. 

  
a B 

Figure 4-24. Acoustic emission curves presenting cumulated hits vs. Temperature during the first two 
cycles of castables : a) 6S12CMA-T-A, b) 6S12CMA-W-A. 

 WST after different pre-treatments 

Wedge Splitting Test (WST) is used to investigate fracture behaviour of model 

castables after different pre-treatments. This investigation can be relevant for precast 

shapes (applied in secondary metallurgy), such as purging plugs, which are exposed 

to thermal shocks. These plugs are often pre-treated at relatively low temperatures 

in order to remove plastic sheets. Then, when applied to steel ladle, they are exposed 

to a significant gradient of temperature (low temperature, due to the inlet of argon, 

and high temperature, due to the contact with liquid steel). The thermal treatments 

which have been considered here were designed to understand fracture behaviour 

both after the first pre-treatment (at rather low temperature) or after the contact with 

liquid steel. In fact, this work has been managed by Raphael Gull a master student 

from Montanuniversität Leoben, who completed the WST during an internship in 2020 
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at the University of Limoges. The overall results from this study have been described 

in detail in the Master thesis of Raphael Gull167 and are just summarized very briefly 

in Table 4-10. 

These investigations were focused on four model castables, depending 

on cement type (12S6CMA-T-A vs. 12S6CAC-T-A) or type of alumina aggregates 

(6S12CMA-T-A vs. 6S12CMA-W-A), which are tested after three different 

pre-treatments (at 110 °C, 600 °C or 1500 °C). The Wedge Splitting Test (WST) used 

for this study was coupled with an optical acquisition system. After each test, 

post-treatment was performed on acquired images by numerical methods, such as DIC 

(for measurement of crack opening displacement between the two sample parts) and 

2P-DIC (for accurate measurement of crack length). This approach allowed 

to determine and compare material properties, such as nominal notch tensile strength 

σNT, specific fracture energy 𝐺f′, brittleness number 𝐵, as well as crack length after 

drop to 15% of the maximal horizontal load 𝑙15% F𝐻 𝑚𝑎𝑥
. The objective of the present 

section is to sum up the key conclusions from this work. 

In the beginning, one can focus on general impact of pre-treatment on all types 

of tested castables. In general, samples cured at 110 °C often exhibit higher values 

of σNT and 𝐵, as well as lower 𝐺f′ and 𝑙15% F𝐻 𝑚𝑎𝑥
, when compared to samples 

pre-treated at 600 °C. This difference is due to dehydration of the hydraulic bonds 

(mainly occurring between 200 and 350 °C) what weakens bonds between grains. 

The pre-treatment at 1500°C leads to the development of ceramic bonds by formation 

of CA, CA2 and CA6 phases. This treatment significantly increased NT, 

and B and reduced the mean crack length at 0.15 FH,max (material became very 

resistant to fracture initiation and very brittle). These are the general trends often 

observed after the different pre-treatments, which are obviously dependent on material 

microstructure evolution, as explained in the following paragraphs. 

The type of cement has a significant impact on σNT, 𝐵 and 𝑙15% F𝐻 𝑚𝑎𝑥
. Castable 

containing CAC cement is more resistant to crack initiation and more brittle, which 

is represented by a decrease of the mean crack length, especially after pre-treatments 

at 110 °C and 1500 °C. This difference is most likely related to three times higher CaO 

content in CAC (1.8 wt. % of CaO), in comparison to CMA (0.6 wt. % of CaO). This 

higher content of calcia may lead to the development of higher amount of hydraulic 

bonds after curing at 110 °C and to an increased content of ceramic bonds (CAx 
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phases, especially the strong CA6 phase) after pre-treatment at 1500 °C. In this 

context, CMA, being less brittle could be preferred from the fracture behaviour point 

of view. 

The type of aggregates also has an impact on σNT, 𝐵 and 𝑙15% F𝐻 𝑚𝑎𝑥
. WFA grains 

leaded to lower σNT and 𝐵  values for pre-treatments at 110 °C and 600 °C, indicating 

a higher fracture resistance of this castable over the TA-containing one. This could 

be of interest in precast shapes (which can be pre-treated at rather low temperatures 

in the case of purging plug e.g. 600 °C) which operate in thermal shock conditions. 

However, after pre-treatment at 1500 °C, the brittleness of WFA-containing material 

is slightly higher than that of TA-containing one. It can be related to small pores present 

in TA aggregates, which in some conditions could act as crack arresters.95 If the matrix 

is stronger, the probability of the crack propagating through the aggregate is higher. 

This could explain the little difference observed after thermal treatment at 1500 °C. 

One should also note that the second batch of castables was unfortunately 

produced with slightly different water contents, which could also have had an impact 

on the results (see water addition in Batch II from Table 4-3). 

Table 4-10. Summary of the key results from the Master thesis of Rafael Gull.167 

Reference 

Treatment 

[°C] 

E  

[GPa] 

σ𝑁𝑇 

[MPa] 

𝐺𝑓′  

[N/m] 

B  

[-] 

𝑙15% F𝐻 𝑚𝑎𝑥
 

[mm] 

 �̅� �̅� σ �̅� σ �̅� σ �̅� σ 

1
2

S
6

C
M

A
-T

-A
 

110 104.4 6.9 0.4 151.3 12.3 0.20 0.02 60.8 8.0 

600 55.9 5.3 0.5 154.5 31.2 0.23 0.07 59.4 5.6 

1500 139.0 16.7 1 172.3 34.4 0.79 0.13 52.7 8.5 

1
2

S
6

C
A

C
-T

-A
 

110 135.9 10.5 0.5 159.9 18.4 0.34 0.02 54.4 1.3 

600 88.5 8.3 1.1 224.5 38.2 0.23 0.03 59.8 2.3 

1500 149.6 20.9 0.8 206.3 38.0 0.98 0.24 48.7 4.3 

6
S

1
2

C
M

A
-T

-A
 

110 132.7 11.3 0.5 193.7 19.3 0.33 0.03 61.6 4.1 

600 77.6 9.0 0.7 275.0 38.1 0.25 0.03 62.3 4.5 

1500 154.7 20.1 1.0 211.4 60.1 0.91 0.35 48.0 6.4 

6
S

1
2

C
M

A
-W

-A
 

110 107.2 7.0 0.6 141.3 19.8 0.21 0.01 63.5 7.6 

600 56.8 5.3 0.4 208.1 10.9 0.16 0.02 69.0 9.1 

1500 110.5 16.4 0.8 169.3 12.7 0.96 0.12 49.1 2.9 
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 Conclusions  

Study on model alumina spinel castables allowed to compare thermomechanical 

behaviour depending on different recipes. Even if these castables are not applied 

in the steel ladle considered in ATHOR project, such refractory lining is of interest 

in some steel plants. This type of model castables are quite well documented 

in the literature and the most interesting results from the present work are summarized 

here. The main findings concern the effects of different types of cements, aggregates 

or reactive aluminas on behaviour of the castables. 

First of all, stoichiometry changes have been detected in two types of spinels: 

one added directly in preformed form and the other one added indirectly with CMA 

cement. XRD measurements performed at ambient and at high temperatures allowed 

to unveil merging of spinel peaks, which occurs above 1100 °C. This results in an 

increase of alumina content within the indirectly added spinel from about 72 wt. % to 

75-77 wt. % (depending on assumed relation between the lattice constant and spinel 

stoichiometry) and in a decrease of alumina content in the directly added spinel from 

78 wt. % to 77 wt. %.  

Additionally, types of cements significantly impact microstructures and 

thermomechanical properties, especially during the first thermal treatment. 

Differences in thermomechanical behaviour, observed during the first heating by RFDA 

and RUL, are caused by three times higher CaO content in CAC, compared to CMA, 

and different microstructures organization within these cement grains. In fact, SEM 

images allowed observing formation of pores around CAC grains (under these 

particular experimental conditions) which is probably related to water solubility of 

calcium aluminates. Grains could partially dissolve in water from the external side and 

recrystallization could take place in another area thus forming pores. On the contrary, 

CMA particles maintain initially occupied volume thanks to presence of MA skeleton 

(not reacting with water) what allows development of more reliable microstructure with 

lower content of big pores. 

Secondly, types of bimodal reactive aluminas can have effect on mechanical 

properties at high temperature. Reduction of soda content in reactive alumina seems 

to increase refractoriness and resistance to creep of the castable. However, the 

presence of increased content of fines within reactive alumina can involve slightly lower 

refractoriness and resistance to creep of the castable. 
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Thirdly, types of aggregates have substantial impact on developed 

microstructures and thermomechanical properties of castables. Addition of WFA 

aggregates lead to higher refractoriness, better creep resistance and increased 

microcracking during cooling below 650 °C, in comparison to castables with TA 

aggregates.   

Observed changes can be interpreted in relation to behaviour in steel ladle lining. 

First of all, the presence of non-stoichiometric spinel could result in high 

temperature-induced viscous phenomena (see section 4-1), which can be beneficial 

for thermal shock resistance. CMA and CAC lead to similar stiffness after the first 

thermal treatment (at 1500 °C) and similar evolution of Young’s modulus 

in the subsequent cycles. However, CMA cement can lead to an improved corrosion 

resistance (thanks to the presence of dispersed small grains of spinel), as well 

as to the development of microstructure with reduced content of big pores (presence 

of water-resistant MA skeleton). Thus, this CMA cement could be the preferred choice 

over CAC. Regarding reactive alumina, it seems that the type with lower soda content 

and regular content of fines, leads to increased refractoriness and better resistance 

to creep of the castable. Usage of WFA aggregates for the castable skeleton, 

in comparison to TA aggregates, also leads to better refractoriness and resistance 

to creep. A clear advantage of WFA-based castables can be observed after lower 

pre-treatments. However, the fracture behaviour after pre-treatment at 1500 °C 

is rather similar for both castables. On one hand, WFA aggregates promote 

microcracking during cooling, which can improve fracture behaviour. On the other 

hand, this pre-treatment improves strength of the matrix, which increases probability 

of a crack to propagate through porous TA aggregates and these pores can act as 

crack arresters also improving fracture behaviour. 
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Chapter 5. Thermal shock monitoring with a thermal shock bench ATHORNA 

This chapter is dedicated to the novel advanced thermal shock testing bench, 

named ATHORNA (referring both to the association of “ATHOR” and “New Aquitaine”, 

as well as to “Advanced measurement for in-situ Thermo-mechanical mOnitoRing 

of large sample uNder thermal grAdient”). 

Before introducing the main objective of this device, it is worth reminding a typical 

scientific approach used for prediction of materials behaviour. The typical approach 

consists in deep characterization of non-linear material properties (thermal 

conductivity, thermal expansion, stress-strain law in tension/compression) evolving 

with temperature and using them as input in FEM models. Such procedure allows 

predicting sample behaviour in thermal gradient conditions, mimicking real 

applications. However, how can one assure whether numerical models are valid or 

not? One can confront results from numerical modeling with accurate experimental 

data in order to validate numerical models. The need for such data fostered 

development of the ATHORNA device. It targets to provide accurate thermal and 

mechanical data measured on rather large samples under transient thermal 

state. In this primary objective,  section 5-1 aims to describe key experimental aspects 

of the ATHORNA device , and section 5-2 presents first interesting results obtained on 

alumina spinel that have been successfully compared to some FE modelling. 

Another potential usage of this device (described in Annex A, entitled 

“Comparative testing of thermal shock resistance with ATHORNA “) concerns 

verification whether ATHORNA device can be used for comparative studying of 

refractories resistance to thermal shocks in a similar way as Wedge Splitting Test 

(WST). However, tests performed on ATHORNA device could have some advantages 

over WST, as the stress state generated during thermal shock tests is dependent on 

thermal material parameters (thermal conductivity and thermal expansion coefficient). 

For this reason, within this Annex A, some parameters determined from ATHORNA 

measurements are correlated with the ones obtained from WST. 

5-1. Experimental device 

This thermal shock bench has been firstly developed, in the framework 

of the European program SFERA2 in order to monitor (firstly by acoustic emission) 

the behaviour of a cylindrical disk (10 to 15 cm in diameter) subjected to a concentrated 

solar irradiation (solar furnace at PROMES laboratory). The current version 
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of ATHORNA device has been significantly improved by: on one hand applying 

a different heat source (CO2 laser instead of solar irradiation) and on the other hand, 

implementing other types of measurements (infrared camera for 2D temperature field 

monitoring and stereoscopic vision system for 3D strain field monitoring). In addition, 

a FE model was developed to perform the first validation of numerical model using 

the ATHORNA device applied to refractory materials well-documented in terms 

of thermomechanical properties. 

One should bear in mind that the development of such a complex 

thermomechanical system has only been possible thanks to the contribution of people 

with complementary skills from different institutions (indicated later). 

 Devices dedicated to thermal shock monitoring 

Refractory materials in their applications (e.g. steel ladle lining) are exposed 

to periodic thermal shocks. Resistance to thermal shocks can be evaluated by several 

types of testing, such as mechanical fracture tests (monotonic loading at stable 

temperature),168 mechanical fatigue tests (strain cycling at stable temperature)169,170 

and thermal shock tests (thermal cycling without mechanical loading).171  

This section is dedicated to thermal shock testing, which is often considered 

to be more realistic, for the estimation of thermal shock resistance, 

than the mechanical ones. That is because the samples undergo a thermal gradient 

which generates internal stresses and can lead to damage. In most cases, thermal 

shock tests are simple, consisting e.g. on sample heating to a given temperature 

and subsequent rapid cooling in water. In such case, quantification of damage 

can be performed by a posteriori non-destructive measurement of Young’s modulus 

or by destructive measurement of strength in bending. Taking into account 

this approach, two questions arise: Is this applied thermal shock really representative 

of the real application conditions? Does this type of measurement allow a good 

understanding of damage mechanisms, which are active during thermal shock? In this 

aim, researchers devoted their work over the years to develop different methods, 

in particular trying to in-situ monitor sample behaviour during thermal shock. In the last 

decades, several articles were published, where parameters, such as temperature, 

acoustic emission, and strain were in-situ monitored on samples subjected to thermal 

gradients. Some interesting works on this topic are introduced in the following 

paragraphs. 
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According to E. Brochen et al.101, a disk irradiation method, using halogen 

irradiation as a heating source was firstly developed in the 1980s (PhD thesis published 

in 1989)172 and was initially designed to determine critical thermal shock stress 

intensity factor under ascending thermal shocks. Subsequently, this device was 

improved to test refractory materials (sample diameter of Ø75 and thickness of 5 mm 

minimum). This improved device (published in 2017) consisted of disk irradiation at the 

central points from both sample sides, using focused halogen lights (see Figure 

5-1a).173 During the test, two temperatures are monitored by pyrometers (at the central 

point and at the edge of the sample) and damage is detected using an acoustic 

emission sensor.  

In 2009, F. Damhof  et al.179 published a paper where high-temperature gradients 

were tested with a dedicated thermal shock device (see Figure 5-1b). This device 

consisted of a cuboid-shaped sample placed at the surface of a molten aluminium bath 

(T=1000°C). Other sample surfaces were insulated to generate a linear temperature 

gradient between the two flat surfaces. After a given time, the sample was air-cooled. 

Temperatures were monitored during the test by linearly distributed thermocouples 

(with different distances from the hot surface). Depending on the applied thermal 

gradient, the distribution of damage (uniform or non-uniform) was a posteriori 

quantified along the axis of the sample, using ultrasonic measurements. 

In 2011, H. Kamio et al.175 published an article, where an interesting thermal 

shock device (see Figure 5-1c) was applied to test refractories with an in-situ strain 

field monitoring, using Digital Image Correlation (DIC). This work is probably one 

of the first (if not the first one), where DIC is applied to monitor refractory behaviour 

during testing at high temperatures. This interesting test consisted in a single side 

heating (burner) of a cuboid-shaped sample (112x65x35 mm3) and on monitoring 

of the top sample surface (being perpendicular to the heat flux) by an optical camera. 

Acquired images were then used to calculate in-plane deformations on the top sample 

surface. Additionally, numerical simulations were performed to compare experimental 

deformation with simulated results. 
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a b 

 

 

c d 

  
e f 

Figure 5-1. Schemas of different thermal shock testing devices with parameters monitoring: 
a) Disk irradiation test by halogen light,173 b) Immersion test in liquid aluminium,174 c) Flame burning 
test,175 d) Disk irradiation test by laser irradiation,176 e) Plasma thermal shock test,177 f) ThermoOptical 
Measuring (TOM) device.178 (Notice: Figures were slightly modified to facilitate readability.) 
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D. Gruber and H. Harmuth, in an article published in 2014,176 described a  laser 

irradiation test (see Figure 5-1d) coupled with finite element modelling, which was used 

in order to determine mechanical fracture parameters of zirconia refractory. It is worth 

mentioning here, that this device was not at that time designed for thermal shock 

monitoring, but to characterize some thermomechanical properties of the tested 

material. Nevertheless, this device is still interesting in the context of this paragraph, 

as one can observe effect of laser irradiation on a thin notched ceramic disk (sample 

dimensions in mm: Ø50x1; radial notch length in mm: 10) by monitoring of both 

temperature field of the upper sample surface (by IR camera) and damage progression 

(by acoustic emissions). By combining such experimental results with FEM modelling, 

authors succeeded to determine tensile strength and specific fracture energy of tested 

material. 

In 2013 and 2016, W. Zhang et al.177,180 published papers about an instrumented 

test of refractories under thermal gradient (see Figure 5-1e). A disk-shaped alumina 

sample (dimensions in mm: Ø40x2), with or without a notch, was locally heated 

by a plasma beam at the central part of the bottom surface with simultaneous 

recording of the temperature field at the upper sample surface, using an IR camera. 

A coupling between experimental and numerical simulation methods was then 

developed to overcome the lack of traditional tests which could be used to accurately 

determine some experimental parameters, such as heat flux boundary conditions 

and application conditions. Based on the experimentally-measured temperature fields, 

the developed FEM simulation was used to determine thermally-induced stress fields. 

Since the 2000s, several scientific articles have been published on a specific 

“ThermoOptical Measuring” device (TOM).181,182 Initially focused on the measurement 

of thermal properties, an evolution of this device has been proposed in 2018 

to evaluate the behaviour of refractory materials subjected to hot thermal shocks.178 

A disk-shaped sample (diameter of Ø35 mm) placed in a furnace (operating 

up to 1800 °C) is irradiated on central points of both plane surfaces by a split CO2 laser 

beam. Sample temperatures at the centre and at the edge are measured 

by two pyrometers and damage is monitored using four acoustic emission sensors. 

 General description of ATHORNA device 

Section 5.1.1 introduces the state of the art concerning thermal shock devices 

which induce thermal gradient within sample and allow monitoring of the sample 
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behaviour during testing. ATHORNA device, already briefly presented in section 3.1.3, 

is the advanced thermal shock bench which has been developed to study material 

behaviour under thermal gradient (generated by CO2 laser irradiation) with a use 

of visual (see section 5.1.2.5), infrared (see section 5.1.2.4) and acoustic sensors 

(see section 5.1.2.6). 

The CO2 laser is used to apply an intense thermal flux at the centre of the top 

sample surface (also called a hot face) with controlled laser power (in the range 

of 0-2 kW) and laser irradiation procedure. The disk-shaped sample is placed 

on alumina support (composed of three isostatic rods arranged circularly at 120°) 

allowing free deformation, according to thermal gradient. In this configuration, allowing 

only 3 small points of contact, the sample can be cooled by air convection from all 

surfaces. These experimental boundary conditions can be simply represented in FEM 

modelling (from both thermal and mechanical points of view). 

The temperature field of the bottom sample surface is monitored by infrared 

camera during the test. At the same time, this surface is also monitored by stereovision 

system, which allows 3D displacement and strain fields monitoring of the surface with 

a use of optical methods (such as DIC or mark tracking). A refined 2P-DIC technique 

allows accurate monitoring of crack evolutions throughout the test. Damage occurring 

within the sample is also monitored during the test by 6 acoustic sensors arranged 

circularly at 60°. This set of acoustic sensors allow spatiotemporal localization 

of events detected, as it has already been explained in the publications.183,184 

  

Figure 5-2. Schematic representation of ATHORNA device. 
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 Selected sample geometry and material 

Tested samples have disk shape with dimensions varying between 

100 and 150 mm in diameter and 5-30 mm in thickness. Sample dimensions 

are selected for each material considering both the biggest aggregate size as well 

as possibility to perform investigations at laboratory scale. Consequently, 

a disk-shaped sample with dimensions of Ø100x10 mm3 has been selected for these 

investigations. Such dimensions could allow considering the sample as homogeneous 

in FEM modelling despite the rather coarse-containing microstructure of refractory 

materials. The material selected for the study, dedicated to validation of numerical 

model, is alumina spinel brick which was introduced in section 4.2.1. 

 Heat source 

A CO2 laser beam is used to irradiate the top sample surface. This beam 

is applied with pre-defined power cycles which could be finely tuned depending 

on the targeted thermal gradient within the sample (below or above occurrence 

of damage) and maximum temperature targeted on central point of the hot face 

(to avoid local melting). The laser heat flux spatial distribution over the top sample 

surface is illustrated in Figure 5-3a. 

 
a 

 
b 

Figure 5-3. Characteristics of the CO2 laser beam used as heat source on top surface of the alumina 
spinel disk: a) Normalised spatial distribution of the heat flux over all top surface, b) Temporal applied 
cycles determining the global laser power applied through the overall top surface. 
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This spatial distribution has been calculated from the cartesian position of the 

considered point (𝑥 and 𝑦 being the coordinates from the central point) thanks to 

Equation 5-1,185 where 𝐼𝑂 is the maximum heat flux applied in the centre, and 𝑤 is the 

typical waist of the laser beam, (corresponding to the radius for which the intensity 

decreases by factor of 1/e2=0.135 in comparison to the central point). The waist 𝑤 of 

the CO2 laser that has been used for the present investigations at ILP Laser company 

is equal to 8 mm. 

 𝐼(𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝐼𝑂 × 𝑒
−

2(𝑥2+𝑦2)

𝑤2  Equation 5-1 

 

The total power applied in the sample is expressed by the integration 

of Equation 5-1, as expressed in Equation 5-2. 

 𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 = ∬ 𝐼(𝑥, 𝑦) Equation 5-2 

Thanks to FEM modelling and preliminary investigations, the sequence of laser 

heat flux has been specifically set up in the case of alumina spinel material. The first 

cycle has been applied with very low power (50 W) in order to avoid any damage 

within the disk. Then, the laser power has been increased progressively (increments 

of 25 W per cycle) to reach thermal gradients that can generate first damage with 

the alumina spinel material (which can be anticipated by FEM modelling). During 

the whole sequence, laser power has been voluntarily limited to restrain as much 

as possible the temperature in the middle of the top surface (avoid local melting). 

In this aim, fifteen cycles (60 sec of idle time, 30 s of laser on) have been defined 

starting from 50 W to 400 W with increments of 25 W per cycle. The laser cycles are 

shown in Figure 5-3b. 

 Stable frame 

Different optical methods are used in ATHORNA device to monitor 

thermomechanical behaviour of brittle refractories. These techniques use cameras 

to record images of the bottom face of the sample. To set up very precise and constant 

position for the used optical cameras, a dedicated rigid frame has been designed. 

For thermomechanical investigations of refractories which are rather brittle materials, 

strain fields must be in fact measured within a deformation range of about 10-4. Thus, 
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any disturbing deformation that could come from this frame should absolutely 

be reduced to values much lower than 10-4. 

This rigid frame has been thus designed using a specific cinematic chain 

(Figure 5-4), inspired by Serrurier truss (telescope tube assembly construction). 

The constitutive tubes of the frame are made of silica (very low thermal expansion 

of 0.6∙10-6 K-1) interconnected using metallic joints with drilled channels in order 

to maximize parts made of silica. This type of construction allows thus to reduce truss 

flexing, as well as potential measured deformations (on bottom face of the sample) 

coming from frame vibrations and thermal drift. 

Two USB cameras (IDS UI-3480CP-M-GL: CMOS sensor 2560 x 1920 pixels2 

and 256 grey levels) have been fixed on the cross horizontal silica tube of the frame 

to monitor the bottom face of the sample as shown in Figure 5-4. Furthermore, 

an infrared (IR) camera is placed between the two cameras in such a way that 

its optical axis is almost perpendicular to the bottom surface of the sample. 

 

 

Figure 5-4. Schematic representation of the silica rigid frame connecting the stereoscopic vision system 

and the infrared camera with the disk-shaped sample (diameter 100 mm, thickness 10 mm). 
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 Thermal measurement (thermal camera) 

The infrared camera used to monitor the sample back surface is a FLIR SC3000 

(QWIP detector 320 x 240 pixels2). Taking into account the size of the sample 

(diameter = 100mm) and IR camera resolution, the magnification is 0.5 mm/pixel with 

an acquisition frequency of 0.5 frame/second. Previous heat tests have been led 

by comparing the temperatures from thermocouples and IR camera and demonstrate 

that emissivity of the cold surface covered with a white and black speckle pattern is well 

equal to one. For a measurement range above 200 °C, the temperature standard 

deviation is about 1°C. 

 Optical measurements on sample with speckles or markers 

Optical methods, such as mark tracking, DIC and 2P-DIC (introduced in sections 

3.2.1, 3.2.3 and 3.2.4, respectively), are applied during thermal shock test in order 

to monitor displacement and strain values locally (at selected areas) as well as globally 

(on the whole sample surface). Three-dimensional displacement and strain fields are 

determined thanks to the usage of stereovision, which is introduced in section 3.2.5. 

Mark tracking is used in this study exclusively for testing stability of experimental device 

by measuring displacements on silica ring (not presented here). DIC is applied 

(on sample) for monitoring of strain field and determination of crack opening 

displacement, while 2P-DIC allows to determine crack path and crack length.  

Three-dimensional displacement and strain fields calculations are, in the case 

of ATHORNA device, mostly performed on subsets with a size of 64x64 pix.2 being 

distributed with a spacing of 32 pix. both along X and Y axes (magnification 

13 pix./mm). Strain calculation requires a set of 4 subsets, which are typically selected 

as the closest ones with one subset spacing (see section 3-2). However, in such case 

the original gauge length L0 is quite small what results in low accuracy. In the case 

of refractory materials, high accuracy is very important as analysed phenomena occur 

at very low strains. Therefore, in order to increase accuracy of strain measurement, 

the original gauge length L0 needs to be increased by selecting subsets located 

at higher distance. In the present case, the original gauge length L0 has been set 

to four subset spacings L0≈10 mm (see Figure 5-5). 
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Figure 5-5. Representation of the 4 subsets selected for strain measurement associated to the central 
point where the black lines cross. Dots correspond to centres of each subsets. 

 Acoustic emission sensors 

Since 2P-DIC technique is only able to detect cracks at the bottom surface 

of the sample, it is also very useful to have other sensors that could detect and localize 

occurrence of defects in other areas of the disk-shaped sample. In order to do so, 

ATHORNA device is also equipped with 6 acoustic emission sensors (Mistras μ80) 

connected to a dedicated electronic device (acoustic emission system Mistras 

Express 8). This equipment arrived at IRCER laboratory only in February 2020, thus 

no experiment was managed during the present PhD. Nevertheless, previous 

experience with similar system was acquired during the PhD of Yasmine Lalau 

(University of Perpignan via Domitia, 2017),186 which led to three scientific 

articles.183,184,187 For spatiotemporal localisation of the events, crack monitoring 

by acoustic emissions is performed by the set of 6 acoustic sensors arranged circularly 

at 60° around the sample (see Figure 5-4). More details about this part of ATHORNA 

device could be found in the work of Yasmine Lalau.  

 Characterization of strain field measurement 

 Strain field uncertainty  

The strain uncertainty mainly depends on the distance between two selected 

subsets (L0 defined in Figure 3-9) and hereafter named derivation pitch. Figure 5-6 

shows the standard deviation of the 1st principal strain for the 20 first acquired images 

(assumed to be zero before any thermal loading) versus the derivation pitch. These 

first results allow determining a reasonable derivation pitch of 5 mm (64 pixels) which 

leads to a standard deviation in strain measurement of about 9.10-5. In addition, 

it should be noticed at this stage that optical images have been acquired with a frame 

rate of two images per second and IR images have been acquired with a frame rate 

of 0.5 image per second (limit of IR camera). As a consequence, for later confrontation 
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between optical and IR measurements, most of the results will be presented later every 

2 seconds, but considering all acquired optical images thanks to a temporal average 

filtering from 9 optical images (-4 images / +4 images). In such a way, thanks to this 

temporal filtering, the strain uncertainty can be divided by a factor of 1.4 compared 

to the result without temporal filtering (Figure 5-6) and leads finally to a standard 

deviation in strain measurement of about 6.10-5 for the same derivation pitch of 5 mm 

(64 pixels). 

 

Figure 5-6. Standard deviation of the first principal strain for the 20 first acquired images (before any 
thermal loading) for several derivation pitch and influence of considered temporal filter. 

 Orientation of the principal strains  

DIC method allows determining the εXX, εXY, εYY strain fields, which are then used 

for calculation of the principal strain fields (ε1, ε2) by diagonalization of the strain tensor. 

Orientation of the first principal strain can then be determined by its angle referred 

to the horizontal X-axis in Figure 5-7a. As reported in this Figure 5-7, especially 

in Figure 5-7b (measurements managed on aluminium disk-shaped sample - used 

for the pedagogical purpose), this angle is close to 0° (green colour) around 

the horizontal axis and to 90° (red colour) around the vertical one. This indicates that 

the first principal strain mainly has a radial direction within the disk-shaped sample. 

Taking into account that the second principal strain is perpendicular to the first one, 

one can state that this second principal strain occurs mainly in the circumferential 

(hoop) direction. Figure 5-7c presents similar results for an alumina-spinel refractory 

sample. Even if in this case, due to the lower coefficient of thermal expansion 

(compared to aluminium) and material heterogeneity, results are less obvious, 

the same tendency can clearly be observed. 
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a  b c 

Figure 5-7. Angle α between the first principal strain εI and the horizontal X of the disk-shaped sample: 
a) geometrical representation of angle α with direction of the first ε1 and the second ε2 principal strains 
axis, b) pedagogical case of an aluminium sample (quite obvious results), c) case of alumina spinel 
refractory sample (less obvious). 

 Strain field decomposition 

Since the total observed strain field results from the superposition of both thermal 

and mechanical strain fields, optical measurements can be post-treated in order 

to determine mechanical strain fields by subtracting the thermal strain fields (which can 

be estimated from IR measurements), according to the equation ε1mech = ε1 – εT. 

The temperature field can be in fact simply calculated using the equation εT=(ΔT*α), 

where ΔT and α represent respectively the local temperature evolution since the initial 

stage and the thermal expansion coefficient of the investigated material. 

For pedagogical purpose, an exemplary result of strain field decomposition 

for an aluminium sample is firstly presented in Figure 5-8a. These results clearly 

demonstrate that even if the first principal total strain ε1 is positive (left picture), 

due to εT which is obviously always positive (central picture), the first principal 

mechanical strain ε1mech (right picture) in the central part of the sample is negative 

(compression). Note that this first principal mechanical strain ε1mech (negative in the 

middle) increases thus from the centre to the border (to reach zero at the border). 

In the same way, similar results can be observed on an alumina spinel refractory 

sample as demonstrated in an example from Figure 5-8b). 
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a 

 
b 

Figure 5-8. Determination of the mechanical strain field (right pictures) in the radial direction 
by subtraction of the temperature field (central picture) obtain by IR measurements from the 1st principal 
total strain field (left pictures) obtained by optical measurements: a) case of an aluminium sample, 
b) case of an alumina spinel refractory sample. 

5-2. First results obtained on alumina spinel disk 

This section is focused on alumina spinel brick which has been characterized 

in section 4-1. Based on these thermomechanical results, as well as on thermal results 

obtained by another PhD student from ATHOR project,188 a FE numerical model 

(elastic linear) has been built and briefly introduced in section 5.2.1. Experimental 

measurements on alumina spinel disks with ATHORNA device are then developed 

in the following sections and compared with FEM results. 

 Introduction to numerical modelling 

Sample behaviour under thermal gradient was simulated using ABAQUS 

software.189 Please note that this part has been prepared in a strong collaboration 

with a group of researchers from the University of Orleans (France) and Rafael Oliveira 

from the University of Coimbra in (Portugal). In fact, Rafael performed most 

of numerical simulations presented in this section. Even if this numerical part has been 

mainly managed by Rafael, it is very useful to understand the results and show 

potential of the device. 
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Both materials were modelled with a temperature-dependent linear elastic 

behaviour, the thermo-mechanical properties are presented in Table 1. The emissivity 

of the alumina spinel was set to 0.80 for the surfaces free of painting and 1.0 

for the painted surfaces (bottom surface). The convection coefficient was taken 

as 12 W/(m2ºC) for both samples,190 this value was defined interactively during 

the numerical simulations. 

The sample was modelled using solid elements C3D8R, defined as a continuum 

(C), three-dimensional (3D), hexahedral and eight-node brick (8) with reduced 

integration (R), hourglass control and linear interpolation. These elements have three 

degrees of freedom per node, corresponding to translations in the three directions 

[Abaqus User Manual]. After evaluation of the influence of the finite element mesh, 

it was found that good results could be obtained by using finite elements 

of approximately 1.4x1.4x1.4 mm3, as shown in Figure 5-9. 

 

Figure 5-9. Finite element mesh, boundary conditions and heat flux. 

Due to the symmetry of the system two planes of symmetry (YZ and XZ) were 

taken into account to reduce the computation time (see Figure 5-9). To simulate 

the support of the disk two vertical restraint were considered in the vertices 

of the sample. The CO2 laser beam was applied as a surface heat flux distributed 

on the top surface according to the analytical equation (see Equation 5-1), introduced 

in section 5.1.2.2. 
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Table 5-1. Thermal and mechanical properties of aluminium and alumina-spinel material. 

Media Considered properties Values References 
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Temperature 16.9 ºC 

(Measured 

during the 

test) 

Convection factor 12 W/(m2ºC) 
(Inverse 

identification) 
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Emissivity 

Top face and 

lateral face 
0.8 (Inverse 

identification) 
Bottom 1 

Specific Heat (J/kg°C) 
𝑐𝑝(𝑇) = 𝑏0. 𝑇𝑏1 

with 𝑏0 = 563.5 and 𝑏1 = 0.12 

188 

Thermal conductivity 

 (J/kg°C) 

𝜆(𝑇) = 𝑐0 ln(𝑇) + 𝑐1 

with 𝑐0 = −1.01 and 𝑐1 = 9.68 

188 

Thermal expansion 

𝑎(𝑇) = 𝑎0 + 𝑎1. 𝑇 + 𝑎2. 𝑇−2 

with 𝑎0 = 7.6 10−6, 𝑎1 = 1.7 10−9 

and  𝑎2 = −2.5 10−1 

161 
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Young Modulus (GPa) 

𝐸(𝑇) = 𝑑0 + 𝑑1. 𝑇 + 𝑑2. 𝑇2 + 𝑑3. 𝑇3 

d0 = 2.9663. E 1, 

d1 = − 1.5457. E − 2, 

d2 = 3.5035. E − 5 and 

d3 = −1.5361. E − 8 

161 

Density 3130 kg/m3 191 

The developed finite element model comprised two types of analysis, that were 

performed separately: i) heat transfer analysis, and ii) general static mechanical 

analysis. The heat transfer analysis is used to determine the temperature fields 

in the sample along the test. Then, the general static mechanical analysis is used 

to calculate the displacements, strains and stresses developed within the sample 

due to the thermal load. The maximum increment of time was set as 1 second and 

the maximum allowable temperature change per increment was 15ºC. 

 Temperatures and induced thermal gradient within the sample 

 Temperature fields 

A laser beam, arriving at the top sample surface induces a thermal gradient within 

the sample. Thanks to the observation of the bottom sample surface with 

the IR camera, it is possible to monitor generated temperature fields. Three exemplary 
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temperature fields of the bottom surface are presented in Figure 5-10b for the maximal 

temperature values occurring during the 5th, 10th and 15th cycles, as indicated in Figure 

5-10a. Within the representation (see Figure 5-10b), the temperature is indicated both 

in the z-axis and using the colour code. The initial temperature of the sample is about 

20 °C (before the 1st cycle) and can reach values close to 500 °C at the centre of the 

bottom surface during the last thermal cycle. 

During the 15 thermal cycles, one can observe that the central hot area becomes 

larger and steeper with each subsequent cycle, indicating a higher radial thermal 

gradient at the bottom surface (more detailed in the following section). 

 
a 

 
b 

Figure 5-10. Representation of temperature on the bottom surface obtained with IR camera: a) applied 
laser sequence and evolution of temperature at the central point vs. time, b) three exemplary 
temperature fields from 5th, 10th and 15th cycles. 

Thermal modelling allowed comparing the numerically predicted thermal results 

with the experimental ones. Temporal evolutions of the temperature at the central point 

of the bottom sample surface is presented in Figure 5-11. Based on the fact 

that the heat transfer analysis was performed with the thermal material properties 

and exchange conditions reported in Table 5-1 (without any optimization), one can 

observe some differences in the temperature evolution. Despite this small difference, 
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a rather good agreement can be noticed between these experimental and numerical 

results, which allows to validate (in first approximation) the heat transfer analysis 

performed by FEM. 

 

Figure 5-11. Temperature evolution on the central point of the bottom sample surface in alumina spinel 
sample. 

Since the temperatures at the top sample surface are not experimentally 

measured, it is interesting to use FE modelling in order to estimate them. 

The numerical prediction of temperatures occurring at the centre of the top 

and of the bottom sample surfaces are reported together in Figure 5-12. The sample 

is at ambient temperature at the beginning of the test and temperatures at these points 

oscillate during the subsequent thermal cycles. Much higher amplitudes are observed 

at the centre of the top surface where the laser beam heats the sample. The following 

heating cycles lead to a severe increase of temperature at the top central point, which 

is most likely related to the increase of laser power. The maximal temperature 

difference (in the range of 1600-1700 ºC) between the central points of the top (more 

than 2100 ºC) and the bottom (less than 500 ºC) surfaces occur at the 15th heating 

cycle, corresponding to the laser power of 400 W (20 % of the max. laser power). 

It is worth noticing that the temperature at the centre of the top surface is rather close 

to the melting temperatures of alumina and spinel, which are 2054 and 2135 °C, 

respectively.192 Moreover, one could also notice a shift between the end of the laser 

sequence and the maximal temperature at the centre of the bottom surface, which 

is simply related to the time required for thermal transfer from the top surface 

to the bottom one. 
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Figure 5-12. Predicted evolution of temperatures for the central point of the top and bottom sample 
surfaces. 

From the fracture behaviour point of view, it is interesting to analyse deeper 

the temperature field occurring at the 5th thermal cycle, at which the localisation 

of damage occurs (see section 5.2.6). The temperature profiles at the beginning 

and at the end of the 5th thermal cycle along the radius are presented in Figure 5-13a 

and b for the top and bottom surfaces, respectively. One can observe that 

at the beginning of the heating cycle, the temperature is rather similar on both surfaces 

and ranges from 50 to 100 °C. At the end of the 5th heating cycle (t=450 s.), a significant 

difference in temperatures can be observed, which for the top and bottom surfaces 

are in the ranges of 50-1080 °C and 50-200 °C, respectively. An average thermal 

gradient through the sample thickness has been calculated based on temperature 

distributions of the top and bottom surfaces (see Figure 5-13c). One can notice that 

at the beginning of heating, thermal gradient is almost zero, while at the end of heating 

it can reach about 90 °C/mm. 
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a 

 

b 

 

c 
Figure 5-13. Temperature representations at the beginning and at the end of the 5th heating cycle: 
a) temperature profile along the radius of the top surface, b) temperature profile along the radius of the 
bottom surface, c) average thermal gradient through the thickness along the radius of the sample (based 
on data from the top and bottom surfaces). 
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 Thermal gradients 

As it could be observed from above-presented figures, the thermal gradient 

increases with the subsequent heating cycles (at which incremental laser power was 

applied). In this section, one will analyse thermal gradients based on their directions. 

One distinguishes the vertical z-direction corresponding to the sample thickness and 

the radial direction. 

5.2.2.2.1 Thermal gradient through the thickness 

The gradient in the z-direction is not quantified experimentally 

but can be estimated from FE modelling (see Figure 5-12). Figure 5-14 presents 

the evolution of the average thermal gradient through-thickness vs. time, based 

on the measurement at the centres of the top and the bottom surfaces. Such thermal 

cycles lead to an increase of thermal gradient which reaches about 175 ºC/mm 

at the last thermal cycle. It is worth highlighting that the maximal local thermal gradient 

(not presented here) measured between the central node at the top face 

and the neighbouring node from the bottom can reach much higher value, close 

to 900 ºC/mm. 

 

Figure 5-14. Evolution of the average thermal gradient through thickness vs. time (based on numerical 
results of the central points of the top and bottom surfaces). 

5.2.2.2.2 Radial thermal gradient 

The gradient in the radial direction could be obtained both from experimental 

measurement and numerical simulation at the bottom surface and only using numerical 

simulation at the top surface (see temperature distributions from Figure 5-11b 
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and Figure 5-13). Thanks to FEM results, these gradients have been calculated 

for nodes located around a radius of 6 mm (maximum slope in Figure 5-13a) and 

a radius of 9 mm (maximum slope in Figure 5-13b) for the top and the bottom surfaces, 

respectively.  

 
a 

 

b 

Figure 5-15. Evolution of the maximal local thermal gradients in radial direction: a) at the top surface 
(measured between the nodes located around a radius of 6 mm), b) at the bottom surface (measured 
between the nodes located around a radius of 9 mm). 

In this way, Figure 5-15 shows the evolution of the maximal local thermal 

gradients at the top and at the bottom surfaces. This local thermal gradient increases 

with each cycle and reaches about 240 °C/mm at the top surface and about 20 °C/mm 

at the bottom surface. Thus, the thermal gradient is much higher at the top surface, 

compared to the bottom one. As mentioned previously, due to the time required 
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for thermal transfer between the top and the bottom surfaces, one could notice that 

the maximum gradient at the bottom surface takes place later, compared to the top 

surface. This time shift is about 15 seconds at the last cycle.  

 Distribution of thermomechanical stresses within the sample 

Since there is a rather good agreement between the measured and the simulated 

temperature fields, determined at the bottom sample surface, one can use 

the numerical simulation to better understand the stress state (time of occurrence, 

localisation and orientation of the most important stresses) within the sample during 

the thermal cycling. The calculation was performed assuming that only elastic 

deformation occurs before the localisation of damage (damage by microcracks nor 

plasticity is not considered here). Again, the 5th cycle has been selected for this part of 

discussion. The first and the second principal stresses (𝜎1 and 𝜎2) analysed here stand 

for radial and hoop stresses, respectively. Three relevant moments around the 5th cycle 

are considered: just before heating (t = 420 s.), at the end of heating (t = 450 s.) and 

30 seconds after heating (t = 480 s.). For these three moments, the calculated radial 

distributions of the two principal stresses are presented in Figure 5-16 and their three-

dimensional distributions are presented in Figure 5-17 and Figure 5-18. 

From these numerical results, one can observe that radial stresses are 

all in compression with the highest values at the centre and decrease 

to 0 at the sample border (see Figure 5-16a and c, as well as Figure 5-17). At the same 

time, hoop stresses exhibit both areas under compression (close to the centre) and 

under tension (close to the border). In fact, the highest compressive hoop stresses 

always occur at the sample centre, while the maximum tensile hoop stresses appear 

in different positions depending on the moment of the thermal cycle. This distribution 

of hoop stresses, presented in Figure 5-16b and d, is related to the restraint 

of the central part from the thermal elongation by the cold lateral area. 

Let us consider now the progressive development of stresses around the 5th 

heating cycle. As reported in Figure 5-15, just before heating, the sample exhibits 

a very low thermal gradient, therefore the induced stresses are quite low (see Figure 

5-17a, Figure 5-18a, b and blue curves in Figure 5-16). At this stage, the maximal 

compressive radial stress reaches only -3.5 MPa (at the centre of both the top 

and the bottom surfaces). In parallel, the hoop stresses range between -3.5 MPa 

(compression at the centre) and 2.4 MPa (maximal tension at the radius of 43 mm). 
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The transition between compressive and tensile stresses occurs at a radius of 21 mm 

(both at the top and at the bottom surfaces). 

 Then, at the end of heating (red curves in Figure 5-16), a significant thermal 

gradient is present within the sample (see Figure 5-15). This thermal gradient leads 

to the development of much higher compressive radial stresses, which reach -127 

MPa (at the centre of the top surface) and -21 MPa (at the centre of the bottom 

surface). In parallel, the hoop stresses (see Figure 5-16 b, d and Figure 5-18 c, d) 

at the top surface range between -127 MPa (compression at the centre) and 13.5 MPa 

(maximal tension at the radius of 14 mm) and at the bottom surface between -21 MPa 

(compression at the centre) and 3 MPa (maximal tension at the radius of 40 mm). 

The transition between compressive and tensile stresses occurs at a radius of 8 mm 

for the top surface and 17 mm for the bottom surface. 

For the third considered moment, corresponding to 30 seconds after heating, 

the thermal gradient decreases together with an overall decrease of temperature and 

with equilibration of temperature across the sample. At this stage, the maximal 

compressive radial stresses are equal to -8.8 MPa at the centre of the top surface and 

-8.6 MPa at the centre of the bottom surface. In parallel, the hoop stresses range 

on the top surface between -8.8 MPa (centre of the bottom surface) and 4 MPa 

(at the radius of 40 mm) and on the bottom face between -8.6 MPa and 4 MPa 

(at the radius of 40 mm). The transition between compressive and tensile stresses 

occurs at a radius of 17 mm (both at the top and at the bottom surfaces). 

Globally, these results indicate that stress level are rather the same across 

the thickness for the two moments: before the 5th heating cycle (at t=420 s.) and 30 

seconds after this heating cycle (at t=480 s.). However, at the end of heating 

(at t=450 s.), a significant thermal gradient (through the thickness and along the radius) 

results in the development of high stresses at the top sample surface (compressive 

at the centre and tensile at the radius of 14 mm). These high levels of stresses would 

lead for sure to local sample damage which can in fact even start during previous 

heating cycles. At this point, it is important to highlight that the linear elastic model 

cannot be considered as reliable for comparison of stress values, as it does not take 

into account damage nor plasticity. However, this very first approach using an elastic 

linear model is exclusively meant to observe the evolution of stresses (in general) and 

to identify the areas and moments at which the damage is most likely to occur. Taking 

into account the obtained results, the development of methods (in addition to strain 
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field monitoring by DIC on the bottom face) allowing early detection of damage, 

probably occurring close to the top sample surface, are of interest. One experimental 

possibility is related to damage monitoring using microcracks detection and localisation 

thanks to the usage of six acoustic emission sensors. This instrumentation (shortly 

explained in section 5.1.2.6) is currently in development at IRCER (Limoges, France) 

but was not yet available at the time of the presented tests. 

  
a b 

  
c d 

Figure 5-16. Stress distribution along sample radius developed at three relevant moments around 
the 5th cycle: just before heating (t=420 s.), at the end of heating (t=450 s.) and 30 seconds after heating 
(t=480 s.). a) The first principal stress (radial) at the top surface, b) the second principal stress (hoop) 
at the top surface, c) the first principal stress (radial) at the bottom surface, d) the second principal stress 
(hoop) at the bottom surface. 

Another perspective is related to FEM modelling which should, in the future, take 

into account both damage and plasticity. This improvement seems very crucial, 
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especially when observing -127 MPa of compressive stresses at the centre of the top 

sample surface, which is simply unrealistic for the investigated material. In fact, the 

alumina spinel material is expected to be damaged at much lower stress levels as the 

compressive strength is around -30 MPa and tensile strength is about 1.6 MPa, using 

tensile test, and about 3.4 MPa, using Brazilian test.161,191 

 

 
a 

 
b 

 
c 

Figure 5-17. 3D distribution of the first principal (radial) stress [MPa] across the sample developed 
at three relevant moments around the 5th cycle: a) just before heating (t=420 s.), b) at the end of heating 
(t=450 s.), c) 30 seconds after heating (t=480 s.). 
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a b 

  
c d 

  
e f 

Figure 5-18. 3D distribution of the second principal (hoop) stress [MPa] across the sample developed at three relevant moments around the 5th cycle: 
a) compressive stresses at t = 420 s., b) tensile stresses at t = 420 s., c) compressive stresses at t = 450 s., d) tensile stresses at t = 450 s., 
e) compressive stresses at t = 480 s., f) tensile stresses at t = 480 s. 
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Due to the much lower tensile strength of alumina spinel material, in comparison 

to the compressive strength, the tensile hoop stresses could potentially lead to sample 

failure. It is worth noticing that on the bottom surface, monitored by DIC, tensile hoop 

stresses increase for the three investigated moments from 2.4 MPa (before the 5th 

heating cycle) through 3 MPa (at the end of the heating cycle) to 4 MPa (at 30 seconds 

after the 5th heating cycle). These tensile stresses are, in fact, close to tensile strength 

values reported for alumina spinel brick (values indicated above), which could indicate 

that the localization of damage observed from the bottom surface (presented in section 

3.5) occurs at reasonable stress levels. 

 Out-of-plane displacements at the bottom surface 

As explained in section 5.2.2.2.1, when the laser heats the top surface, 

a significant thermal gradient is observed through the thickness (see Figure 5-14). This 

high gradient during heating leads to the development of high level of compressive 

stresses in the centre of the top surface (see Figure 5-17b and Figure 5-18c, d). 

As a consequence, similarly to a bimetallic strip system, an out-of-plane displacement 

in the Z direction could occur. In the present case, this phenomenon (thermal bowing) 

could be related to the differential thermal expansion between the hotter top surface 

and the colder bottom one. In order to confirm this fact, 3D DIC measurements 

(as explained in section 5.1.2.5) have been managed on the bottom surface during 

the thermal cycles. In spite of very small displacements (in the range of tens 

of microns) the DIC system was successfully used to determine them. In order to obtain 

the highest accuracy, the out-of-plane displacements coming from experimental 

perturbations (not related to sample) have been quantified (by measuring out-of-plane 

displacement of the markers deposited on the silica ring) and subtracted. These 

corrected out-of-plane displacement fields are presented in Figure 5-19 for the bottom 

sample surface at the ends of the first six heating cycles (focussing mainly on the first 

cycles where there is no crack). These experimental results confirm that the heating 

cycles, applied to alumina spinel sample, led to thermal bowing. On the one hand, one 

can observe that the lateral area of the bottom surface exhibit zero out-of-plane 

displacement, as it is positioned on three isostatic points. On the other hand, the central 

area of the bottom surface obviously reaches the highest out-of-plane displacement 

value. This displacement corresponds to an upward movement with a maximum 

of about 45 μm for the 5th thermal cycle. Evolution of the out-of-plane displacement 
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vs. time for the very central point of the bottom surface can be observed in Figure 5-20 

(see the green curve). The out-of-plane displacement at this point is close to zero when 

the laser does not heat the sample. Then, during heating, an upward movement 

of the sample is progressively observed. Subsequently, when the laser is turned off, 

the heat rather quickly diffuses through the sample thickness and a rather rapid 

downwards movement is thus observed. This thermal bowing, occurring during heating 

results from high thermal gradient through the thickness (see Figure 5-14) which leads 

to high compressive stresses close to the top sample surface (as presented in Figure 

5-17b and Figure 5-18c). Additionally, a crack initiation (more discussed in section 

5.2.6) can be observed in the out-of-plane displacement fields corresponding to the 5th 

and 6th cycles (see Figure 5-19). 

 

Figure 5-19. Out-of-plane displacements of the bottom surface at the ends of the first six heating cycles 
(for the moments when the displacements reach the maximal values). These images were obtained with 
temporal average filtering (±4 images). 

In the next step, one can compare experimental and simulated out-of-plane 

displacement results for the central point of the bottom surface. These experimental 

and simulated results, presented in Figure 5-20, are in quite good agreement during 

the first heating cycles. In fact, the crack localisation (initiation of the main crack) was 

clearly detected (on the bottom surface) during the 5th heating cycle. 

As a consequence, probably due to low level of damage present before the 5th cycle, 

the simulated results until this moment fit quite well with real measurements. Later, 
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a larger amount of damage is present within the sample, but since the simulation does 

not consider any non-linear behaviour resulting from this damage, the simulated results 

slightly deviate from the experimental ones. 

 

Figure 5-20. Experimental and simulated out-of-plane displacement results for the central point 
of the bottom surface of an alumina spinel sample during the entire laser sequence. 

 In-plane thermomechanical strain at the bottom surface 

DIC method allowed to experimentally determine in-plane thermomechanical 

strain at the bottom sample surface. The same information was also predicted using 

the numerical simulation. Figure 5-21 presents a comparison between 

the experimental and numerically simulated strain curves plotted for the central point 

of the bottom surface. At this central point, the first and the second principal strains 

are supposed to be equal (and the simulated results are equal). However, 

the experimental results exhibit some differences which are most likely related 

to material heterogeneity (typical for refractories), not perfectly centered laser and not 

symmetrical damage. In fact, results from Figure 5-21 demonstrate that until 

localisation of damage, which occurs at the 5th heating cycle, simulated results of the 

first principal strain show a relatively good agreement with the experimental ones. 

Taking into account that numerical simulation does not consider material damage, 

it is natural to observe discrepancy between these results after the appearance 

of the macrocrack. In reality, this cracking affects stress and strain fields leading 

to stress relaxation, which enables higher increase of strain at the central point 

of the bottom surface (see Figure 5-21). Moreover, at this central point, the difference 

between the first and the second principal stress increases significantly due to the loss 

of symmetry caused by cracking. Therefore, the experimental out-of-plane 
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displacement results are considered relevant before the macrocracking which occurred 

during the 5th heating cycle. 

 

Figure 5-21. Strains in the alumina spinel sample at the centre of the bottom surface. 

The principal strains, presented in Figure 5-21, contain both mechanical 

and thermal contributions, which result in a relatively high strain values being mainly 

driven by thermal expansion. However, as already explained in section 5.1.3.3, 

by subtracting thermal strains 휀𝑇 from total strains (휀1 or 휀2), mechanical contribution 

휀1𝑚𝑒𝑐ℎ can be determined, as illustrated for the first principal strain 휀1 in Equation 5-3. 

 휀1 − 휀𝑇 =  휀1𝑚𝑒𝑐ℎ Equation 5-3 

As demonstrated in Figure 5-8, the experimental instrumentation allows 

the determination of the total strains (using visible light cameras and DIC) and thermal 

strains (using infrared camera and isotropic thermal expansion). However, for better 

understanding (avoiding noise from experimental measurements), strains obtained 

from numerical simulations will be discussed here. Figure 5-22 presents total, thermal 

and mechanical strains along the radius of the bottom surface for the first and the 

second principal strains. It can be observed that total principal strains reach relatively 

high values, which are mainly related to thermal contribution. It is interesting to notice 

that mechanical strains along radius in both radial and hoop directions look very similar 

to the radial distribution of stresses (from Figure 5-16). These mechanical strains 

in the radial direction have compressive character, reaching the highest values 

at the centre and decreasing to zero while approaching the sample border. However, 

the mechanical strains in the hoop direction have a compressive character close 

to the centre and tensile character on the lateral sample part. 
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a b c 

   
d e f 

Figure 5-22. Strain profiles along the radius on the bottom sample surface developed at three relevant moments around the 5 th cycle: just before heating  
(t=420 s.), at the end of heating (t=450 s.) and 30 seconds after heating (t=480 s.). a) the first principal strain (total), b) thermal strain, c) the first principal strain 
(mechanical), d) the second principal strain (total), e) thermal strain (the same as b), f) the second principal strain (mechanical).
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 Crack monitoring by optical techniques 

DIC and 2P-DIC techniques allow to determine temporal evolutions of Crack 

Opening Displacement (COD) and Crack Length (CL) during thermal shock test. Crack 

Opening Displacement (COD) is measured by applying “virtual extensometers” (using 

DIC) to the images of sample surface. Each virtual extensometer consists of a set 

of two subsets located around an area of interest e.g. on both sides of the crack 

initiation area (close to the border). Relative displacement (being COD) is then 

measured between these two subsets. This approach requires knowledge about 

a position of crack initiation. This position is determined with a use of 2P-DIC method, 

which allows observing evolution of the crack path with high resolution. Once 

the position of the crack initiation is well-known, this method is used to place the virtual 

extensometer(s), as presented in Figure 5-23. In this specific case, two virtual 

extensometers have been positioned: one (red colour) in the area where a crack occurs 

(to measure temporal evolution of COD) and one (light blue colour) in the area where 

no (macro)crack is detected. Subset dimensions are 80x80 pix.2 and the initial distance 

between their centres is about 120 pix. (with magnification equal to 13 pix/mm). Crack 

Length (CL) evolution with time is determined (as the total instantaneous crack length) 

from 2P-DIC method (as already explained in section 3.2.4). 

 

Figure 5-23. Picture taken at the end of the testing sequence with already developed crack (highlighted 
by 2P-DIC). The two red squares indicate the exemplary initial positions of the subsets used to monitor 
Crack Opening Displacement (COD). The two light blue squares indicate the initial positions 
of the subsets used for determination of strain increase (where no macrocrack is detected). 
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The temporal evolutions of both COD and CL during the laser heating program 

are presented in Figure 5-24 and Figure 5-25. In this case, both curves were smoothed 

by average filtering with a window size of 9 (+/- 4 values). One can observe that both 

COD and CL begin to increase significantly at the 5th cycle. COD significantly increases 

from 443 s., which is about 4 s. earlier than CL. This difference is related to the pseudo 

strain threshold which needs to be applied in the case of 2P-DIC method to separate 

cracks from noise. On the contrary, COD, representing relative displacement between 

points located on both sides of the area where the crack emerge, does not require any 

threshold and therefore is able to earlier detect emergence of a localised crack. 

a 

 
b 

Figure 5-24. Evolution of Crack Opening Displacement (COD) vs. time: a) the entire curve, b) zoom until 
the emergence of macrocrack. 

Figure 5-24b and Figure 5-25b present zooms for COD and CL evolution curves 

in order to analyse the signals before localisation of the macrocrack in the 5th cycle. 

One can observe no CL evolution during the preceding thermal shock cycles. However, 
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COD visibly varies during the 4th thermal cycle (increase during heating and decrease 

during cooling) and maybe even during the 3rd thermal cycle. The “COD” evolution 

for the area without evolution of macrocrack has been plotted for comparative 

purposes, using light blue coloured set of subsets. In this case, one cannot distinguish 

clear cycling of the “COD” value related to applied heating cycle(s). It could indicate 

that the area where the crack localized during the 5th heating cycle could have been 

slightly damaged during the previous heating cycles. This point is interesting for future 

tests with acoustic emissions monitoring which could allow detect and localise 

microcracking occurring before localisation of macrocrack. 

a 

 
b 

Figure 5-25. Evolution of Crack Length (CL) vs. time: a) the entire curve, b) zoom until the emergence 
of macrocrack. 

According to stress distributions (see Figure 5-16, Figure 5-17 and Figure 5-18), 

one can observe that the highest level of tensile stresses is present during heating 

on the top sample surface, and therefore, this area is potentially the most subjected 
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to failure. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that any crack present on the bottom 

surface can be a result of the crack propagation, initially generated at the top sample 

surface and thus it may be observed with a slight delay. 

  
a b 

  
c d 

Figure 5-26. View of the bottom sample surface with a crack generated by 2P-DIC method at: a) 450 s. 
(end of 5th heating cycle), b) 532 s. (6th heating cycle - after the first sharp increase of crack length),  
c) 630 s. (end of 7th heating cycle), d) 1344 s.(close to the end of the 15th heating cycle). Legend for 
the cracks colour: blue and red colour correspond to the crack opening displacement of ~ 0.03 μm and  
~ 0.43 μm, respectively. 

Exemplary pictures with crack representation, obtained using 2P-DIC 

are presented for four different moments in Figure 5-26. One can observe that crack 

at the end of the 5th heating cycle (see Figure 5-26a) appears discontinuous, probably 
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due to the reason that measured strain values for some areas of the crack 

did not exceed the pseudo-strain threshold (0.004). Moreover, some small cracks can 

be observed in different areas of the sample, which could indicate potential diffused 

damage before localisation of the macrocrack. Then, at the following cycle, crack 

length increases (see Figure 5-26b) and looks more continuous. At the end of the 7th 

heating (see Figure 5-26c), both crack length and crack opening visibly increase and 

diffused damage is visible on the left sample part. At the last heating cycle (see Figure 

5-26d), one crack with a huge crack opening is visible together with heterogeneous 

diffused damage on the sample surface. 

 Potential crack monitoring by acoustic emissions 

As mentioned in section 5.1.2.6, no result has been obtained with acoustic 

emission part of ATHORNA device during the present PhD study. Nevertheless, just 

to showcase briefly, a typical result that could be obtained (see Figure 5-27) 

demonstrates that acoustic events could be detected and localised during thermal 

cycle. Such results obtained by Yasmine Lalau on SiC sample demonstrates that 

acoustic emission localisation results are in quite good accordance with crack 

observed on the sample after the test. Taking into account this result, one can quite 

interesting results measured on refractories in the near future. 

 

Figure 5-27. Photo of SiC sample after the thermal shock test (visible cracks) with superposed localized 
acoustic events detected during the test (red circles).186 
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 Conclusions 

As mentioned in section 5.1.1, widely used thermal shock techniques with 

a posteriori evaluation (of Young’s modulus or modulus of rupture) provide little 

information about sample behaviour during thermal shocks. In order to improve 

understanding on the progression of damage during thermal shocks, several research 

groups developed testing devices with in-situ monitoring of sample behaviour. 

Presented ATHORNA device, thanks to sophisticated heating source as well 

as optical, thermal and acoustic emission sensors, ranks among the most promising 

devices in this category. 

Additionally, ATHORNA device targets to compare experimental measurements 

with numerical results (FEM) in order to validate modelling approach. In fact, 

the experimental part is complex and challenging, due to the need to perform tests 

at high temperature with in-situ measurements, involving quick change of parameters 

and low range of variations (especially for strain field). Thanks to the previous 

studies,99,186 several experimental trials (not presented here) have been performed and 

some improvements of this technique have been performed. The present work allowed 

to demonstrate that ATHORNA device can be used to acquire experimental data with 

rather high precision. The numerical part is also demanding, as several temperature-

dependent parameters (most of them are presented in section 4-1) had 

to be experimentally measured in order to build the FE model.  

Finally, by comparison of experimental and numerical results it was possible 

to validate with quite good agreement evolution of temperature, as well 

as out-of-plane displacement and strain in the centre of the bottom sample 

surface. It should be noted that validation of the displacement and strain fields 

is relevant until the initiation of the macrocrack (detected during the 5th heating cycle), 

as damage was not considered in presented simulations. Once the damage would 

be introduced in a more complex model, validation of displacement and strain fields 

after the damage initiation should also be possible. 
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General conclusions 

This work had two main objectives. On one hand, one aimed to better 

understand in-use behaviour of alumina spinel refractories (dedicated to steel 

ladle). On the other hand, significant effort has been made to improve advanced 

experimental devices. As a consequence, the general conclusions have been divided 

into two parts: the first one is material-oriented (alumina spinel bricks and castables) 

and the second one concerns the improved experimental methods (high temperature 

mechanical tests and thermal shock bench “ATHORNA”, both coupled with DIC 

methods). 

Findings related to investigated materials 

Case of alumina spinel bricks 

The study performed on alumina spinel bricks allowed to provide accurate data 

for numerical modelling and to improve understanding of thermomechanical 

behaviour. The most interesting findings include microcracking occurring during 

cooling (after sintering), brittle-ductile transition (around 1100 °C) as well as evolution 

of spinel content and stoichiometry (resulting in permanent material expansion) 

due to the applied thermal treatment. 

Detected microcracking has been attributed to thermal expansion anisotropy 

of white fused alumina aggregates. Brittle-ductile transition, occurring around 

1100 °C, was attributed to the increased plasticity of alumina-rich spinel probably due 

to enhanced mobility of cations with presence of cations vacancies. However, the 

evolution of spinel content (increase of 5 wt. %) and stoichiometry (1-2 wt. % 

of alumina enrichment) due to the thermal treatment (with 1h dwell at 1500 °C), 

indicates an interaction between alumina and spinel phases. 

This behaviour most likely has positive impact in application. Firstly, the formed 

microcracks can improve thermal shock resistance during the first convertor tapping. 

Secondly, permanent thermal expansion (occurring above 1300 °C), related 

to increase of spinel content, can promote joints closure. Moreover, 

temperature-dependent stoichiometry of alumina-rich spinel induces counter-diffusion 

between alumina and spinel which could result in crack healing during thermal cycling. 

Potential perspectives for investigation of alumina-spinel bricks could be related 

to microstructural and thermomechanical changes depending on different 
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pre-treatments applied from 1100 °C to 1900 °C (range over which stoichiometry 

of alumina-rich spinel changes). Depending on considered temperature, spinel 

stoichiometry and relative spinel/alumina content would be different what can play 

a significant role in thermomechanical behaviour. Especially, it could be interesting 

to provide more information about viscoplastic behaviour of alumina rich spinel at high 

temperatures e.g. in relation to alumina content within spinel. Until now this topic is not 

exhaustively documented in the literature. 

Case of model alumina spinel castables 

The investigation of model alumina spinel castables provided more information 

about thermomechanical and microstructural effects of different types 

of cements, reactive aluminas and alumina aggregates on final castable 

properties. The most interesting findings could be summarized as follows. 

CMA cement grains lead to formation of smaller pores around the cement 

grains (under the specific testing conditions) when compared to CAC. Origin of this 

difference has been attributed to two phenomena. Firstly, high water solubility 

of calcium aluminate phases can result in dissolving the external part of CAC grains 

which can be followed by recrystallization in another area. In the case of CMA grains, 

the initial volume can be better maintained thanks to the presence of MA skeleton (not 

reacting with water). However, in the case of CAC particles, the initial particle size 

is likely to be reduced. Secondly, a detected change of spinel stoichiometry 

(alumina enrichment of 3-5 wt. %), due to thermal treatment up to 1500 °C, happens 

with a permanent local expansion which can contribute to reduction of pore size 

in the area of the initial CMA grain. Other thermomechanical differences observed 

between these cements are related to higher CaO content within CAC particles. 

The type of bimodal reactive alumina seems to have a significant impact 

on mechanical properties of castable at high temperatures. The alumina with 

reduced soda content seems to increase refractoriness and resistance to creep of the 

castable, while the alumina with higher fines content could result in slightly lower 

refractoriness and resistance to creep of the castable. The type of alumina aggregate 

influences castable mechanical properties (especially high temperature ones) and 

evolution of Young’s modulus during thermal treatment. The WFA-based 

castables exhibit higher refractoriness, better creep resistance, as well as improved 

fracture behaviour after pre-treatments at lower temperatures (at 110 and 600 °C), 
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compared to TA-based ones. However, after pre-treatment at 1500 °C, thermal shock 

behaviour of both types of castables is rather similar. 

As a perspective, the tests performed using WST after different pre-treatments 

could be repeated by e.g. modifying particle size distribution (excluding certain 

fractions of grains) as it could lead to relevant differences in fracture behaviour 

and thus in thermal shock resistance. Additionally, microstructure of TA and WFA 

aggregates and their impact on microcracking in TA- and WFA-based castables could 

be more investigated in relation to both crystal size and orientation, e.g. using EBSD. 

Another interesting topic is related to addition of spherical alumina fines instead 

of angular reactive alumina, obtained by grinding. Its impact on flow is rather clear, 

however its potential impact on mechanical properties is not yet documented. 

Findings related to improved methods 

The work dedicated to experimental methods was focused on improvement 

of high-temperature optical methods applied to mechanical tests as well 

as on development of the new thermal shock testing device. 

The improvement of high temperature optical measurement required to focus 

on sample surface preparation (speckle), acquisition conditions (minimization of high 

temperature disturbances) as well as on optimal parameters for numerical treatments. 

Different speckle patterns, potentially stable at high temperature, have been 

investigated, using BFA and SiC grains with different sizes. According to this study, 

the best performing speckle pattern for the considered setup consisted of silicon 

carbide grains with a grain size between 50 and 100 μm. High-temperature 

related disturbances (heat haze, black body radiation) have been reduced thanks 

to application of the blue bandpass filter (transmits blue light, being the least affected 

by black body radiation) and air blowing (reducing heat haze). Thanks to the improved 

image acquisition setup relatively stable images have been acquired at 1200 °C 

(maximal operational temperature of the furnace). Tests on image processing (image 

filtering, image size reduction) preceding DIC and 2P-DIC analyses allowed to find 

a compromise between high measurement accuracy and relatively short duration 

of processing. Exemplary application of the improved procedure to mechanical tests 

has been presented using Brazilian test at 20 and 1200 °C. This improved setup 

and investigation procedure can be transposed to other high-temperature 

experimental setups such as wedge splitting test or thermal shock bench (ATHORNA). 
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Due to the fact that the most popular thermal shock testing approaches provide 

very little information on refractory behaviour during thermal shock (a posteriori 

evaluation of damage), it appeared relevant to study thermal shock behaviour with 

the novel ATHORNA device. Thanks to well-controlled heating source as well 

as optical, thermal and acoustic emission sensors, this device ranks among the most 

promising ones dedicated to in-situ monitor samples subjected to thermal gradient. 

The investigations performed on ATHORNA device had two main objectives: 

one aiming to approach validation of FE models with experimental results and another 

one with a goal to experimentally compare thermal shock behaviours of different 

materials. 

During this very first experimental campaign with ATHORNA device, 

comparison of experimental and numerical results allowed to validate evolution 

of temperature, out-of-plane displacement and strain on the bottom sample 

surface with a relatively good agreement. At this stage, FE modelling did not 

consider any damage progression within the sample, thus validation of displacement 

and strain fields was only relevant until initiation of macrocrack (detected during 5th 

heating cycle). 

A comparative study performed on different magnesia-based spinel-containing 

materials (reported in Annex A) highlighted potential application of ATHORNA 

device in better understanding materials behaviour under thermal shock 

conditions. For comparative purposes, a set of parameters has been defined. They 

originated from both ATHORNA and WST devices, as well as from material 

composition (spinel inclusions content). All these parameters have been summarized 

in the correlation matrix to facilitate comparison. It has been revealed that the increase 

of spinel inclusions content delays initiation of localised damage, most likely 

by diffused damage (microcracking) before the occurrence of a macrocrack. 

Moreover, the correlation between the increase of strain before crack initiation (from 

ATHORNA device) and the measure of brittleness (from WST device) indicates that 

less brittle materials can withstand higher strain before crack initiation (probably related 

to diffused damage). This demonstrates that ATHORNA device could potentially 

be used to rank materials (in a similar way as WST) depending on their resistance 

to thermal shocks. Additional observation is related to an increase of inclusion content 

that often results in more progressive crack opening after crack initiation, as well 
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as in higher final crack opening and final crack length probably due to higher tortuosity 

of crack path which hinders closure. 

Regarding perspectives, one should bear in mind that ATHORNA device is still 

a prototype and many enhancements can be implemented. First of all, the CO2 laser 

is not yet available in the laboratory (planned to be purchased) and the current study 

was performed thanks to the cooperation with ILP Laser company which allowed 

to access their laser. This resulted in limited testing possibilities and thus, only several 

experimental tests were managed. Obviously, it would be useful to perform more 

experiments, e.g. to verify repeatability of the defined parameters. Secondly, acoustic 

emission measurement has been installed in Limoges at the very end of this PhD study 

and, so far, only calibration tests were performed with these sensors. It should be noted 

that the efficiency of these acoustic emission sensors has already been demonstrated 

in framework of another PhD study, performed at Promes laboratory (in 2017). Further 

analysis, comparing the output of optical and acoustic measurements would be very 

interesting. In particular, it could lead to much better understanding of sample 

degradation during the thermal shock tests, especially for determination the onset 

of internal damage. Moreover, the currently used IR camera has rather low resolution 

and low acquisition frequency (1 image per 2 seconds) and thus better camera could 

improve the spatio-temporal resolution of thermal field. 

Concerning the numerical part, more advanced mechanical models can also 

be used in subsequent studies, such as damage plasticity model. It would allow 

to describe more accurately materials with significant non-linear behaviour, 

e.g. magnesia hercynite refractory (studied alumina spinel bricks had rather moderate 

non-linear behaviour). 
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Annex A. Comparative testing of thermal shock resistance with ATHORNA 

Studying thermal shock behaviour of refractory materials is a very attractive topic, 

especially when measurements are performed on advanced devices with multiple 

sensors. The objective of this part of study was to determine whether ATHORNA 

device can be used for comparative studying of refractories resistance 

to thermal shocks. Materials selected for this investigation originate from the PhD 

study of Imad Khlifi (performed in frames of the FIRE network) who worked on 

magnesia-based refractories with spinel aggregates.99 The key point of their 

microstructure consists on introduction of magnesium aluminate spinel (MgAl2O4) 

and/or iron aluminate spinel (FeAl2O4) aggregates, being well-known for improving 

both fracture and thermal shock resistances of magnesia-based refractories. 

Therefore, simple variations in volume fraction and/or in type of spinel aggregates 

within such system, inducing significant differences in fracture behaviour, appeared 

very suitable for this particular investigation.99 

A-1. Presentation of investigated model magnesia spinel bricks 

Model refractory magnesia spinel bricks selected for this study are presented 

in Table A-1. Each material has a specific reference, which is composed of several 

symbols: 

• M stands for magnesia; 

• S, H or SH refer to the type of coarse spinel aggregates, where S - spinel, 

H - hercynite and SH - a mixture of spinel and hercynite; 

• 5 or 15 refer to the content of coarse aggregates in wt. %. 

In total, seven materials were tested, including one magnesia refractory without 

spinel aggregates, three magnesia refractories with 5 wt. % and three magnesia 

refractories with 15 wt. % of coarse aggregate additions. More details concerning these 

materials are presented in the publicly available PhD thesis of Imad Khlifi.99 

Table A-1. Composition of model magnesia and magnesia spinel bricks. 

Reference MgO MgAl2O4 FeAl2O4 MgAl2O4 & FeAl2O4 

M 100% - - - 

MS5 95% 5% - - 

MS15 85% 15% - - 

MH5 95% - 5% - 

MH15 85% - 15% - 

MSH5 95% - - 5% 

MSH15 85% - - 15% 
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A-2. Applied heating cycle 

Taking into account experiences from previous trials with the CO2 laser 

(as a heating source), the heating procedure was specifically designed to detect 

changes in fracture behaviour between different samples. This heating procedure, 

presented in Figure A-1, consists in irradiating sample’s hot face by applying 21 heating 

cycles with the duration of 30 seconds (alternating with 60 seconds break) and with 

gradually increasing laser power (from 100 to 400 W with the increments of 15 W). 

 

Figure A-1. Programmed heating procedure composed of 21 heating cycles with gradually increasing 
laser power (ranging from 100 to 400 W with the increments of 15 W). 

A-3. Analysed results and definition of selected parameters 

The type of results which has been targeted for this study are the evolutions 

vs. time of crack opening and crack length of all tested materials. The purpose of this 

sub-section is to briefly present different parameters that have been measured thanks 

to the ATHORNA vision system combined with DIC and 2P-DIC methods (see Figure 

A-2) and to demonstrate key results that could be obtained. The main discussion 

concerning these results will be detailed in the next sub-section. 

The methodology used to measure the Crack Opening Displacement (COD) has 

been explained in section 5.2.6. The results of Crack Opening Displacement are 

presented in Figure A-3a and Figure A-3b for M and MS15 materials, respectively. One 

can notice that these curves exhibit significant differences. In order to precisely quantify 

and discuss these differences, it is necessary to introduce some measurable 

parameters. 
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Figure A-2. Picture taken at the end of the testing sequence with already developed crack. The two red 
squares indicate the exemplary initial positions of the subsets which are used to monitor Crack Opening 
Displacement (COD). 

First, it is worth mentioning that before the initiation of a crack (before ~700 s. 

for M and ~1400 s. for MS15), the COD does not exactly refer to a real crack opening, 

since no crack (no localised damage) is detected at this stage by 2P-DIC. However, 

a non-zero value can be measured, corresponding, in fact, to local thermal expansion 

which could be accompanied by some diffused damage (microcracking) just before 

localized damage. Therefore, during this first period, COD values can be used 

to determine the level of local strain before crack initiation. This value is calculated 

by dividing the COD right before crack initiation by the initial distance between 

the subsets. Other interesting parameters are (see Figure A-3b): 

• crack initiation time; 

• increase of the crack opening between the peaks from the first (P1) 

and the second cycle (P2), which follow the crack initiation; 
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• increase of the crack opening between the peaks from the second (P2) 

and the third cycle (P3), which follow the crack initiation; 

• maximal crack opening during the test (usually the last peak); 

• final crack opening (after ~2070 s.). 

 

a 

 

b 

Figure A-3. Crack Opening Displacement (COD) evolution with time for: a) M, b) MS15. The few selected 
parameters are presented in figure b. 

The crack length evolutions with time are presented in Figure A-4a and Figure 

A-4b for M and MS15 materials, respectively. Once again one can observe significant 

differences in the behaviour of these two materials. Therefore, another parameter 

has been added, as presented in Figure A-4b. This parameter is determined 

as an increase of crack length between the peaks from the first (P1) and the second 

cycles (P2), which follow the crack initiation.   
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a 

 
b 

Figure A-4. Crack Length (CL) evolution with time for: a) M, b) MS15. The selected parameter 
is presented in figure b. 

For pedagogical purpose, the curves of crack length evolution with time 

for materials with different contents and types of aggregates are presented in Figure 

A-5. One can clearly observe that the addition of coarse aggregates, in all investigated 

cases, leads to delaying of crack initiation time. 
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a 

 
b 

 
c 

Figure A-5. Crack Length (CL) evolution curves for materials having different content of: a) spinel, 
b) hercynite, c) mix of spinel and hercynite. 
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A-4. Correlation matrix of selected parameters with discussion 

The purpose of this sub-section is to correlate the results obtained by ATHORNA 

device on these model magnesia spinel materials and the results previously obtained 

using WST (thanks to the PhD of Imad Khlifi).99 In this aim, Table A-2 shows the matrix 

of the Pearson-type correlation coefficients r (linear correlation between two sets 

of data). The values of these coefficients can be in a range [-1; 1] and each of them 

is calculated as a covariance of two variables divided by the product of their standard 

deviations. This calculated value is an indication of correlation between variables: 

• if the value is close to 1, it indicates a strong positive correlation between 

variables (Y increases linearly as X increases); 

• if the value is close to -1, there can be a strong negative correlation 

between variables (Y decreases linearly as X increases); 

• if the value is close to 0, there is no correlation between variables. 

It is safe to consider each value of the Pearson-type correlation coefficient 

as an indication of potential correlation and it is a good practice to check scatter plots 

of the two sets of variables for each analysed coefficient. In this aim, Table A-2 

indicates correlation coefficients for the set of selected parameters and the most 

interesting parameters are also presented on scatterplots in Figure A-6.  
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Table A-2. Matrix of Pearson type correlations between the parameters originating from experimental 
ATHORNA and WST devices, as well as from material design (inclusions content). 

 

The parameters indicated in Table A-2 come from ATHORNA device 

(numbers 1-8), WST device (numbers 9-11) and material design (number 12). 

The correlation coefficient of the parameters No. 11 and 12 is relatively high (R = 0.89) 

and together with the scatterplot from Figure A-6a allow to identify a linear correlation 

between them. In other words, the increase of inclusions content correlates 

with reduced brittleness (increase of Gf’/σNT). This is a well-known relationship 

as aggregates are typically added to decrease material brittleness. 

Another correlations can be observed between the crack initiation time 

and the inclusions content (No. 1 and 12, R = 0.89, Figure A-6b) as well as between 

the strain before crack initiation and the inclusions content (No. 4 and 12, R = 0.60, 

Figure A-6c). It could mean that an increase of inclusions content could promote 

diffused damage (microcracks), thus delaying initiation of localised damage 

and leading to a higher strain before initiation of the macrocrack. Completely linked 

to this point, a relatively significant linear correlation can be observed between 

the strain before crack initiation and the measure of brittleness (No. 4 and 11, R = 0.82, 
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Figure A-6d). The measure of brittleness (by investigation of fracture behaviour using 

wedge splitting test) is in fact often used to estimate material’s resistance to thermal 

shocks. In some way, the result obtained here, with the use of correlation matrix, 

confirms the link between the brittleness and the ability of the material to sustain 

a certain level of strain (by diffused microcracking), before the onset of the macrocrack 

(when localisation of the damage occurs). 

In the next step of cracking, a correlation between the increase of crack opening 

from the first to the second peak and the inclusions content (No. 5 and 12, R = 0.52, 

Figure A-6e) can be observed. In some way, this correlation demonstrates that 

an increase in inclusions content could lead to more progressive crack opening 

by limiting crack propagation. 

In the end, one can also identify a relatively strong correlation between the final 

crack opening and the inclusions content (No. 2 and 12, R = 0.87, Figure A-6f), as well 

as rather moderate one between the final crack opening and the final crack length 

(No. 2 and 8, R = 0.44, Figure A-6g). Thus, the increase of inclusions content leads in 

all investigated cases to higher final crack opening (at the end of thermal shock cyclic 

test). This increase of final crack opening is probably related to presence of extensive 

microcracking before initiation of the main crack and to higher tortuosity of crack path 

(detected in some cases as higher crack length) which hinders closure. 
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a b 

  
c d 

  
e f 

 

 

g  

Figure A-6. Scatterplots between: a) inclusions content and the measure of brittleness, 
b) inclusions content and crack initiation time, c) inclusions content and strain before crack initiation, 
d) measure of brittleness and strain before crack initiation, e) inclusions content and crack opening 
increase P2&P1, f) inclusions content and final crack opening g) final crack length and final crack 
opening. 
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A-5. Conclusions 

This additional study, performed on model magnesia-based materials, highlights 

another potential application of ATHORNA device which consists in comparing 

resistance to thermal shocks of different refractory materials. This purely experimental 

study unveiled that one can better understand material behaviour under cyclic thermal 

shock conditions. Correlation between the parameters originating from ATHORNA and 

WST devices, as well as from inclusions content, allowed to draw several reasonable 

conclusions. 

First of all, one has observed that the increase of inclusions content delays 

initiation of localised damage, probably related to occurrence of diffused damage 

(microcracking) before occurrence of a macrocrack. Moreover, the relation between 

the increase of strain before crack initiation (from ATHORNA device) and the measure 

of brittleness (from WST device) indicates that less brittle materials can withstand 

higher strain before crack initiation (most likely due to diffused damage). 

This interesting observation indicates that probably the strain before crack initiation, 

detected on ATHORNA device, could also allow (like the measure of brittleness) 

to rank materials depending on their resistance to thermal shocks (for given 

conditions). 

Additional rather obvious observations are related to the increase of inclusions 

content. On the one hand, an increase of inclusions content leads to more progressive 

crack opening by limiting crack propagation. On the other hand, higher number of 

inclusions leads to higher final crack opening. This increased final crack opening often 

coexists with a higher final crack length, probably due to higher tortuosity of the crack 

path, which could hinder crack closure. 
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Abstract 

Improvement of strain field monitoring at high temperature  
and thermomechanical characterization of alumina spinel refractory materials 

Alumina spinel refractories are known for their good performance in several areas 
of steel ladle lining. This study includes a thermomechanical investigation of an industrial 
alumina spinel bricks which allowed to detect microcracking (while cooling below 650 °C), 

brittle-ductile transition (at around 1100 °C) and variations of spinel content and stoichiometry 

being dependent on applied thermal treatment. Another investigation, related to model alumina 
spinel castables, reveals impacts of different types of aggregates, reactive aluminas 
and cements. Results obtained from both above-mentioned studies are interpreted in relation 
to likely performance in application. Apart from the material-oriented investigations, 
a significant part of this PhD study is dedicated to an improvement of two experimental 
techniques. The first one, used for high-temperature mechanical testing coupled with Digital 
Image Correlation (DIC) methods, has been improved to accurately monitor strain fields at high 
temperatures (1200 °C). This investigation includes optimization of high-temperature resistant 

speckle pattern and image pre-treatment for more accurate DIC measurements. The second 
type of improved experimental technique is a novel thermal shock bench (ATHORNA device). 
In this case, the experimental results, obtained by optical methods, are compared with finite 
element modelled results, being the first attempt to validate the numerical model with this 
device. Additionally, an investigation comparing ATHORNA and wedge splitting test results, 
performed on model magnesia spinel materials, allowed to demonstrate that ATHORNA can 
also be used for comparing thermal shock resistance of refractories. 

Keywords: alumina spinel refractories, thermomechanical behaviour, microcracking, digital 
image correlation, speckle pattern, thermal shock monitoring 

Résumé 

Optimisation de la mesure de champ de déformation à haute température 
et caractérisation thermomécanique de matériaux réfractaires d’alumine spinelle 

Les réfractaires d'alumine spinelle sont connus pour leurs bonnes performances en tant 
que revêtement de poche d'acier. Une première partie de l’étude s’est focalisée sur 
le comportement thermomécanique de briques industrielles d'alumine spinelle et a permis 
de mettre en évidence le développement de microfissures (au cours du refroidissant 
en dessous de 650 °C), une transition ductile fragile (aux environs de 1100 °C) 
et des changements de teneurs en spinelle et de stœchiométrie étroitement liés au traitement 
thermique appliqué. Une deuxième partie de l’étude concerne des bétons modèles d'alumine 
spinelle, et a permis de révéler l’impact de différents types d’agrégats, de différents types 
d'alumines réactives et de différents ciments. En sus des investigations portant sur les 
propriétés thermomécaniques des matériaux, une partie importante de cette thèse 
a également été consacrée à l'amélioration de deux techniques expérimentales. La première 
concerne des mesures de champs de déformations par corrélation d'images numériques 
(DIC) lors d’essais mécaniques à haute température (1200 °C). Afin d’optimiser la précision 
de mesures dans ces conditions expérimentales difficiles, une optimisation a spécifiquement 
porté sur des mouchetis résistant à haute température et sur l’application de prétraitements 
d'images avant les mesures DIC proprement dites. La deuxième concerne un nouveau banc 
de choc thermique (dispositif ATHORNA) qui est en cours de développement. Les résultats 
expérimentaux, obtenus sur ce banc par des méthodes optiques, ont pour la première fois 
pu être comparés aux résultats de modélisés par éléments finis. En outre, une étude 
comparant les résultats des tests d'ATHORNA et des essais de wedge splitting, réalisée 
sur des matériaux modèles de spinelle de magnésie, a permis de démontrer qu'ATHORNA 
pouvait également être utilisé pour comparer la résistance aux chocs thermiques 
de réfractaires. 

Mots clés: réfractaires d'alumine spinelle, comportement thermomécanique, microfissuration, 
corrélation d'images numériques, mouchetis, chocs thermiques 
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